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STATE OF MAINE
MINING LEASE
No. 1

THIS INDENTURE, made this twenty-ninth (29) day of June,
1959, by and between the state of Maine through the Maine Mining
11

Bureau hereinafter sometimes called the

Lessor 11 , party of., the

first part, and Roland F. Beers, Inc. , a New York corpora t .ion
having its executive offices in the City of Troy, state of New
York, hereinafter sometimes called the

11

-~ -

Lessee 11 , party of the

second part.
WHEREAS, the Lessee is owner of certain mining claims
numbered 131 to 134 inclusive and 137-139 inclusive, recorded in
the Office of the state Land . Agent at Augusta, Maine, and has ___ •.·,.
heretofore been issued a License to Mine upon the said mining

l.

I

claims, the same being License numbered 2 issued by the Lessor;

,...,,...

--------------

and

·C

'

•

,

WHEREAS, the Lessor has on the eleventh day of February·, , J: 959,
..
:';.. :-

given its ruling that the operations of the Lessee in carrying
on its proposed mining operations under this lease and the taking
/

of minerals from the said mining claims will be consiste~t with
any prior or proposed use by the Lessor, its agents oi-~instrumentalities; and
WHEREAS, the tract taken under this lease has been accurately

I surveyed,

said survey is marked

11

Exhibit A11 attached hereto and

!made a part hereof; and

I!

WHEREAS, the Lessor finds that the Lessee's previous
prospecting or mining activities within the state of Maine have .
caused no unreasonable damage to adjacent property; and

\·IHEREAS, the Lessee has furnished adequate proof of its
0

1nancial responsibility and the Lessor finds that the Lessee is

1:r1nancially able to respond in damages to satisfy· any judgments
ti

[!.for damage arising out of the mining operation under this lease
,,
/iwhich might cause damage to adjacent areas, and the filing of a
·:
~ond is not necessary; and
WHEREAS, the Lessor has determined that it is not expedient
to require the Lessee to conduct bona fide mining operations under
said mining license for not more than one year prior to the
granting of this lease.

WI T N E S S E T H
That, for and in consid~ration of the covenants, agreements
and conditions hereinafter contained, to be observed, kept and
performed by the Lessee, the Lessor, in accordance with the
,authority vested in it by Chapter 38B, Revised Statutes of 1954,
as amended, has demised, leased and granted, and by these presents
does demise, lease and grant for the purposes hereinafter set
forth, to the said Lessee, its successors and assigns, each and all
of the following tracts or parcels of land situated in the County
of Knox, state of Maine, and more particularly described as follows
A certain lot or parcel of land of
95
acres
more or less described in Exhibit A attached hereto
consisting of seven (7) claims recorded in the name
of Lessee Roland F. Beers, Inc., as claim numbers
131, 132, 133, 134, 137, 138, and 139, filed at
pages 173, 175, and 177, Book I, of the records of
the state Land Agent for the Maine Mining Bureau,
and upon which License to Mine number 2 was issued
by the Maine Mining Bureau on February 11, 1959,
which License to Mine is filed at page 93, Book VI,
of the records of the state Land Agent for the Maine
Mining Bureau, each of said seven (7) claims being
600 1 x 1500 1 in size in accordance with Chapter 38 B,
Revised statutes of 1954, as amended, excepting
certain areas of private ownership, said claims being
located with reference to "Master Claim Post No. 1 11
which is located on the northeast side of Crawford
p_ond, Town of Union, Knox county, Maine, approximately
6138 1 S 53° v.f of the road junction of East Union Village
and 15,180 1 N 73° 30' ·w of common corner of the Towns of
warren, Union, and Rockport, Knox County, all as set
2

forth in the engineer's map of said claims which is
attached hereto as Exhibit A and which is filed at
page 147, Book I, of the records of the state Land
Agent for the Maine Mining Bureau.
for and during the term of twenty (20) years from and after the
date hereof, or until, as to each such respective tract or parcel,
this lease shall be earlier terminated in the manner hereinafter
provided.

said premises are leased to the Lessee for the purpose

of giving and granting to the Lessee the exclusive right and
privilege of entering into and upon said leased premises and each
Jand every part thereof so long as this lease shall remain in effect
!with respect thereto and to explore for, mine, remove, beneficiate.
,:

\\concentrate, refine and ship any merchantable ores, metals, mineral

II and mineral products not including oil, gas, sand and gravel, and
11

!1

!!water, which it may desire, as are or may be found therein or
i/

thereon, together with the full right, privilege and authority
of constructing, and maintaining any and all such machinery,

1
I

!excavations, openings, and other improvements, property and fixtures

I1as

may be reasonably necessary, convenient or suitable for mining,

i
i

•

removing, beneficiating, concentrating and shipping any of such

1

ores or materials or products thereof or for any activities
incidental thereto or to any of the rights or privileges of the
Lessee hereunder, and to commit waste to the extent necessary,
~sual or customary in the carrying out of any and all of such

!

purposes, rights, privileges or authorities, and to use such water,
I
\sand and gravel found on said premises for mining and processing
i'

pperations.

rt is hereby understood and agreed that the Lessor

retains all other rights and interests not inconsistent with the
l

rights herein granted, to the extent that the same may be exercised,

Irsed

or retained without in any way interfering with the full and

(ree exercise by the Lessee of its rights and privileges hereunder.
I-

I

Exploration Period
!
jj

The period of this lease from the date hereof to and including

IiDecember 31, 1963, shall be known as the exploration period and it
3

is understood and agreed by the Lessee that it will expend the
sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) prior to December 31,
1963, for exploration in the area defined in Exhibit A hereof by
diamond drilling, or by such geological methods of exploration
as may be approved in writing by the Lessor and/or for experimental
or developmental work on the beneficiation, concentration or
treatment of any mineral material which may be found in such area.
On or before January 31, 1960, Lessee shall submit a report
to Lessor covering the exploration work carried on during the
period from the date of this lease to December 31, 1959.

Similar

annual reports shall be submitted for subsequent years of the
exploration period.

These reports shall describe the type and

extent of exploratory work carried on in the area defined in
Exhibit A of the lease, and shall contain a detailed expenditure
report for the exploratory work conducted by the Lessee during the
I

required period.

Lessee also shall submit drill records, file

maps and sections describing in detail the results which have been
obtained in exploration work in the area defined in Exhibit A
hereof.

I

Renewal
Lessor grants Lessee the right to renew this lease upon its
expiration for a term not to exceed twenty (20) years upon the same
terms and conditions as contained herein, provided that the propert
subject to this lease is under development or in production at the
time of expiration of this lease.

Cessation of normal development

or production activities, by reason of adverse economic conditions,
for a period of not more than two (2) years at or about the time of
expiration of this lease shall not affect renewal privileges, if
development or production is ,resumed after such cessation for a
continuous period of at least one (1) year.

During the renewed

term of twenty (20) years, if such renewal occurs, Lessor grants
to Lessee the right to suspend or cease development or production
/activities on the leased premises for a cumulative aggregate of
j

I

not more than seventy-two (72) months.
4

;;
I,

":'\ental
rn accordance with Chapter 38B, Revised Statutes of 1954, as

ir

iI

;amended, Lessor shall not charge Lessee any rental for the premises
!

hubject to this lease which are covered by water.
liMinimum Royalty

il

For the year commencing January 1, 1964, and for each calendar

i/

lhrear thereafter during which this contract shall continue in e·ffect
11'1

II

1:the
Lessee shall on or before the twentieth (2Q day of January of
I
I

!said year pay to the Lessor an annual minimum royalty in the amount
d
of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) for all acreage subject to this
1

11

.

r\lease at the beginning of such calendar year.

The Lessee shall

1I

llnave credit in any one calendar year for any amount or amounts
\paid to the Lessor as for minimum royalty, and any and all such
1credi ts may be used and applied by the Lessee, so far as the same
L

'.will go and be required to satisfy any amounts coming due under

I
I

ithis lease to the Lessor for royalty during said calendar year in
!
I

I

~xcess of the minimum royalty for the year of application.

It is

lthe purpose of this covenant to secure a regular annual income from

i

I

~he demised premises, for the continuance and force of this lease
I
pn and after January 1, 1964, of not less than Five Hundred Dollars
I
I

'

1!( $500. 00) for all acreage subject to the terms and conditions of

I!

lthis lease.

Ji

;;

il

1Royalty
H

i'11

That the Lessee shall on or before the twentieth day of Januar

i~f each and every year, so long as this indenture continues in force.,

Ii

ray to the Lessor for all merchantable ores, metals, minerals and
·I

pineral products mined from said premises by the Lessee during the
lb:,:elve ( 12) months preceding the first day of the month in which

I

such payments are to be made as aforesaid, royalty as defined in

I·hapter

38B, Revised Statutes of 1954, as amended, as follows:

5

\

I

(a) Royalty payment of

5%

of the adjusted fair market value

of the minerals or metals removed from the ground is
charged on an annual basis.

All royalty payments in

excess of the minimum royalty shall be paid as hereinbefore stated.

The adjusted fair market value for such

products as have a posted field or market price at the
mine head shall be the posted field or market price
at the time of removal from the ground without deductions
except those expenses of hoisting, crushing and loading
necessary to place the severed product in marketable
form and at a marketable place.
(b) The adjusted fair market value for such severed products
as must be processed· or beneficiated before they reach a
marketable form shall be the fair value of such severed
products in their first marketable form as ore concentrate
.

.

at point of concentration, after deduction of expenses of
hoisting, crushing, loading, transportation, processing
and beneficiation.

In case said severed products have no

market value at the mine or as a concentrate, the adjusted
fair market value shall be the value of such severed
products when they first reach a marketable form, after
deduction of expenses of hoisting, crushing, loading,
transportation, processing and beneficiation and after
deduction of the value of any other materials or articles
which are combined with, mixed with, absorbed in, or

I

absorbed by said severed products in the process of turnin

said severed products into their first marketable form.

There shall also be deducted the expenses of such combinin ,
mixing or absorbing processes.
Operations
All mines on said premises shall be opened, used and worked-in
such manner only as is usual and customary in skillful and proper
mining operations of similar character when conducted by the

6

proprietors or other prudent operators, and so as not to do, cause
,or permit any unnecessary and unusual permanent injury to the same
or any improper interference or hindrance in the subsequent
'operation of said mine or mines; provided that, subject to the
above requirements the Lessee may from time to time use and employ
such methods of mining as to the whole or any part of the ore upon
'I

i
1

said property, or under any portion thereof, as it may desire or
find most profitable and economical, or may, when it deems it
necessary or desirable, discontinue operations entirely so long
as it shall well and truly meet its obligations hereunder to pay
taxes, minimum royalty or accrued royalty, if any, subject to terms
and conditions herein set out under the renewal clause; and provided further that nothing contained in this lease shall require
the Lessee to develop a separate shaft or shafts on the leased
premises or any part thereof, or prevent raid Lessee from developing
mine or operations on the leased premises or any part thereof
solely through or in connection with its operations on or in any
adjoining or nearby property or properties as to it may seem most

I

jdesirable, taking into account its developments and operations on

I
I

/any or all adjoining or nearby properties, or require the Lessee to
/mine, preserve or protect in its mining operations any ore which,

I under

good mining practice, cannot be mined, treated, and shipped

\

!at a profit to the Lessee at the time encountered.
I

/cross Mining

I
I

At any time while this agreement shall remain in full force

land effect the Lessor shall and will, upon written request from the
I
I

!Lessee, execute and deliver to the Lessee an agreement permitting
ithe Lessee to mine and remove ores from the leased premises through
~djoining premises owned or operated by the Lessee or any company

I

Fssociated or affiliated with it, or to mine and remove ores from
!such adjoining premises through the open ings on the leased

I

premises; provided, however, that no· such agreement shall be

1

II

/rxecuted unless similar rights and privileges shall be granted by

/~he

owners of such adjoining premises.

1;

Any such supplemental agree-

~ent shall be executed in acceptance by the Lessee.

il

7

!:

\

•3eneficiation and waste Disposal
The Lessee shall have the right to mine from the leased premis
any and all mineral material which cannot be mined and shipped dire'1
:as a merchantable product and which is susceptible to concentration

and to concentrate such crude ore by crushing, grinding, washing,
/1otation, or other methods for the purpose of improving the
i

!character or quality thereof, at a concentrating plant on the lease
!

:premises or elsewhere in Maine.

Within the term of this lease the

'Le s:30r grants to the Lessee the right to use any applicable mill,

!refinery, or other surface facilities constructed for the purpose
I

'

!of treating mineral material from the leased premises, to treat
I

lores or mineral material mined at any locations outside of the
I
ileased premises, whether or not the commercial mineral material on
i
!the leased premises may have been depleted and exhausted. The Less e
I

I

'

'
1

further agrees that all mineral material mined on the leased premiss

I

!

~ill receive first concentration or other preliminary processing
','Ji
i

thin the state of Maine, if it is material which must be concen-

I

itrated or otherwise processed before it can enter normal sales

I

~hannels on the open market.

For the purpose of expediting researc

!in beneficiation and refining technjques, the Lessor grants to the

1

"I\

[Lessee the right to transport crude ore free of royalty to
!!

j~aboratories, pilot plants, or other research facilities within or
.I

/outside of Maine at any time during the period of this lease, in
i

i,.h

I~ e aggregate amount of One Hundred (100) short (2000-pound) tons.

i.,

I:

:,

The rock, lean ores, tailings, or other residual material from
mining or concentration of materials removed from the demised

1

premises shall be deposited by the Lessee at such places and in such

[i

~anner as will not conflict with or embarrass the future operations
H

lbr said mine or mines, and in such manner as not to conflict with

Ithe
I

laws of the state and as not to cause pollution of the ground,

I

I
! a'
ptreams, ponds, or atmosphere to a degree incompatible with health an

i

:I

~afety.
The Lessee shall conduct any such concentration process in a

I
I

}easonably careful and good workmanlike manner and in accordance r.'J'i th
II
Ii
!
8
ii

ii

the requirements of good engineering, interest of both Lessor and
Lessee being equally considered and protected, and so as not to do
or cause or permit any unnecessary or unusual waste of the mineral
material taken from said premises.
The concentrates may be stockpiled on any adjacent or nearby
:premises and the rights and liens of the Lessor therein shall be
i

lorotected
by provision in subsequent agreement as provided for unde
,~
\this lease relating to cross mining.
It is covenanted and agreed between the parties hereto that

j

I

~rude ore removed from the demised premises to any other lands in
i

kaine for the purpose of concentrating the same, shall be subject t
i

I

;royalty accrual at the time of removal from the ground, whether or

Inot
lI

there may be a significant delay between the time of removal fro

I

1rhe ground and the time of concentration.
lj..

.
h''jJ_xing

And the Lessee shall also have, and is hereby granted, the

I\

~ight and privilege at any time, and so long as it may hold similar
j!

~ights
and privileges on or in connection with any adjoining or
I!
ii

!i

pearby premises, of mixing, either underground at the shaft or on

ii

the surface, any ores or materials that shall be mined from the
I',I

;eased premises or any part thereof with ores or materials,

Ii

tiespectively, of the same or similar grade mined from any such
1·

~djoining or other premises on or in connection with which it has

ii

~imilar
rights, provided that the mixing of such ores or materials
,,
!:
i:

:Is
,,

accomplished in such a manner as is fair and equitable and in

"

~Fcordance with standard practices, including the following:

!II.

{a)

II

The materials to be mixed shall be of the same or similar
grade; and sufficient analyses of materials in place shall
be made before mixing to assure this fact.

(b)

An accurate record of the number of tramcars, truckloads o
other units of measure agreeable to both first and secon~
parties of each grade of each material from each property
going into each mixture shipped from the pockets and going
9

"

\
I

into each mixture stockpiled shall be kept and made
available to the Lessor at all reasonable times.
(c)

All tramcars, truckloads or other units of measure agreeable to both first and second parties shall at all times
be of uniform size, and care shall be taken that they
are loaded uniformly.

(d)

The number of tramcars, truckloads or other units of
measure of material from each property going into each
mixture of each grade shipped in its natural state and
each mixture beneficiated or concentrated before shipment
shall be used as the basis of the allocation of the
tonnage of each such mixture of merchantable ore or of
concentrated products between the properties from which
the material is mined.

(e)

In shipping mixtures of any grade direct from any shaft
or pockets or beneficiation plant, the actual shipping
weights of each shipment of such mixture shall be
apportioned between the respective properties contributin
thereto on the basis of the number of tramcars, truckloadL
or other units of measure of material so contributed to
such mixture from each respective property.

(f)

Each stockpile of mixed ore,

and each stockpile of mixed

concentrated products, and the actual shipping weights of
each shipment from each stockpile, shall be apportioned
and accredited to each of the respective properties contributing thereto on the basis of the number of tramcars,!

I

truckloads or other units of measure of material from eachI
such property respectively which shall have been contributed to the stockpile involved; provided, however, that
,!

where contributions have been made to any stockpile durin~

!!

i

jl

I

more than one stockpile ye-ar, shipments made after thefirst such year shall be reckoned on a stockpile year
basis (January 1 to December 31), and shall be deemed

!!
Ii

10

l

to have come from the earliest year's contributions until
a tonnage equal to the total estimated contributions to
such stockpile during s~ch earliest year shall have been
shipped, so that all shipments made from the stockpile
shall be deemed to be from the oldest ore or concentrated
;,

II

products (in terms of stockpile years) in ·said stockpile.

ll

The basis of apportionment of any so-called iroverrun" of
any such mixed stockpile shall be the total tramcar,
truckload or other unit of measure contributions of each
property thereto since the last cleanup of such stockpile
(g)

·whenever a body of merchantable ore or non-merchantable
ore extends from the leased premises into any adjoining
property operated by the Lessee, the Lessee shall mine
each such body from each of such properties separately
but mining operation on any such body may be conducted
on each of said properties simultaneously and in the
interest of accuracy lines shall be established between
the properties on each level, sublevel, or on the surface
as the case may be, by a competent surveyor.

(h)

The Lessor shall have the right at its own expense and by
its authorized agents, at all reasonable times and in a
manner not unreasonably or unnecessarily hindering or
interrupting the operations of the Lessee, to enter upon
and into each property contributing to any such mixture
and view the same and take all reasonable means to
ascertain the condition thereof and the kind, qualities
and quantities of the materials going into any mixture

li

and to examine all working and other maps, records and
analyses pertaining thereto, and to request and receive
such maps of the operations and other data as will enable
it to have a clear understanding of the quantities and.
qualities of the materials going into each mixture, and
the Lessor agrees that the Lessee may grant similar right
11

to the owners of any adjoining or nearby property from
which ores are being mixed with materials from the
leased premises in accordance herewith.

i!
i:

l\

t/

:1

(i )

The Lessee shall, before mixing any ores from the leased

1)

!!

premises with ores from other premises, take adequate

,,
1\
lj

samples of such ores from each property, respectively,

n

contributed to any such mixture, and, .for the purposes

I,

ti

,,i!
iii'.

,,

of the application of the royalty provisions of this

1!,1

lease, the analyses of such ores from the leased premises

ii

I,

ii

Ii

!I

going into any such mixture shall be determined by

ii/i

!

allocating the average analyses of the mixed ores, taken

!I

in the customary manner tipon or after shipment, to the

I
II

respective ores from the various properties contributing

I

thereto in proportion to the average analyses of the car,

iI

truck, or belt samples of such respective ores and, in

I

case any such mixture shall be shipped from a stocl{pile

i

to which contributions shall have been made in more than

I

I

il

tf

one stockpile year, such analyses shall be apportioned

I

on a stockpile-year basis in a manner similar to that
provided in subparagraph (f) of this section with respect
to the allocation of tonnage shipped from such a stockpil

(j)

In case the Lessor shall desire to test the accuracy of
the method being used for the allocation of tonnages of
any mixture, or of the analyses of mixtures of mineral
materials of the various properties contributing thereto,
and shall so notify the Lessee in writing, then the
Lessee will, as promptly as practicable thereafter,
interrupt the mixing for a sufficient length of time so
that the estimated tramcar, truckload or other unit of
measure weights and analyses of the materials from each
property contributing thereto may be separately checked·
against railroad or other weights and analyses on
separate shipments thereof.
12

I
1

1

The Lessee at the time of each annual payment of royalty,
~hall transmit to the Lessor a true and accurate statement showing
for the preceding year the amount of each of the following, mined
or produced from materials mined from the leased premises and
shipped during the preceding year for which royalty is to be paid
as herein provided, to wit:
(a)

The tonnage and analysis of merchantable ore mined by
open pit methods and the tonnage and analysis of
merchantable ore mined by underground methods shipped
direct without treatment as referred to in subparagraph
(a) of the section entitled

11

Royaltyn.
.

.

(b)

The tonnage and analysis of concentrated products of
crude material mined by open pit methods and the tonnage
and analysis of concentrated products of crude material

,I,,

mined by underground methods, as referred to in sub-

ji

1'

:I
ii
II

paragraph (b) of said

Royaltyn section.
.
.
The Lessee will also furnish the Lessor annually an accurate

Ii

11

ii

!!statement, reports and maps of exploration and development and
l

jmining work upon said land during the preceding year, in addition
I

to those requirements specified in Section 10 of Chapter 293,

11

I! Public

Laws 1957.

For any year in which the Lessee shall have exercised its
~ishts to so mix 'ores or materials from the leased premises with
those from other premises prior to the completion of their
beneficiation, concentration or treatment, the report by the
;!Lessee to the Lessor for such year shall also show separately, and
l\
)\

Jifor each classification of concentrates or marketable products
•[

ii

1'unon
which royalty is to be paid, the followin 0- to wit:
! ~
II
(1) The total weight and analysis of the concentrates or
0

1,
1I

products made from such mixed ores or materials in

:1
llii

such year;

JI

,,

ii

d

ii

JI

ii

Ii

"

13

(2)

The weizht or measured units and analysis of (i)

the ores and materials derived from the
leased premises, and

(ii) the ores and materials derived from other
premises, so going into the production of
such concentrates or products; and

(3)

The weight or amount of such concentrates or marketable
products assigned as derived from the leased premises
as provided in this section.

(4)

such other data as is available from the Lessee 1 s records
and which will enable the Lessor to determine whether sue
concentrates or products have been properly classified fol
the purpose of computing the royalty payable thereon.

'I12.xes

The Lessee does hereby covenant, promise and agree, that it
will pay as and when the same shall become due and payable all
lat-Jful public taxes and assessments, if any whatsoever.

The Lessee

shall not permit or suffer the demised premises, or any part thereo ,
or any ore mined thereon or any improvements or personal property
thereon, to be sold at any time for such taxes or assessments.
ste
The Lessee further agrees that it will not permit or suffer to
made any waste of the leased premises (except such waste as may
~o necessarily or customarily incidental to the conduct of the
~ining operations herein contemplated or the full and proper
xercise of any of the rights and privileges hereby granted); that
the end of said term, or the termination of this lease or demise
whole or in part, whether by forfeiture, expiration of time,
;surrender by the Lessee, or otherwise, it will peaceably surrender
I

I

;'che leased premises or the governrnent2.l de script ions affected
I
thereby,
as the case may be, to the Lessor with all caves and
i
i

ppenings properly fenced, filled or protected ns may be required
l

~Y a~y laws or proper regulations of any duly constituted govern-

~ental authority then iri effect and with all stopes, shafts and
underground openings that may be made by the Lessee thereon, in
sood order and condition, ordinary wear and tear in use and
terj_oration from and damage by the elements excepted.

It is mutually agreed, that the Lessee shall have ninety (90)
after any such termination or surrender in which to remove
,:

ij all engines, tools, machinery, railway tracks, shaft houses, build"ng1
jj dwellings, and structures and all other property of every nature

i and

description erected, placed or situated upon the pr2mise s as t ,
l

!I

this lease is being terminated or surrendered, except any an'!
!I -.,n' ··en'
_L
:I

I•

H

ii

\all supports placed in any shafts, drifts, or openings thereon or
1any timber or frame work necessary to the use and maintenance of
!

:I shafts or approaches to mines or tramways within mines, none of
\\which shall be removed or destroyed by the Lessee; provided, always,
Ii

I!ho,·,ever,

that none of said property may be removed by the Lessee

,!

!;unless all payments of taxes, if any, (except taxes not then due
i;

.

;: :.~nd p2yable, which must and will be paid within thirty ( 3 0) days

!

\after they become due and payable), royalties then due and other
l

!!dues shall have been made and all other covenants, agreements and
jlconditions hereof obligatory upon the Lessee shall have been

d
:1

jjproperly and faithfully observed and performed.

Upon the failure

liof' the Lessee to remove any such permitted property within said
(;

'.pc:riod of ninety ( 90) days, the same shall belong to and become
:the absolute property of the Lessor.
!I

liinspec tion by Lessor
!\

It is mutually agreed that said Lessor, its agents and

i~ervants, may at all reasonable t;mes enter upon the demised
ii

p
"
:premises,
or any part thereof, peaceably, and view the same, and

H

!pake all reasonable means to ascertain the condition thereof, and
q
I'

ibhe kind, qualities and quantities of ~ineral material therein or

l:

I)

)\

15
l

\

'.'emovcd therefrom, not thereby unreasonably or unnecessarily
~ind~r:ne or interrupting the proper business or operations of the
[cssec; provided, however, that said Lessor agrees to save

the
Lcs~,;ee harmless from all claims for damages arising out of any

J

: death or personal injuries sustained by any such agents or servant
1\

!I1, o:i.ro ;_vhe Lessor while in or upon said premises as herein permitted,
p
ii
Ii!: unless the death or injury arises as the result of negligence of
1,

l\

II the Lessee.
!(

I'

ii11 D 0~-L-"'a,ul '-L,

ii'I

rt is mutually agreed that if the royalties hereby reserved,

!i

H
ii.

1: o~
an·.1rJ -part thereof be and remain unpaid
after the days and times
H
...
.L

!l

1
'
•
~
:,aoove
speciried,
or 1 f the Lessee shall fai 1 t o keep any of the
1:
I'

I'I other conditions herein expressed to be kept, performed or
!1

observed by the Lessee, then upon notice by the Lessor of such

Ji

ii

il alleged failure to so comply, by sending such notice by registered

n

"'I

lior certified mail at the place designated in this instrument under

i!

)! the heading
q

11

Addressesrr, and if such failure to so comply is not

!1

:1remedied within thirty (30) days after the date of mailing such
:i
i)

notice, the Lessee I s rights hereunder shall be liable to forfeiture!.
Said forfeiture shall be taken pursuant to the provisions of

I

Section 11, Chapter 293, Public Laws of Maine of 1957, and acts
amendatory thereto.
·~ermination of Lease or Surrender of Rights by Lessee
It is hereby further covenanted, agreed and understood by and
between the said parties hereto, that the Lessee may:
(a)

At any time terminate the term aforesaid and the foregoing lease and demise; and/or

(b )

At any time and from time to time separately surrender
the rights, privileges and easements hereinabove granted

!

,l

j

leased and demised to it, and terminate its obligations h~re
unde½ insofar as the same pertains to any one or more

I
1
I

I

designated goverrunental descriptions ,·,rhich are part of th~
\
I

leased premises;
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Jj

:/
q

/! by g:Lving the Lessor written notice of its intention so to do at
d

H J.east ~~ixty (60) days before such termination or ·surrender, as

ii

,
I!iiij ,enc
H

case may b e, suc'n no1-:1·
- ce to 'oe g1· ven 1· n t'ne manner herein

i

provided; and in each such case this lease shall terminate, or

ii··

and obligations of the Lessee with respect to the
the rirrhts
~

i!
i!

designated governmental descriptions surrendered shall terminate

iiI,

as the case may be, sixty (60) days after the giving of such notic ,

!l
.1
1,
,1

Ii

I .~orovided
I

that all of the covenants, agreements, and conditions

hereof obligatory upon the Lessee, including payment of all
.;

II miniml.)Jn royalty, royalties and other sums that may have accrued
!I and become payable hereunder (but not including taxes, if any, or
n
other amounts not then due and payable, which must and will be
paid within thirty (30) days after they become due and payable),
shall have been properly kept and performed by the Lessee; and
the Lessee must and will upon any such terr:1:Lnation or surrender,
as the case may be, and upon the request therefor by the Lessor,
forthwith execute and record in any public office where this
instrument may have been filed and recorded, a formal release and
discharge, evidencing such termination or surrender, as the case
may be.
Lessor 1 s Lien
That the Lesso~ shall at all times have, possess, and hold a
lien upon all ores mined but not shipped from the leased premises,
and upon all machinery, personal property and improvements placed
upon said premises by the Lessee, as security for the performance
by

the Lessee of each and all the covenants and conditions hereof

obligatory upon the Lessee, which lien may be enforced against any
such p~operty in like manner as liens conferred by chattel mortgages,

l
or by any other lien security, are or may be entitled to be enforcjd
under the laws of Maine.

This lien provision is in addition to an;sf

statutory liens under the laws of Maine.

Nothing herein contain~dJI

however, is intended or shall be construed to prevent the sale and

I

removal of said ore or concentrated products in the usual course of

17

l
I
I

!

nor to prevent the removal of tools, ma6hinery, cquipmen~
1; 02

;:
'I
\l

an~/ other property at any time 1,,·1hen said Lessee shall not be in

I

,;1 def'aul t; ana, the above referred to lien shall not, in case of sale~
I•

of ore or concentrated products to third parties, be deemed to

11!.

lI

i

follo~ the same as against such third parties.

1\

11

!1

\l J\cld.re s se s
p----1'

i

For the purposes hereof, the address of the Lessor shall be

:I

;1

ll~aine Mining Bureau, state House, Augusta, Maine, or such other
,,

,,

iinlace
or person as it may have last designated in writing to the
11
~

p

l Lessee,
p
\I

and the address of the Lessee shall be Roland F. Beers,

Inc., Post Office Box 1019, Troy, New York, or such other place as

ii
Ii

ii it shall have last designated in writing to the Lessor.
II

[I

Routine or regular periodical reports, statements and payments

1:fj

,,

!i

11

hereunder may be sent by regular mail so addressed; and, if so
addressed and mailed in due season, then if any of the same shall
not be received when due, the addressee will notify the addresser

n

jof such failure of receipt and give the addressor a reasonable time

1
'I

l\to follow up and secure the delivery of the statement, report or
II

!J

'

payment, or a duplicate thereof, before claiming any default on
account of such failure of delivery.

But as to any formal notices

:iof surrender, cancellation, default or termination, the same shall

I'

ii

ii.be

delivered to the party notified either personally or by

!!

::c·egistered mail to be effective hereunder.

1

IT{

I

• I
·:!ITNESS '.··JI{SREOF, the said Lessor, has caused this agreemem:;1

'

to be duly executed by Paul A. MacDonald, Chairman of the Maine
~ininc Bureau, by virtue of a resolution passed by the Maine Mining
t\3ureau on January 29, 1958, and executed by Roland F. Beers, Inc. ,
Ii
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b.r

i~s ?resident, Roland F. Beers, duly authorized and their

respective seals to be affixed hereto, duly attested, the day

and yc&r first above written.

STATE OF IvU\INE

i{enncbec, s s.

June

l

,, ; (

~ I
'
(i>,
' ,,
1
_ _ _ __1·_·,_-_-_L-':~}~
..'-~/~;~%~,~;-•~.f~\~/_,_;,~~-,~•i_-_.~(....:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

2nd year above written.
Before me,
L/

/. ·}lL.-.~ (,,\' t.'
Novary Qfubl1c

29, 1959

severally, on the day

STATE OF MAINE
Inter,Departrnental Memorandum

Date

October 11, 1 9 6 5·

To_~ , . .1 yto1, Osgood, Chairman

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

From_R!.lb.e_rt G. Doyle, Secretary

Dep1._Maine Min i ng Bureau

Subject . l nc()me and expenditures during 1963 through third quarter 1965.

This total also includes the number of claims, leases and licenses
in force.
1963
1964
3rd Quarter 1 1965
Prospecto r s Permits
29
31
31
Total claims in force
199
366
346
Mining Licenses
1
2
2
Mining Leas es
1
2
2
Total Income
$
618
$ 3171
s ~3000
Expenditures to date:
1964-General operating and traveling
e x pen s es,including re n tal of
. jeeps

833.88

1965-General operating and traveling
~xpenses, including rental of
Jeeps

583.01

Purchase of Internationa l Harvester
Truck

2081.07

During the calendar year 1964, approximately $2800 was assigned ~a
the new Maine Mining Bureau, account No. 7705.
The remainder laps e d
int o the General Fund.
The total amount to date for 1965 of ! $ 3000 has been placed in
the 7705 account.
(Bec a use of a continuing accoung with the Rol and
Beers Company, which will be dissolved on November 1, we do not hav e
completely accurate figures on tr.e claim staking amc-unts f o r 19 6 5 .
We 2.re, the r efore, using an approximate figur e for income in 1 9 6 5 t "
date.)
You will note, therefore, that total income into account 7705
is approximately $5800 and total expenditures are $2664.08.
A complete accour:ting wi 11 IJe provided on January 10 c, f our
activities to date in 1965.

DRAFT 9/22/67

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
Mining Lease No.

This indenture, made the

clay of

1967, by and between the State of Maine through the Maine Mining
Bureau, City of Augusta, State of Maine, hereinafter sometimes called
the "Lessor", party of the first part, and Callahan Mining Corporation,
a company incorporated in the State of Arizona with offices at 277 Park
Avenue, City, County and State of New York, hereinafter sometimes
called the "Lessee,

11

party of the second part.

WHEREAS, the Lessor has under date of January 10, 1967,
granted to the Lessee, in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law, a license to mine minerals and metals in the area composed
of Claims 74, 75, 76, 90, 91, 92, 3137, 3138 and 3139, such license being
License to Mine No. 1, and
WHEREAS, the Lessor has on the 29th day of April, 1966,
and on the 10th day of January, 1967, given its rulings that the operations
of the Lessee in carrying on its proposed mining operations and the taking
of the minerals from the said mining claims will be consistent with any
prior or proposed use by the Lessor, its agents or instrumentalities; and

WHEREAS, the Lessor has under date of June 7, 1966,
assigned to the Lessee, its rights under P & S 1965 Ch. 243 Sec. 2
and the Lessee has been exercising such rights pending the execution
of the within lease; and
WHEREAS, the tract taken under this lease has been
accurately surveyed, such survey being marked "EXHIBIT A" and
attached hereto and made a part hereof; and
WHEREAS, the Lessor finds that the Lessee's previous
prospecting or mining activities within the State of Maine have caused
no unreasonable damage to adjacent property; and
WHEREAS, the Lessee has furnished adequate proof of
its financial responsibility and the Lessor finds that the Lessee is
financially able to respond in damages to satisfy any judgments for damage
arising out of mining operations under this lease which might cause
damage to adjacent areas, and the filing of a bond is not necessary; and
WHEREAS, the Lessor has determined that the Lessee has
been and is presently conducting bona fide mining operations under and in
accordance with the terms of the aforesaid License to Mine.
WITNESSETH:
1.

The Lessor, in consideration of the covenants, agreements

and conditions hereinafter contained to be observed, kept and performed by
the Lessee and in accordance with the authority vested in the Lessor by
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Chapter 401, Maine Revised Statutes, does hereby lease, let,
demise and grant exclusively to the Lessee, its successors and
assigns, for the purpose hereinafter set forth, the lands (hereinafter
referred to as the "said lands") situated in the County of Hancock
in the State of Maine and more particularly described as follows:
Being those lands more particularly outlined. on the
survey marked "EXHIBIT A" hereto, and attached to and forming
a part hereof, such lands being those presently comprised in and
covered by License to Mine No. 1, dated January 10, 1967, granted
to the Lessee by the Lessor, and which License is composed of Claims
74, 75, 76, 90, 91, 92, 3137, 3138 and 3139.
The said lands are leased to the Lessee for the purpose
of giving and granting to the Lessee the exclusive right, privilege and
authority to enter into and upon the said lands and each and every part
thereof so long as this lease shall rer:nain in effect in order to explore
for, mine, remove, prepare for market (including the concentration or
other beneficiation of ores or. other mineral materials) and sell minerals
and metals not including oil and gas which are or may be found on or in
said lands or on or in adjoining or nearby lands (whether public or private)
together with the exclusive right, privilege and authority to construct and
maintain any and all machinery, excavations, openings, dams, other
improvements, property and fixtures as may be reasonably necessary,
convenient or suitable to explore for, mine, remove, prepare for market
and sell any of such minerals and metals or for any activities incidental
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thereto or in connection with any of the rights, privileges or
authorities given and granted to the Lessee hereunder and together
with the right, privilege and authority to commit waste to the extent necessary, usual or customary in the carrying out of any or
all of the foregoing activities and to use any water, sand and gravel
found on the said lands for mining and processing operations.
Subject to the terms herein set forth, this lease shall run
for a term of twenty (20) years from the date hereof.
The Lessee shall have the right at any time during the
term of this lease to terminate this lease or to surrender the rights,
privileges and authorities given and granted to the Les see hereunder
with respect to any portion of the said lands by giving the Lessor at
least three (3) months I written notice of its intention to do so and in such
case and subject to the provisions of paragraph 20 hereof, this lease
shall terminate or the rights and obligations of the Lessee with respect
to the portion of the said lands surrendered shall terminate, as the case
may be, three (3) months after the giving of such notice or on such later
date as may be specified in such notice provided that all of the covenants,
agreements and conditions herein contained to be observed, kept and performed by the Lessee including the payment of any minimum royalty,
royalty or other sums that may have accrued or become payable hereunder
(but not including taxes or other amounts not then due and payable, which
must be paid within thirty (30) days after they become due and payable, or
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taxes being disputed by the Lessee) shall have been duly observed,
kept and performed by the Lessee and the Lessee shall upon any
such termination or surrender as the case may be and at the request
of the Lessor forthwith execute and record in any public office where
this instrument may have been filed and recorded a formal release
and discharge evidencing such termination or surrender.
2.

The Lessee shall have the right to renew this lease

upon the expiration of its term for a further term not to exceed twenty
(20) years upon the same terms and conditions as contained herein by
giving the Lessor written notice of its intention to do so at least two
(Z) months prior to the expiration of the term of this lease.
3(a) On or before the 31st day of March, 1968, the
Lessee shall pay to the Lessor an advance royalty of $3,750.00 for
the period April 1 to December 31,. 1968.

Thereafter, on or before the

31st day of March in each calendar year the Lessee shall pay to the
Lessor an advance minimum royalty of $5, 000. 00 for said calendar year.
(b) On or before the 31st day of March in each calendar year
during the term of this lease or any renewal thereof, commencing with the
calendar year, 1969, the Lessee shall pay to the Lessor minimum royalty
equal to five cents per short dry ton of metal-bearing ore removed from
the said lands in the preceding calendar year, or the sum stipulated in
subparagraph (a) of this paragraph 3, whichever is the greater.
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For

the purposes of this paragraph only, such ore shall be deemed to have
been removed from the said lands when taken from the pit or other working
place for delivery to Lessee's facilities for concentration or other beneficiation of ores.
(c) In the event operations of the Lessee under this
Lease are commenced and are then suspended for any reason whatsoever,
the advance minimum royalty payable in accordance with subparagraph (a)
of this paragraph 3 shall be reduced to $2, 500. 00 for the first calendar
year following such suspension, and thereafter shall be reduced to
$1, 000. 00 per calendar year.

In the event operations are thereafter resumed,

the advance minimum royalty for each calendar year following the year in
which production is resumed (until any subsequent suspension) shall be as
provided in subparagraph (a) of this paragraph 3.
(d) The minimum royalty paid in accordance with subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c) of this paragraph 3, excluding only that payment
to be made on or before the 31st day of March, 1968, shall be applied as
hereinafter provided, against the royalty payable under paragraph 4 hereof.
4.

The Lessee shall pay to the Lessor a royalty of five per

cent (5%) of the adjusted fair market value, computed in the manner described
in paragraph 5 hereof, of the minerals and metals removed and sold from the
said lands by the Lessee pursuant to this Lease.

For the purposes of this

paragraph, minerals and metals contained (a) in broken ore on the said lands
covered by this Lease or on adjoining or nearby lands which are under Lessee 1 s
control, (b) in or.e in process of treatment on the said lands or on adjoining

or nearby lands which are under Lessee's control, or (c) in products
treated but not removed from the mine or the mine site (which shall
include lands owned by others, whether contiguous or not, on which
operations are being conducted by the Lessee or which are under
Lessee's control) shall be deemed not to have been removed from the
said lands.
The said royalty shall be paid annually on or before
the 31st day of March of the year following the calendar year in which
such minerals and metals have been sold and payment has been received
therefor.

The Lessee shall be entitled to deduct from the amount of such

O,_

royalty the amount of the minimum royalty paid in accordance with
paragraph 3 hereof for the said year and any credits remaining from
minimum royalty payments made for prior years and not previously applied

,,

against 1royalties payable under this paragraph.
5.

The adjusted fair market value of the minerals and

metals removed from the said lands in any calendar year shall be
determined by deducting (i) production costs and capital and pre-production
costs applicable thereto for such calendar year determined as provided in
paragraphs 7 and 8 hereof from (ii) the aggregate amount,after selling
costs, received by the Lessee during such calendar year from the sale of
minerals and metals from the said lands determined as provided in
paragraph 9, hereof.
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6(a) The Lessee shall have the right at any time to
mix and comingle and concentrate or otherwise beneficiate in a
single operation, in one or more circuits of a concentrator or other
beneficiation plant, any ores or other mineral materials mined from the
said lands with ores or other mineral materials, respectively, mined from
any other lands provided that the mixing of such ores or other mineral
materials is accomplished in a manner consistent with good mining practice.
6(b) In the event Lessee exercises the rights to mix and
comingle granted by this paragraph, Lessor agrees that the percentage
of recovery from ore or other mineral materials mined from the said
lands for any calendar year shall be deemed to be the percentage of recovery
for Lessee's entire concentrating or other beneficiating operations for such
calendar year and further that the methods used by Lessee to determine the
weight or amount of minerals and metals removed from the mine shall apply
for all purposes, including the determination of the weight or amount of
mineral or metal removed from 1he said lands and including the payment of
royalties to Lessor hereunder.

Lessee warrants that such methods shall be

in accordance with good mining practice.
7(a) The production costs applicable to the minerals and
metals removed from the said lands in a calendar year shall be that portion
of the total production costs for Lessee's operation (as defined in sub-paragraphs
(b)(l), (b)(2) & (b)(3) of this paragraph) which is
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directly proportional to the ratio of (i) the num.ber of pounds of metal
removed from the said lands during such calendar year (determined on
the basis of tonnage, calculated from volume measurements, and grade,
taken from as say records, of- ore mined from the said lands) over (ii) the
total number of pounds of metal removed from Lessee's entire operation
during such period (similarly determined).
(b) For the purposes of this lease, the production
costs of Lessee's operation shall include the following:
1) The cost of developing and mining ore and other
mineral materials, which cost shall be that directly
expended by Lessee in operations generally described
by Lessee as drilling, blasting, breaking, mucking,
scaling, roof support, loading and transportation of
ore, other mineral materials and waste from the mine
to the processing or dumping site.

Such costs shall

include, without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
the costs of labor and supplies; assaying of mine samples;
electric power; air and water supply, mechanical and
electrical maintenance; transportation of materials;
supplies and personnel to and from mine; ventilation and
heating; pumping and hoisting; shaft and head frame maintenance; supervisio~, engineering and other services as may
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from time to time be deemed necessary by the
Lessee for the efficient and workmanlike operation
of the mine.
2) The cost of crushing, grinding, transporting,
processing, beneficiating and concentrating ore and
other mineral materials which shall include all direct
costs of such activities including, without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, labor and supplies; fuel,
power, air and water supply; mechanical, electrical and
general maintenance of buildings, plant and equipment;
sampling and assaying; transportation, feeding and loading
of ore and other mineral materials, ore concentrates,
materials, supplies and personnel; pumping and tailing
disposal; ventilation, sanitation and heating; supervision,
engineering and such other services as may from time to
time be deemed necessary by the Lessee for the efficient
and workmanlike operation of the concentrating or other
beneficiation plants.
3) The cost of general and administrative expenses which
shall include, without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
interest and other corporate expenses applicable to the
operation; management, accounting, purchasing, warehousing,
shop and general clerical salaries; statutory and other personnel benefits; stationery, supplies and general expenses;

travelling and transportation expenses, maintenance
, of office, shop and warehouse buildings and structures;
professional services; communications; heating, lighting
and water supply; maintenance of yards and roads;
safety and first aid; security and fire protection; insurance of all types; Federal, State and Municipal taxes
__ /

other than taxes on income'; legal and audit costs and such
other expenses of a general nature as may be incurred by
the Lessee in the operation of the mine.
8(a) The capital and preproduction costs applicable to
the minerals and metals removed from the said lands in a given calendar

year shall for the purposes of this lease be determined as follows:
1) For each calendar year, Lessee shall, as to each
capital and preproduction item incurred by it, specify
what amount of the total cost thereof shall for the purposes of this lease be deemed chargeable as to its total
operations for such calendar year, such amount not to
exceed in any given year twenty per cent (20%) of the
total cost of such item.
2) The amounts specified by Lessee under subsection
(1) of this paragraph shall be totalled for such calendar
year and the portion of such total which is directly proportional to the ratio specified in paragraph 7(a) hereof
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for such year shall be the capital and preproduction
costs applicable to minerals and metals removed
from the said lands during such year.
(b) Capital and pre-production costs of Lessee's operation
shall include, without limiting the generality of such terms, the cost of preproduction development and stripping; designing, erecting and constructing
the mining, concentrating and service plants and the cost of purchasing and
installing mining, concentrating and service machinery, equipment and facilities
and all other direct and indirect costs incurred by the Lessee in connection
therewith.
9.

The aggregate amount received by the Lessee during a

calendar year from the sale of minerals and metals removed from the said
lands shall be determ,ined as follows:
(a) As to each type of ore concentrate or other
mineral product shipped from Lessee's operation,
Lessee shall determine the total amount received by it
during such period from sales of minerals and metals
contained therein, after first deducting selling costs
with respect to such sales.

In determining such amount,

all payments received by Lessee with respect to minerals
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and metals contained in such concentrate or other
mineral product shali be taken into account, including
not only payments for the primary metal contained
therein (e.g., copper as to copper concentrates) but
also payments for any other minerals and metals contained therein.
(b) As to each amount determined according to paragraph
9(a), the portion thereof allocable to minerals and metals
removed from the said lands shall be that portion of such
amount which is directly proportional to the ratio of (1)
the number of pounds of the concentrate I s primary metal
(e.g., copper as to copper concentrates) removed from
the said lands during the calendar year in question (determined
on the basis of tonnage, calculated from volume measurements,
and grade, taken from assay records, of ore mined from the
said lands) over (ii) the total number of pounds of such
primary metal removed from Lessee 1 s entire operation
during such calendar year (similarly determined).
(c) The amounts determined according to paragraph 9(b)
as to each type of ore concentrate or other mineral product
shall then be totalled to determine the aggregate amount,
after selling costs, received by Lessee during a given
calendar year from the sale of minerals and metals removed
from the said lands.
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10.

All selling costs with respect to the minerals

and metals contained in a given ore concentrate or other mineral product
shall be deductible in determining the amount received by Lessee under
paragraph 9(a), including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
costs of agents 1 fees and commissions; insurance, customs and docking
fees; transportation, loading, unloading and handling of ore, ore concentrates
or other mineral materials.

Should such materials at any time require

packing in drums or other containers,· the cost of such drums and containers
and of packing and handling same shall be a selling cost.
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11.

All mines on the said lands shall be opened, used

and worked only in such manner as is usual and customary in
skillful and proper mining operations of similar character when
conducted by the proprietors or other prudent operators, and so
as not to do, cause or permit any unnecessary and unusual permanent injury to the same or any improper interference or hindrance in the subsequent operation of the said mine or mines.
12.

Subject to the terms of paragraph 11, the Lessee

may from time to time use and employ such methods of mining as
to the whole or any part of the said lands, or under any portion thereof,
as it may desire or find most profitable and economical.

Lessee may,

when it deems necessary or desirable, discontinue operations entirely
so long as it shall well and truly meet its obligations hereunder to pay
taxes, minimum royalty or royalty, if any, according to the terms
and conditions herein set out.

Nothing contained in this lease shall

require the Lessee to develop a separate mine or shaft on the said lands
or any part thereof or prevent said Lessee from developing mines or
conducting operations on the said lands or any part thereof -solely through
or in connection with its operations on or in any adjoining or nearby
property or properties as it may deem desirable, or require the Lessee
to mine, preserve or protect in its mining operations any ore or other
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mineral materials which, under good mining practice, cannot be
mined, treated and shipped at a profit to the Lessee at the time
encountered in the sole judgment of the Lessee.
13.

At any time while this lease shall remain in full

force and effect the Lessee may mine and remove ores or other
mineral materials from the said lands through other lands on which
operations are being conducted by the Lessee or any company associated
or affiliated with it or may mine and remove ores or other mineral
materials from such other lands through said lands.

Lessee shall have

such other cross-mining rights .involving ores, other mineral materials,
waste materials, water, ventilation, machinery, equipment and suppli~s
as may be necessary, useful or convenient from time to time in the conduct of mining operations in, upon or under the said lands or in, upon
or under other lands which are involved in Lessee's operations.
14.

The Lessee shall have the right to mine from the said

lands any and all ores or other mineral materials including those which
cannot be mined and shipped direct as a merchantable product and are
susceptible to concentration or other beneficiation and to concentrate
or otherwise beneficiate any such ore or other mineral .materials by
crushing, grinding, washing, flotation or any or all these and other methods
for the purpose of improving the character or quality thereof.

During the

term of this lease the Lessor grants to the Lessee the right to use any
mill, concentrator, beneficiation plant, smelter, refinery or other surface
facilities used to treat ores or other mineral materials from the said lands

to treat ores or other mineral materials mined at any locations
outside of the said lands, whether or not the said lands shall have
been depleted and exhausted for mining purposes.

For the purpose

of expediting research in beneficiation and refining techniques, the
Lessor grants to the Lessee the right to transport ore or other mineral
materials free of royalty to laboratories, pilot plants or other research
facilities at any time during the term of this lease or renewal thereof,
but not in amounts greater than is reasonably required to conduct
such research programs.
15.

The Lessee, at the time of each annual payment of

royalty, shall transmit to the Lessor a true and accurate statement
(including reports and maps} of exploration, development and mining
work upon said lands during the preceding year showing weight and
analysis of ore or other mineral materials removed from the said
lands and processed in Lessee I s mill or other beneficiation plant in
addition to those items specified in Title 10, Chapter 401, Maine Revised
Statutes,
16.

For any year in which the Lessee shall have exercised

its rights to mix ores or other mineral materials from the lands with
those from other lands prior to the completion of their beneficiation,
concentration or treatment, t~e statement by the Lessee to the Lessor
for such year shall also show separately, and for each classification of
mineral and metal upon which royalty is to be paid, the following:
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(1) The total weight and analysis of the ore concentrates
or mineral products made from such mixed ore or other mineral materials
in such year.
(2) The total weight of amount of each mineral and
metal made from such mixed ore or other mineral materials in such
year
(3) The weight and analysis of
(i) The ores and other mineral materials
processed in such year from the said
lands, and
(ii)

The ores and other mineral materials
processed in such year from other lands.

(4) The weight and analysis of ore concentrates or
mineral products designated by Lessee as having been derived from
the said lands.
(5) The total weight or amount of each mineral and metal
designated by Lessee as having been derived from the said lands.
(6) Such other data as is available from the Lessee's records and which will enable the Lessor to determine whether the weight
or amount of such minerals and metals have been properly determined
for the purpose of computing the royalty payable thereon.
17.

The Lessee covenants and agrees that it will pay as

and when the same shall ·become due and payable all lawful public taxes
and assessments imposed on the said lands.

If any such taxes or assessments

may be paid in installments, the Lessee shall be required to pay only such

installments as become due and payable during the term of this
lease.

Such tax·es and assessments shall be apportioned at the

beginning and end of the term of this lease. - The Lessee shall have
the right to review by legal proceedings, instituted and conducted at
the Lessee I s own expense and free of expense to the Lessor (but with
the Lessor's cooperation), any such taxes or assessments imposed
against the said land, and in case any such taxes of assessments shall,
as a result of such proceedings or otherwise, be reduced, cancelled,
set aside or to any extent discharged, the Lessee shall pay the amount
that shall be finally assessed or imposed against the said lands or be
adjudicated to be due and payable on any such disputed or contested
items.

The Lessee shall not permit or suffer the said lands, or any

part thereof, or any ore or other mineral materials mined thereon or
any improvements or personal property thereon, to be sold at any time
for such taxes or assessments.
18.

If the Lessee shall be delayed at any time during the

term of the lease in performing any agreement or condition on its part
to be kept or performed according to the terms and provisions hereof
(except the payment of rents, royalties and taxes) by the act or neglectof the Lessor or by strikes, lockouts, fires, unusual delays in transportation,
wars, storms, orders of the Government or any duly constituted instrumentality thereof, unavoidable casualties or any similar or dissimilar cause
beyond the reasonable control of the Lessee, such delay shall not be deemed
a breach of this lease or default on the part of the Lessee constituting a cause
of termination of the lease; but the Lessee agrees to use reasonable
diligence to remove such causes of disability as may occur from time
to time.
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.

19.

The Lessee further agrees that it will not permit or

suffer to be made any waste of the said lands (except such waste
as may be necessarily or customarily incidental to the conduct of
the mining operations herein contemplated or the full and proper
exercise of any of the rights and privileges hereby granted), that
at the termination of this lease, in whole or in part, whether by
forfeiture, expiration of time, surrender by the Lessee or otherwise,
it will peaceably surrender the said lands or part thereof, as the case
may be, to the Lessor in good mining condition, ordinary wear and tear
in use and deterioration from and damage by the elements excepted.
20.

The Lessee shall have two (2) years after any such

termination or surrender in which to remove all engines, tools, machinery,
railway tracks, shaft houses, buildings, dwellings and structures and all
other property of every nature and description erected, placed or situated
upon the lands as to which this lease is being terminated or surrendered,
except any and all supports placed in any shafts, drifts or openings
thereon or any timber or frame work necessary to the use and maintenance of shafts or approaches to mines or tramways within mines, none
of which shall be removed or destroyed by the Lessee; provided, always,
however, that none of the said property may be removed by the Lessee
unless all payment of taxes, if any, (except taxes not then due and payable,
which must be paid within thirty (30) days after they become due and
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payable or taxes being disputed by the Lessee), royalties then
due and other dues shall have been made and all other covenants,
agreements and conditions hereof to be observed, kept and performed by the Lessee shall have been duly observed, kept and
performed.

Upon the failure of the Lessee to remove any such

property within the said period of two (2) years, the same shall
belong to and become the property of the Lessor.
21.

The Lessor, its agents and servants, may at all

reasonable times enter upon the said lands, or any part thereof,
peaceably, and view the same, and at the sole expense of the
Lessor take all reasonable means to ascertain the condition
thereof and the kind, quality and quantities of mineral material
therein or removed therefrom, not thereby unreasonably or unnecessarily hindering or interrupting the proper business or
operations of the Lessee; provided, however, that the Lessor
agrees to save the Lessee harmless from all claims for damages
arising out of any death or personal injuries sustained by any
such agents or servants of the Lessor while in or upon the said
lands, as herein permitted, unless the death or injury arises as
the result of negligence of the Lessee.
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REVISED DRAFT
May 28 , 1965
ST ATE OF MAINE
Mining Lease No.
This indenture, made the

day of June, 1965, by and between the State

of Maine through the Maine Mining Bureau, hereinafter sometimes called the "Lessor",
party of the first part, and Black Hawk Corporation, a company incorporated in the
State of Maine having its executive office in the City of Toronto, Province of
Ontario, Canada, hereinafter sometimes called the "Lessee", party of the second
part.
Whereas the Lessor has under date of July 30, 1964, granted to the
-Lessee, in accordance with the provisions of the Haine l Ii""ing Law, a licence to
0

mine minerals and metals in the area composed of Claims 2228 , 2229, 2239, 2240,

2241, 2242 and 221+3, such licence being License to Mine No. 4, a nd
Whereas, the Lessor has on the

day of

, 1965 , given its

ruling that the operations of the Lessee in carrying on its proposed mining
operations under this lease and the taking of the minerals from the said mining
claims will be consistent with any prior or proposed use by the Lessor, its agents
or instrumentalities; and
h'hereas, the tract taken under this lease has been accurately surveyed,
such survey being marked

11

-

EXHIBITA 11 and attached hereto and made a part hereof;

and
Whereas, the Lessor finds that the Lessee's previous prospecting or
mining activities within the State of Maine have caused no unreasonable damage to
adjacent property; and
Whereas, the Lessee has furnished adequate proof of its financial
responsibility and the Lessor finds that the Lessee is financially able to respond
in damages to satisfy any judgments for damage arising out of mining operations
under this lease which might cause damage to adjacent areas, , and the filing of a
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bond is not necessary; and
whereas, the Lessor has determined that the Lessee has been and is
presently conducting bona fide mining operations under the said mining license;
WITNESSETH:
1.

The Lessor, in consideration of the covenants, agreements and conditions

hereinafter contained to be observed, kept and performed by the Lessee and in

.

·-:-·t+ k . ~O

C t\J APTt(l L{ 6)

accordance with the authority vested in the Lessor by Chapter 39-B~ Revised
V
M A1,,__,1;::

Statutes .e:;t;..a l~4 , as amended, does hereby lease, let, demise and grant exclusively
to the Lessee, its successors and assigns for the purpose hereinafter set forth
the lands (hereinafter referred to as the

11

said lands") situated in the County

of Hancock in the State of Maine and more particularly described as follows:
Being those lands more particularly outlined on the survey marked
Exhibit. liA11 hereto, and attached tc and forming a part hereof, such lands being
those presently comprised in and covered by License to Mine No. 4, dated July
30, 1964, granted to the Lessee by the Lessor, and which License is composed of
Claims 2228, 2229, 2239, 2240, 2241, 2242, and 2243.
The said lands are leased to the Lessee for the purpose of giving and
granting to the Lessee the exclusive right, privilege and authority to enter into
and upon the said lands and each and every part thereof so long as this lease
shall remain in effect and to explore for, mine, remove, beneficiate, concentrate,
refine and ship any merchantable ores, metals, minerals and mineral products not
including oil, gas, sand, gravel and water which are or may be found therein or
thereon together with the exclusive right, privilege and authority to construct
and maintain any and all such machinery, excavations, openings, other improvements,
property and fixtures as may be reasonably necessary, convenient or suitable for
mining, removing, beneficiating, concentrating, refining and shipping any of

- 3 such ores, metals, minerals or mineral products or for any ·activities incidental
thereto or to any of the rights, privileges or authorities given and granted to
the Lessee hereunder and to commit waste to the extent necessary, usual or
customary in the carrying out of any or all of the foregoing activities and to
use any water, sand and gravel found on the said lands for mining and processing
operations.
Subject as hereinafter provided this lease shall run for a term of
twenty years from the date hereof.
The Lessee shall have the right at any time during the term of this
lease to terininate this lease or to surrender the rights, privileges and authorities
given and granted to the Lessee hereunder as regards any portion of the said lands
by giving the Lessor at least three (3) monthsV written notice of its intention
to do so and in such case and subject to the provisions of paragraph 19 hereof,
this lease shall terir~nate or the rights and oblig~tions of the Lessee with
respect to the portion of the said lands surrendered shall terminate as the case
may be three (3) months after the giving of such notice or on such later date as
may be specified in such notice provided that all of the covenants, agreements
and conditions herein contained to be observed, kept and performed by the Lessee
including the payment of any minimum royalty, royalty or other sums that may have
accrued or become payable hereunder (but not including taxes, if any, or other
amounts not then due and payable, which must be paid within thirty (30) days
after they become due and payable) shall have been duly observed, kept and
performed by the Lessee and the Lessee shall upon any such termination or surrender
as the case may be and at the request of the Lessor forthwith execute and record
in any public office where this instrument may have been filed and recorded a
formal release and discharge evidencing such termination or surrender as the case
may be.
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2.

The Lessee shall have the right to- renew this lease upon the expiration

of its term for a further term not to exceed twenty (20) years upon the same
terms and conditions as contained herein by giving the Lessor written notice of
its intention to do so at least two (2) months prior to the expiration of the
term of this lease notwithstanding that the development or production operations
of the Lessee u.~der this lease may have been suspended by reason of adverse economic
conditions for one or more periods of time during the term of this lease or that
such operations may be actually suspended for such reason at the expiration of the
term of this lease.

For the purposes of this paragraph 2 the Lessee shall be

the sole judge of what constitutes adverse econo~.ic conditions, on the basis of
audited financial statements which do not reflect a
regard

reasonable return having

to the capital investment in the operation and the utilization of the

·Lesse_e ?s ore reserves.

3. (a)

On or before the 20th day of January, 1966, the Lessee shall pay to the

Lessor the sum of $10,000.00 as royalty for the calendar year 1966, and on or before
the 20th day of January in each calendar year thereafter the Lessee shall pay to
the Lessor an advance minimum royalty of $10,000.00.
(b)

61_,,,

On or before the 2oth day of January in each calendar year during the

term of this lease or any renewal thereof, commencing with the calendar year
i.m.~ediately following that in which the first shipment of ore is made from the
said lands, the Lessee shall pay to the Lessor an annual minimum royalty equal to
5 cents per ton of ore removed from the ground in the preceeding calendar year.
(c)

In the first calendar year following that in which production has been

suspended for any reason whatsoever, the payment stipulated in sub paragraph (a)
of this paragraph 3 shall be reduced to $5,000.00 and thereafter to $2,000.00
per annum until such time as production is renewed whereupon the amount of the
payrnent will revert to $10,000.00 per annum.

- 5 (d)

The arnounts of minimum royalty paid as provided for in sub paragraphs

a), b), and c) above, excluding only that payment to be made on or before the
20th day of January, 1966, shall be applied, as hereinafter provided, against
the royalty payable under paragraph 4 hereof.

4.

There shall accrue to the Lessor a royalty of

5%of

the adjusted fair

market value, computed in the manner described in paragraph 10 hereof, of the
minerals and metals removed from the ground pursuant to this lease.

For the

purposes of this lease minerals and metals contained in broken ore within the
mine, in ore in process of treatment, or in products treated but not delivered
from the mine or the mine site (which shall include adjoining lands on w'n ich
operations are being conducted by the Lessee) shall be deemed not to have been
removed from the ground.
Since the Lessee may be extracting ore from mining claims held under
licence from the Lessor concurrently with ore from other properties and will be
mixing, milling and concentrating these ores as a single operation, in one or
more circuits in a concentrator, the Lessor agrees that the methods of establishing
the grade and weight of the ore subject to royalty hereunder shall be those methods
used by the Lessee for control of production and grade as outlined in paragraph 6
hereof and that the figures and amounts produced by these methods and shown in
the records of the Lessee shall be those used for determining the royalty payable
to .the Lessor hereunder.
The Lessee warrants that the said methods of production and grade control
are in accordance with good mining practice.

6. (a)

The ?Uyerts reports received and accepted by the Lessee as to the metal

content of the ore shall be final.

- 6 6. (b)

The concentrate production records of the Lessee, showing ore content

and weight established from weightometer and assay reports, shall be adjusted
pro rata to conform with actual weights and metal recoveries reported by the buyer.
(c)

The tonnage and grade of ore milled, which are calculated from weighto-

meter and assay records maintained on a daily a.~d monthly basis, shall be adjusted
pro rata to conform with the revised production figures established in the manner
outlined in sub-paragraph (b) of this paragraph 6.
(d)

The tonnage and grade of ore removed from each working place in the

mine, which are calculated from survey a."ld assay records :maintained on a daily
and monthly basis, shall be adjusted pro rata to conform with the revised figures
of tonnage and grade of ore milled established in~the ma.'IDer outlined in subparagraph (c) of this paragraph 6.
The operating costs of producing ore concentrates for sale are, for
the purposes of this lease, defined as follows:
(a)

The cost of developing and mining ore shall be that

directly expended in connection therewith including, without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, the costs of labour, supplies and services expended
in operations generally described by the Lessee as "breaking", "mucking", "scaling"
and "roof support 71 •
There shall be added to the above the cost of general mine services which
shall include such services as surveying and sampling; power, air and water supply;
mechanical, electrical and general maintenance and shop services; transportation
of ore, waste, materials, supplies and personnel; safety and first aid; ventilation,
sanitation and heating; pumping and hoisting; shaft and headframe maintenance;
changehouse services and maintenance; cap lamp service and maintenance; supervision,
engineering and such other services as may from time to time be deemed necessary

- 7 by the Lessee for the efficient and worlananlike operation of the mine.

7. (b)

The cost of crushing, grinding, t r ansporting, processing, beneficiating

and concentrating the ore shall include alJ. direct and indirect costs of the
crushing, grinding and concentrating processes including, without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, steam, power, air and water supply; mechanical,
electrical, shop services and general maintenance of buildings, plant and equi?ment; s~upling and assaying; transportation of ore, materials, supplies and
personnel; safety and first aid; ventilation, sanitation and heating; changehouse
services and maintenance; supervision, engineering and such other services as
may from time to time be deemed necessary by the Lessee for the efficient and
worlananlike operation of the concentrating and service plants.
(c)

The cost of administrative and general expenses shall include, without

limiting the generality of the foregoing, interest and other corporate expenses
applicable to the operation; management, accounting, purchasing, warehousing
and general clerical salaries; statutory a.~d other personnel benefits; stationery,
supplies and general expenses; travelling and transportation expenses; maintenance
of buildings, structures and services; communications; heating, lighting and
water supply; maintenance of yards and roads; safety and first aid; security
and fire protection; insurance of all types; Federal, State and Municipal taxes
other than taxes on income; legal a..d audit costs and such other expenses of a
general nature as may be incurred by the Lessee in the operation of the mine.
(d)

The cost of selling the ore concentrates shall include, without limiting

the generality of the foregoing, agentsv fees and commissions; insurance, customs
and docking fees; transportation, loading, unloading and handling.

Should the

ore concentrates at any time require packing in drums or other containers, the
cost of such drums and containers a.~d the packing and handling thereof shall be
added to the cost of selling such ore concentrates.
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7. (e)

The costs of prospecting, investigating and developing the mining

properties for production shall include, without limiting the generality· of the
foregoing, all direct and indirect costs nor~~lly incurred in the exploration
of mining properties includine staking a..,d leasing expensesj pros pecting ,
developing, exploration and research ; shaft sinking; underground excavationsj
installation of lL~dereround services and general field expenses including
administrative, supervisory and clerical salariesj legal, audit and consulting
fees and expenses and statutory and other personnel benefits; subsistence
payments; corr.mu.~ications; tra.~sportation and travelling; road construction a,,d
maintenance; installing and removing temporary buildings, structures and services
and such other expenses of a general nature as may be incurred by the Lessee in
the development of the mine properties.
(f)

The cost of designing, erecting and constructing the mining, concentrating

and service plants and the cost of purchasing and installing mining, concentrating
and service machinery and equipment shall include, without limiting the generality
of the foregoing, all direct and indirect costs incurred by the Lessee in
connection therewith.
8. (a)

The cost of production applicable to the minerals and metals removed

from the ground in any calendar year shall be the aggregate amount of the costs
described in sub-paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of paragraph 7 hereof incurred since
the commencement of operations in respect of the aggregate tonnage of minerals
and metals removed from the ground since the commencement of operations less the
aggregate a..11ount of such costs which has been taken into account for purposes
of calculating the amount of the royalty payable hereunder in a previous year or
years.

- 9 8. (b)

The total selling costs applicable to the minerals and metals removed

from the ground in any calendar year shall be the aggregate amount of the costs
described in sub-paragraph (d) of paragraph 7 hereof in respect of all sales of
ore concentrates completed since the commencement of operations less the aggregate
amount of such costs which has been taken into account for purposes of calculating
the amount of the royalty payable hereunder in a previous year or years.
(c)

The capital and pre-production costs applicable to the minerals and

metals removed from the ground in any calendar year shall be an amount equal
to 20% of the aggregate amount of the costs described in sub-paragraphs (e) and
(f) of paragraph 7 hereof incurred since the commencement of operations less the
aggregate amount of such costs deducted in calculating the amount of the royalty
payable hereunder in a previous year or years.
The fair market value of the minerals and metals removed from the
ground in any calendar year shall be equal to the net aggregate amount received
by the Lessee from the commencement of operations, from the sale of ore concentrates after deduction all expenses of and penalties imposed by the buyer or
buyers and less the aggregate amount so received by the Lessee which has been
taken into accou.:.,t for purposes of calculating the amount of the royalty payable
hereunder i.D a previous year or years.
10.

The adjusted fair market value of the minerals and metals removed from

the ground in any calendar year shall be arrived at by deducting the costs of
production, selling costs and capital and pre-production costs applicable to the
minerals and metals removed from the ground in such calendar year computed in the
manner described in paragraph 8 hereof from the fair market value of the minerals
and metals removed from the ground in such calendar year computed in the manner
described in paragraph 9 hereof.

- 10 11.

The royalty provided for in paragraph 4 hereof shall be paid

annually on or before the 20th day of January of the year following the year
of accrual.
Provided that there shall be deducted from the amount payable
in resnect of such royalty the amo1.L~t of the minimum royalty paid under paragraph

3 hereof in respect of the same year and any credits remaining from payments
made of the minimum royalty for prior years and not previously applied against
arri~unts of royalty accrued under paragraph 4 hereof.

12.

All mines on the said lands shall be opened, used and worked in

such manner only as is usual and customary in skilful and proper mining operations
of similar character when conducted by the proprietors or other prudent operators,
a.~d so as not to do, cause or permit any unnecessary and unusual permanent injury
- to the same or any irr1proper interference or hindrance in the subsequent operation
of the said mine or mines; provided that, subject to the above requirements the
Lessee may from time to time use and employ such methods of mining as to the
whole or any part of the ore upon the said lands, or under any portion thereof,
as it may desire or find most profitable and economical, or may, when it deems
it necessary or desirable, discontinue operations entirely so long as it shall
well and truly meet its obligations hereunder to pay taxes, minimum royalty or
royalty, if any, subject to the terms and conditions herein set out: and provided
further that nothing contained in this lease shall require the Lessee to develop
a separate shaft or shafts on the said lands or any part thereof or prevent
said Lessee from developing such mines or conducting such operations on the said
lands or any part thereof solely through or in connection with its operations
on or in any adjoining or nearby property or properties as it may deem desirable,
ta.~ing into account its developments and operations on any or all adjoining or
nearby properties or require the Lessee to mine, preserve or protect in its
mining operations any ore which, under good mining practice, cannot be mined,
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treated and shipped at a profit to the Lessee at the time encou.l"ltered in the
sole judgment of the Lessee on the basis of audited financial statements which
do not reflect a reasonable return havinf regard to the capital investment in
the operation and the utilization of the
13.

LesseeYs ore reserves.

At a.l"ly time while this lease shall remain i.-ri full force and

effect the Lessee rozy mine and remove ores from the said lands through adjoining
la.l"lds on which operations are being conducted by the Lessee or any company
associated or affiliated with it or may mine and remove ores from such adjoining
la.-rids through openings on the said lands; provided, however, that the right
to rrQne and remove ore from such adjoining lands shall have been granted to
the Lessee by the mmers of such adjoining lands.

11+.

The Lessee shall have the right to mine from the said lands any

and all mineral material which cannot be mined and shipped direct as a merchantable product and which is susceptible to concentration and to concentrate
such crude ore by crushing, grinding, washing, flotation or any or all these
and other methods for the nurnose of improving the character or quality thereof:,
at a concentrating plant on the said lands or elsewhere in the State of Haine.
During the term of this lease the Lessor grants to the Lessee the right to use
any applicable mill, concentrator, beneficiation plant, smelter, refinery or
other surface facilities constructed for the purpose of treating rrineral material
from the said lands and to treat ores or ITQneral material mined at any locations
outside of the said lands, whether or not the commercial ITQneral material on
the said lands may have been depleted and exhausted.

The Lessee further agrees

that all mineral material mined on the said lands will receive first concentration
or other preliminary processing within the State of Maine, if it is material
which must be concentrated or otherwise processed before it can enter normal
sales channels on the open market.

For the purpose of expediting research in

- 12 beneficiation and refining techniques, the Lessor grants to the Lessee the right
to trai~sport crude ore free of royalty to laboratories, pilot plants or other
research facilities within or without the State of Maine at a...ny time during the
term of this lease or renewal thereof, but not in amounts greater than is
reasonably required, by mutual agreement, to conduct such research programs..
The Lessee shall also have, and is hereby granted, the right

15.

and privilege at any time of mixing, either underground or on surface, any ores
or materials that shall be mined from the said lands or any part thereof with
ores or materials, respectively, mined from any such adjoining or other lands
provided that the mixing of such ores or materials is accomplished in a
professional manner.

16.

The Lessee at the time of each annual payment of royalty, shall

transrrQt to the Lessor a true and accurate statement (including reports and maps)
of exploration, development and mining work upon said lands during the preceding
year showing ton.11ages broken) hoisted and milled, in addition to those requirements specified in Title 10, Section 2110, Haine Revised Statutes, 1964.
For a.Y1y year in which the Lessee shall have exercised its rights
to mix ores or materials from the said lands with those from other lands prior
to the completion of their beneficiation, concentration or treatment, the statement by the Lessee to the Lessor for such year shall also show separately, and
for each classification of concentrates or marketable products upon which royalty
is to be paid, the follo¼~ng:

(1) The total weight and analysis of the concentrates or products
made from such mixed ores or materials in such year.
(2)

The weight or measured units and analysis of
(i)

The ores and materials derived from the said lands, and

(ii) 1he ores and materials derived from other lands, going
into the production of such concentrates or products.

- 13 (3)

The weight or amount of such concentrates or marketable products

designated as having been derived from the said lands as provided in this
paragraph 16.

(4) Such other data as is available from the Lessee 9 s records and
which will enable the Lessor to determine whether such concentrates or products
have been properly classified for the purpose of computing the royalty payable
thereon.

17.

The Lessee does hereby covenant and agree that it 1;.Jill pay as

and when the same shall become due and payable all lawful public taxes and
assessments, if any, whatsoever.

The Lessee shall not permit or suffer the said

lands, or any part thereof, or any ore mined thereon or a,_~y improvements or
personal property thereon, to be sold .at any time for such taxes or assessments.
18.

The Lessee further agrees that it ·w ill not permit or suffer to

be made any waste of the said lands (except such waste as may be necessarily or
customarily incidental to the conduct of the mining operations herein contemplated
or the full and proper exercise of any of the rights and privileges hereby granted),
that at the terrrQnation of this lease, in whole or in part, whether by forfeiture,
expiration of time, surrender by the Lessee or otherwise, it will peaceably
surrender the said lands or part thereof , as the case may be, to the Lessor with
all subsidences and openings properly fenced, filled or protected as may be
required by any laws or regulations of any duly constituted govern,~ental authority
then in effect and ·with all stopes, shafts and underground openings that may be
made by the Lessee thereon, in good order and condition, ordinary wear and tear
in use and deterioration from and damage by the elements excepted.
19.

The Lessee shall have two (2) years after any such termination or

surrender in which to remove all engines, tools, machinery, railway tracks,
shaft houses, buildings, dwellings and structures and all other property of
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every nature and description erected, placed or situated upon the lands as to
,·rhich this lease is being termi.i'1.ated or surrendered, except any aTJ.d all supports
placed in any shafts, drifts or openings thereon or any timber or frame work
necessary to the use and maintena.TJ.ce of shafts or approaches to mines or tramways
within mines, none of which shall be removed or destroyed by the Lessee; provided,
always, however, that none of the said property may be removed by the Lessee
unless all payment of taxes, if any, (except taxes not then due and payable,
vr..'1ich must be paid within thirty (JO) days after they become due and payable),
royalties then due and other dues shall have been made a.TJ.d all other covenants,
ag-.ceements a.TJ.d conditions hereof to be observed, kept and performed by the Lessee
shall have been duly observed, kept and performed.

Upon the failure of the Lessee

to remove any such property within the said period of two (2) years, the sa..--ne
shall belong to and become the property of the Lessor.

20.

The Lessor, its agents and servants, may at all reasonable times

enter upon the said lands, or any part thereof, peaceably, and view the same,
and take all reasonable means to ascertain the condition thereof and the kind,
quality and quantities of mineral material therein or removed therefrom, not
thereby unreasonably or unnecessarily hindering or interrupti.TJ.g the proper business
or operations of the Lessee; provided, however, that the Lessor agrees to save
the Lessee harmless from all claims for damages arising out of any death or
personal injuries sustained by any such agents or servants of the Lessor while
in or upon the said lands, as herein permitted, unless the death or injury arises
as the result of negligence of the Lessee.
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MAINE MINING BUREAU
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inter!'l.lptin · tbe operations ot the Leeeee4' t.o . nte.r u on.
artd · nto each

p1~0

rty cont •1butin

ny

~c

uch

txture

and v iei;r the sa,ne and ta.ka all reas0nab le m a s to

sc rt in he oondition ther
and quantit1ea of th

or

01.ng 1.n o dny ra1 tutte

mat rials

nd to ex m1ne all world

1(1nd ~ _u~ 11t1

and ·t

and other map

records and

II

analy~a pertaining thereto, and to reque,
u.eh maps o'f' thG o eratio.ria

it te hav

d oth r data a

a clear understan :tn

qu~ litiea ct the

r,,a,t

of th

t• Q

:till en b.J.e

nt1ti s

Cl'lt

1v

n

r1a1 11 going into each m:Llttui--e, and

y grant s1m1l r rt;ht

th.e ;t;0s or agr+ees that the L esee

to th

and

own f's of any ~djolning or nearby pr pe ty from

which or . a_re be1n • mi -ed w1th mater:x.als from th

l,
( 1)

ed prem.1 sa s in aaoordano , bere i th .

11he Le "Se~.

pre

!.ti1

ha,119 bafo~ ,11x1 g

witll o ee fro,

sam..,t!)les of such o

~ontribut d t0
of the

ny o~

othe.fl pt•emi.s es * t k

s · from

ad

· a ed

uat

aeh p1'Jop rty , Pe$:pect1v ly,

ny such mixtW?e 1 and1

pli atlo

rom the

ro~

th

urpo:a s

of the rcy lty pr©visi ns of thi.

lea ae • the an lyaes or

ueh ores fro

the l eased ,. r

is

going 1nto any such mixture shal.l be det mined by
allocating the average an lyse

or the mixed ore·, ce.ken

1n the custo

ey mann r upon

after sh1p ent, to th..-.

respective o

s t"ro

th

Ol."

a~1.ous pvoperti

eontri ut ng;

STAT

O

INE

AE
o. 2

T I

this

I

of

y

au here na t r
rt,

ir t

or

av1ng its e ecutiv

1c sin t e City o

roy.
II

''Leos

th

0

York co po

s, Inc . ,

m times call d th

orl ,

in1 g

or." , p rt

d t

l

nd Rol nd

aine

through the

in

9,

nth (7) d yo

V

ti

tate

w

, party o

th

part.

s,

•lfE

588-59

r

C

o ner of c rtain mining claims

the Leas e 1.

inc u

622 - 63

e

t

t

the

t ,

ore be n i .,, e

ms, the

"HE

propo

1t

on the

· S, the Le

iner 1

d

1ning

from th

r1or or propo

see

thi

e

1 1ng claim

w1

b

tr ct ta

a part hereof ;

.

R

1th

or

nd
n un er t 1

ccuratc y

I

aid surv y 1

'

d

con
nt

d u e by th

11t1

ERE S, th

1 59,

of the
per

said

t

of

th t

ng

aid

d b

3

an

I

the

bing Lien

its rulin

cord

in lu 1vo,

t

nd

S, the Le sor finds th t t e

or n ining act1v1tie
u ed no unre son bl

dam g

to

p

t
j

cent prop rty;

h ve

EREAS, the Lessee has furnished adequate proof or 1to
inanc1al responsi 111ty and th
in ncially

ble to respond in da

that the Les

e i

ges to sati fy any judgments

1n1ng operation und r this lea e

or damage arising out of th

h1ch

Le eo~ find

1ght c use damage to adjacent areas, and the filing of

ond is not necessary; and
WHEREAS, the Lessor has detenn1ned that it 1

not exp dient

o require the Lessee to conduct bona tide mining operations under
aid m ning license for not mor

than one year prior to the

ranting of this lease .

That, for and in consideration of th

covenants, agreements

nd conditions hereina£t r contained, to be observed, kept and
by

1th the

the Les

vested in
a amend d. has demised, ieas d and

ranted, and by thee pre ents

es demise, lease and grant for the purposes hereinafter set
to the said Lese, it

uccessors and

the following tracts or parcels of lan
Knox, state of

s 1

s, each and

situated in the County

a1ne, and more particular

e cribed as

ollo s:

V

A certain parcel of 200 acres more or less, described

in Exhibit A ttacheanereto conB1at1ng of fourteen (14)
claims recorded in the name or the Lessee, Rol nd F .
Beers, Inc . , as claim numbers 588, 589, 590, 591 , 622,
623, 624 , 625, 626, 627. 28, 629, 030. and 631 filed at
pages 9, 11, 31 , 33, 35, and 37 in Boo III of th records
of the State Land Agent for the Maine Mining Bureau on
August 4, 1959, which License to Mine 1 filed at page
165, Book VI of the records of the stat Land Agent for
the Main Mining Bureau, each of the said fourteen (1 )
cl 1me bein 600' x 1500 1 in size 1n acoordanc with
Chapter 38-B, Revised tatute of 195 , a amened, cxceptin certain areas or private ownership, said cl ims
bing located as follows: overwater claims are loc ted
and delimited on the east and est with referenc to the
low water mark of' Mox1e Pond: denoted a
ox1e Lake on
Exhibit , Towns of Tne Fork and East Moxie, omerset
County, a1ne; on the north with reference to a
-2-

11

I,

N 59 15 1 Elin
he 1n l w
xte
1 l
the

nter ect
s 11n.
rnmost po1n
and looat d
th B ack

6

n
30
don a p

'

5

1nsul
o
1t
t
the no th limiting 1ne 1

r
pen1n

fro

1

point of land on
nth
th with
hich
t

e de
to a
angl

11

1

e er

from
rnmost point
descr
nd X c
in Pub
C ot Ea
count
, ar
beginning point w

o

angl
n
or an on an
t
f
ows are

a

of
c v
1e

ox1

Pond pp
19Q
from the
the nor ern limit

nd

5° 45 1
r

c

ore

ct1on

ion of
ern end of
f th h
e
cri
overwat
c
east lo
ter mark of M
on, t nc
1rect1on due ast for 2907', th nee
1n ad
ction S 30° 45' E for 36ij 1 , thenc 1n a
directions 59° 15 1 I for 3155' to
oint of 1nterct1on o th est low water ark
ie Pond and
th
t rn nd of
he
bo
d southern
boundary line oft
v rw
along
line of the low
tr
r
Pond 1n a gen
1
ud1ng all of a p i
as peninsula Z to the h
ginning
of th .

o

an

during th

cl 1m

t rm of twenty (20) y

hr of, or until,
l ase sh 11

ipt

to each

uch re pective
ted in

e e
1 e

th

part thereof

e pet thereto

1th

one ntr te, r fin

exclu ive right and

nd

nd to

xplore for, min

nd sip any

ater. which it

r in or thereon, toget
0

ry,
ture

each

la e

rchant ble ores, meta

1 products not 1nclud n
l

purpos

aid lea ed

into and upon

nterin

for th

are 1 as d to th
Lease

or

nner her 1nafter

y de ire,

r with t

fu

0

ar

•
or my b

nd

t, p 1v1

g

- '

con truct ng, and

g

nd

found
nd

all such

c vat1on, op n1n

r 1mprov

my be reasonab y n
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C

SB

nt , p op rty

ry, conven1 nt or su1tabl

or mining. removing. benef1c1 ting, concentrating nd shipping
ny of such ores or materials or product
ct1v1t1e

thereof or for

1nc1dental ther to or to any of th

r1v1leges of the Le see hereunder,

ny

rights or

nd to commit wast

to the

xtent necessary, u u l or custom ry in the carrying out or any
nd all of such purpos s, rights, pr1v11 gee or authorities. and
o use

uch water, sand and gravel round on

1n1ng and processing op rations .
greed that the Lessor retain

It 1

aid pr m1ses ror

hereby understood and

all other right

and interests

neons1stent with the rights herein granted, to thee tent th t the
exercised, used or retained without 1n any way inter-

the full and free ex rc1se

by

the Lessee of 1t

right

privileges hereund r .
xplorat1on Period
The period of thi

lease from the date hereof to and including

cember 31, 1963, shall be known a
s understood
um

or

nd

greed by the Le

Twenty Thousand Dollar

963, for exploration in the
1amond drilling, or by

the explor t1on period and 1t
ee that it· 111 expend the

( 20,000 . 0) prior to Decem er 31,
re

def1n din Exhibit A hereof by

uch geologic 1

ethode of exploration

s may be approv din writing by the Les or and/or for exp rimental
f dev lopmental work on the ben f1c1at1on, cone ntration or t

of any m1n r l material which may be found in such
On or before January 31, l 60, Le

e

shall

at-

re .

ubm1t

report

o Lessor covering the exploration work carried on during the
the date of this lease to Dec mber 31, 1959.

fro

reports sh 11 be submitted for subsequent y
tion

or
1bit A

riod.

Th

er ports

th

the
equired p r1od.

lea e,

r a efined 1n

nd shall contain a detailed expenditure

xplor tory work conducted by the Lese
Lessee

of the

hall describe the ty e and

exploratory work carried on in th

or

r

S1m11 r

durin

lso sh 11 submit drill records, f11
-4•

the

1J

ps and section

I

descr1b1ng in detail the result

btained in exploration work 1n the

which have been

rea defined in Exhibit A

ereof.

Lessor grants Lessee the right to renew this lease upon its
\}

xpiration for a term not to exceed twenty (20) years upon the same
and conditions as contain d her in. provided that the property
to this lease 1

t the

under dev

expiration of this lease.

Cessation or normal d velopment

r production activities, by reason of adv rse economic conditions,
than two (2) years at or

bout the time of

xpir tion of th1s lease shall not affect renewal privileges. 1r
evelopment or production 1s resumed after
ontinuous period

or

uch cessation for a

at least one (1) year .

During the ren wed

erm of twenty (a:) years, 1r such renewal occur
o Lessee the right to suspend or cease develop ent or production

ct1v1t1es on the leased premi es for a cumulative
ot more than

ggregate of

eventy-two (72) months .

ental
On

or before the twentieth day

er, so long as tni

or

Janu ry of each and every

indenture continues in force. for each year,

r fr ct1on thereof, during the period of thi
xtensions, Lease

shall pay annually 1n advance to Lessor, as for

ntal. the sum of five (5) dollars per
eld subject to thi

ecome due.

lease and any

ere per year for all land

lease on the date such rental payment shall

In accordance with Chapter 38-B, Revised statutes of

954, as amended, Lessor shall not charge Les ee any r nt 1 for the
rem1ses subJect to this lease

h1ch

-5-

re cov red by water.

ry 1, 1 64,

For the year commencing

nd f r each c lendar

ar ther after during which this contract shall continue in

e Lessee shall on or before the t ent1et

ff ct,

of

d

ount

id year pay to the Le sor an

one

housand Dollar

( 1,000 . 00} 'or

ase at the beg1nn~ng of

11

uoh c lendar year .

may be wed
111 go and b

lty,

nd applied by the

required to

s of th

1 , 000 . 00) for all

ny

r

nd all

th

r a

covenant to secure

er

or

e

under

r 1n

tion .

r

I

this l

n One Thu

nd Dollar

d c nd1t1on

ge

his lea o .

oyalty
That the L
anuary of each an

ev ry_ year, so

n tore , pay to the Lessor for all merchantable ore , met ls,
1nerals

products mined from

e see during the twelv

(12) month

aid prem1s

o

by th

preceding the first d y of

he month in ·1hich such p yments are to be made
oyalty as defined in Ch pter 38-B,
s a ended, as fol

ws:

-6-

1

gular annual income from
nd force o

l, 1964,

s

oyalty during said c 1 nda

he demi

n and after Janua

nd

, ao

min mum royalty for they

he purpo e of thi

11

atisfy any

his lease to the L ssor for
XC

Te

th1

ny amount or amounts

ve credit in any one calendar y ar for

id to the Les or

t

c

ev1sed Statutes of

or

(a) Royalty payment of
of the

5%

of the adjusted fair market v lue

in rals or metals removed from the ground 1

ch rged on an annual bas1 .

All royalty paym nts in

exce e of the minimum royalty
befor

st ted.

products a

paid as herein-

The adjust d fair market v lue for auoh

hav

a po ted field or market price at the

mine head shall b
t th

hall b

the posted fi ld or market pr1c

time of removal from the ground w1thout deduction

except thos

expense

of hoisting, crushing and loaa1ng

n ces ary to place th

evered product in marketable

form and at· marketable place.
(b) The adjusted fair market v lu
a

for such severed products

must be proce sed or benef1c1 ted befo e they r ach a
arketabl

form

h 11 be the fa1r value of such sev rd

products 1n their first marketable form

ore cone ntr te

at point of concentration. after deduction of exp nses of
hoisting, crushing, loading, tran portatlon, processing
and benef1ciat1on .

In case

aid

evered products have no

market v lue · t the mine or as a concentrate, th
fair market value

adjusted

hall be the value of such sev rd

products when they first reach a marketable form, art r
deduction of expense

of hoisting, cru hing, loading,

tr n p:>rtat1on, proces

and beneficiation and after

deduction of the value of any other materials or art cle
which a
absorbe

combined with, mixed with, absorbed in, or
by said severed products in the procea

of turni

said sever d products into their firet mark tabl· form .
There sh 11 also be deducted the
mixing or absorbing proces

All royalty payment

xcess of minimum royalty payment
charges

hall be paid

xp nses of such

and maximum rent l

her inbefore stat d.
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1n

All

on said

1ne

only
inin

b

operations or

tors

1

1s usual an

1mil r character wh n conduct

r other prude t operators,
y unnece s ey

it

e or any 1

ro

s 11 ful and

ot to

nd so a

nd unusual

r

by

n nt inJ:ury to

r interference or h1ndranc

1n the subsequen

or mines; provided that, subJ ct to
requirements the L ssee may fro
t

th ds of mining

hol

th

time to time use and

o

ny

prop rty, or under any portion th reof, a

ind most profitable
cy or d

dee no 1o l, or may,

1rable, di cont1nu

ob11

royalty or accrued ro
nd conditions h rein

sn

ft

or

rt thereof, or pr vent

o

r tion

on th

in

or n
t kin

11

it

y de 1r

n 1

l

nd

ah

v

ping

or. any part ther of
rations on or in any
eem

oet

and operation

oper tions

on

the Lese

ny ore

1n1ng pr ot1c , cannot be mind, treated, and
e

y

from

dev lopment

t the t

g

renewal o l:aue

joining or nearby propertie , or re uir

rof1t to the L s

it

, subj ct to

n1

o

1n its m nin

o

0

rby prop rty or properties as to it may

into account 1t

upon

fta on th

i aeed pr m1se

olely through or in conn ct on with 1t
dj

t e or

lt , if a

tout under t

s pr te

to dev lop

s

L

art o

tions n r und

urther th t nothing conta n din thi

d

mploy

hen it d em

oper tions

ell and truly meet it

shall

h

to

1ch,
h1p

d

ncountered .

Mining
At

ny t1tne

effect th

hil

~his

a or

all

greement shall
d

ful

force

111, upon wr1tt n r que t from the

xecute and deliver to the Lesse

t

ng

e Lessee to mine and remove ores from the leased pr mises through
-8-

djo1n1ng premise

owned or operated by the Leese

associated or arr111ated w1th 1t, or to

or

ny company

ores from

1ne and remov

such adjoining prem1s s through the openings on the leased
premise ; provided, however, that no

uch agreement

hall be

executed unless s1 1lar rights and privileges shall be gr nted by

the own rs of such adjoining p~ mi

s.

gree

Any such supplem ntal

be executed 1n acceptance by the Lessee.
nef1c1at1on
Th

l

Less e ah 11 have th
any

right to

nd all mineral mater1 l

direct as

ine fro

the leased
mind and

h1ch cannot b

merchantable product and which 1

o concentr tion and to concentrate such crud

susceptible

ore by crushing,

or

1nd1ng. w shing, flotation, or oth rm thods for the purpos
proving the ch racter o

quality ther or,

ta concentrating

leased prem1 es or elsewhere in
lease the Lessor grant

a1ne .

to the Lessee th

se any applicable mil , refinery, or other surfac
onstruct d for the purpos

Within the
right to

f cilitie

of treating mineral m ter1al fro

eased premiee , to treat ores or mineral mat rial
outside of the lea

the

1ned at any

d premises, whether or not the

l mineral mater1 l on the leased premises may have been
and

xhauated.

The Le e

ter1al mined on the leased

further agr es th t

11 m1neral

will receive first cone ntra-

processing within the State of Maine, it
1s mater1 l which must be concentrated or otherw1 e proc ssed

c n

nter normal sal s channels on the open market .

of expediting re

For

rch in b n f1c1at1on and refining

c niques. the Le sor grants to the Less e the right to transport
free of royalty to laboratori s, pilot plants, or other
facilities within or out 1de of Maine
period of this lease, in the aggr gat

t any time durin

amount of one Hundr d

100) short ( 000-p un) ton .
The rock, 1 an ores, tailing, or other r
ini g or cone nt

rom th

em

m1

h l

1dual

t ri l

ter1als removed rro

tion

uch p

bed poa1t

utur

rat1on

0

aw

1th th

r t

ine or

of s id

1th ands r ty .

he demise

ro

snot

nd as not

t

pollution

to a d ~

incompatibl

uch rook, lean ores, tailing,

No

th r residual mat rials sh 1

ion

nd

, streams , pon s, or

1th

e

the

no

nd

the

b

other th n

depo

pr mises without first having obtained irltten perm1s-

t

the Le

o.

0

The Les ee shall conduct

ny

uoh

s 1n a

ason bly careful and goo
1th the ·r quir menta of good

ngineering, 1ntere

nd Lessee being-equ lly co

d protect d, and

o or cause or permit any unneces

nste of th

ey_ or unusual

ri l tak n fr
The concentrate

may be

-nd the right

n

by provision in

tockp1led on

llY a Jacent or

arby

11 na of the Les or therein sh 11 b
ub

quent agre ment as provided tor

1 a e rel ting to cro s mining .
It 1s cov nanted and agr
ore removed from th
for the purpo

db t e n t e

mised premi e

And th

rti

hereto th t

ny oth r land
e , shall be

the t

n

ubJect

from the g ound, wh ther

delay be wen the t

not there may be
n

to

of concent

royalty accru 1 at the time ot remova

ground

~

e of remov 1

e of coneentr tion .

Lessee shall alao have, and is hereby granted, the

and privilege
and privilege

t

ny time,

nd

o long

1t

on or 1n connection with any
-10-

y hold

m1lar

djo1n1ng or

earby premises, of mixing, eith r und rground

t the

h ft or on

he surface, any ores or materials that shall be mined from the
eased premises or any part thereof with ores or materials,
apect1vely, or the same or

mined from any such

1m1lar rights~ provided that the mixing of such ores or m terials
s accomplished in such a manner as 1s fair and equitable and in

ccordance with standard practices, including the following:
( )

The materials to be mixed shall be

or

the same or similar

grade ; and sufficient ana yses of materials in place shall
be made before mixing to assure this f ct .
(b)

An accurate record
or other unit
s cond part1 a

or
or

or

the number of tramcars, truckload

measure agre able to both first and
each grade of each material from each

property going into each mixture shipped from the pockets
and going into each mixture stockpiled shall be kept and
made available to the Lessor at all r asonable times .
(c}

All tramcars, truckload

or other unite of measure

ble to both first and second parties shal

gr e-

at all times

be of uniform size, and care shall be taken that they
are loaded uniformly.
(d)

The number of tramcars, truckloads or other units

or

measure or material rrom each property go1~g 1nto each
mixture of

ach grade shipped in ita natural state and

each mixture benef1c1ated or concentrated before shipment,
shall be used as the basis of the allocation of the
tonnage of each suoh mixtur

of merchantable ore or of

concentrated products between the properties from
the mat r1 1 is mined .
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h1ch

(e)

In sh1pp1ng mixtures of

ny grade direct from any shaft

or pockets or benef1c1at1on plant, th

actual shipping

weights of each shipment of such mixture shall be
apportioned between the respective properties contributing
thereto on the basis of the number o
or other unit

of measur

of material so contributed to

such mixture from each respect1v

(f)

tramcars, truckloads

property.

Each stockpile of mixed ore, and each stockpile of mixed
shipping weights or

concentrated products, and the act
each shipment from each

tockpile. shall b

apportioned

and accredited to each of the respective properti
tributing thereto on the basis of th
truckload

or other unit

con-

number of tramcars,
of material from each
been

such property respectively which shall have.; contributed
to the stockpile involved; provided, however. that where
contributions h ve been m de to any stockpile during
more than one stockpile year, shipm nt

made after th

first s~ch year shall be reckoned on a stockp11

year

basis (January l to December 31), and shall be dee ed
to have com

from the earliest year's contribution

until

a tonnage equal to the total e
euch stockpile during such earliest year shall have be n
shipped, so that all shipments made from the stockpil
shall be deemed to be from the oldest ore or concentrated
products (in terms of stockpile y ars) in said stockpile.
The basis

or

apportionment of any so-called "overrun" of

any such mixed stockpile shall be the total tramcar,
truckload or other unit of measure contribution
property thereto since the lat cl anup
(g)

or

suoh

of each
tockpil .

Ihenever a body of merchantable ore or non-merchant be
ore extends from the l aeed premise
property operated by the Les
-12-

into any adJo1n1ng

e, the Ls ee shall mine

ach such body from each of such prop rties s
out mining operation on a~y sue

art ly

body may be conduct d

one ch of said properties s1Diultaneously and in the
int rest of accurac

line

shall be

st bl1shed between

the proper.ties on each level, sublevel. or on th
s th

(h)

surface,

case may be, by a comp tent surveyor .

The LesBor shall have the right
its authorized a ents,

tits own

xpen e and by

tall .reasonable times and in a

manner not unrea onably or unnece sar1ly h1n

or

interrupting the oper tions of the Les ee, to enter upon

n

into

ch property contributing to

and view th

sam

ny such mixture

and take all rea onabl

means to

scerta1n the condition thereof and the kind, qual1t1e
and

uantit1es or the materials going into any mixture

nd to examine all working and ot er map, records and
analyses pertaining th reto, and to requ st and receive
such maps of the operations and other dat

it to hav

a

will ena le

a clear understanding of the quantities an

qualities of the materi ls

o1ng into

ach mixture, and

tne Les or agrees that the Lessee may grant similar right

to the owners of any adjoining or nearby property from
wh1ch ore

are being mixed with materials from th

le sed prem1 s

( 1)

The Lessee

in acoordance herewith .

hall, before m1.x1ng any ores fro

he

eas d

premises with ores from other premises, take
samples of such ores from each property, respectiv ly,
contributed to any such mixture,

nd, for the purpose

of the application of the royalty provisions of this
lease, the ana yses of
going into any such

uch ores from the leased pre is s

ixture shall be determined by

allocating the average analy,ses of the mixed oresp taken
1n the custo

ry. manner upon or after ship ent, to the

respective ores from the v rious propertie
-13-

contributing

naly

thereto 1n proportion to the averag

truck, or belt sampl s of such respectiv

s of the car,
oree and, in

case any such mixture shall be shipp d fro

stockpile

to which contri.but1ons shall have b en made in

one stockpile year, such an lyse
on a stockpile-year b sis 1n

ore than

sh ll be apportioned

m nner similar to that

provided in subparagraph (f) of th1

section with re poet

to the allocation of tonnage shipped from such

(j}

In case th

t the accuracy of

Le sor shall des1re tot

the method being u ed for the allocation
any mixture, or of th

analy es of

stockpile .

or

tonnages

or

1xtures of mineral

materials of the various properties contrib ting thereto,
nd

hall so notify the Lessee in writing, then the

Lessee

will, a

interrupt th
that the

promptly aa practicable thereafter.
mixing for a sufficient length of time so

st1mated tramcar. trucklo d or other unit of

mea ure weights and

n lyse

of the materials from each

property contributing thereto may b

eparately checked

against railroad or other weights and analy es on
sep rate shipment

thereof .

The Lessee at the time of each annual payment of royalty,
hall transmit to the Lessor a true an

or th

accurate

preceding year the amount of each

or

r produced from materials mined from the lea
hipped during the prec ding year for

tatement showing

the following , mined
d premises and

hich royalty 1s to be paid

s herein provided, to wit:
(a)

The tonnage and analysis of merchantable ore mined by
open pit method

and the tonnage and analysis of

merchantable ore mined by underground methods shipped
direct without tr atment as ref rred to in subparagraph
(a) of the section entitled ''Royalty".
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(b)

The tonnage and analysis

or

concentrated products of

crude material mined by op n pit methods and the tonnage
and ana ysis of concentrated products of crude mat rial
mined by und rground
paragr ph {b)
Th

Le see will

or

thod ,

s referred to in sub-

said "Royalty" section.

lo furnish th

Le

or annually an accurate

tatement, reporte and maps or exploration and development and
work upon said land during the pr ceding y ar, in addition
e requirements specified 1n Section 10 of Chapter 293,

bl1c Laws

1957.

For any year 1n which the Lessee shall hav
ights to so mix ore

or material

xercised its

from the leased pre is s ~1th

hose from other premises prior to the completion of their
e

ficiation, concentration or treatment, the report by the
ssee to th

Lessor for such year

or each cla siflcation

hall also show separately, and

f cone ntrates or market ble products

which royalty is to be pa1d, th

(1)

Th

following to wit:.

total weight and analysis of the concentrates or

products made fro

such mixed

ore or

terials in

such ,year;
(2)

Thew ight or mea

(1)

the ore

red units and an lys1

of -

and materials d rived from the

le sed premises, and
(11) the ores and materials derived!rom other
premises, so going into the production of
uch concentrates or products ; and

(3)

The weight or amount of such concentrates or marketable
products assigned as derived from the leased premises
as provided 1n this section .

(4)

such other data as is available from th
and which w11

enable th

Lessee's records

Lessor to determine whether such

concentrates or products have been properly classified for
the purpo e of computing the royalty payable thereon.
-

Ei-

this lease 1
all support

being terminated or surrend red, except

placed in any

hafts. drifts , or openings

or any timber or frame work n ce sary to th
aintenance of shafts or approaches tom ne
none of which shall b

oved by the Le see unles

axes not then du
h1rty (~ day

or tramw ys

removed or de tr.eyed

d, alway , howev r, th t

on

uae an

y th

all p ymento of t

and other due

ecom

Less e ;

of s id property may be
es. 1

and payable, which must and will be

after t ey

1th1n

any. {except
aid

1th1n

due and p yable), royalti s then

shall have been made and al~ other coven nts,

nte and condition
an

hereof obl gatory upon the Lessee shall

faithfully observe

1lure of the Les ee t

and p rformed.

Upon the

remove any such permitted property within

aid period of ninety (90)

y , the

ame shall belong to and

ecome the absolute property of the Ls or.
nspect1on by Lessor

s mutually

It

ervants, may

greed that said Lessor, it

agents and

tall r asonable times enter upon th

demised

remises, or any part thereof, peaceably, and view the same, and
ake all reasonable means to ascer a1n the condition thereof, and
he kind, qualities and quantities of miner 1 material therein or
emoved there rOIJl, not thereby unrea onably or unnecessarily
inderin

or interrupting tbe prop r bus1n sa or aper tions of th

see; prov ided, how ver, that said ~essor agrees to save the
e

ee larmless from a 1 claims for damages ar1 1ng out of any

eath or personal injurie
f th

su tained by any such ag nts or servants

Lessor while in or upon s id premises as herein permitted,

nleaa the death or injury arises aether sult of negligence of
ho Lessee .
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efault

rt

is

greed that 1r the royalties her by r served,

utually

r a;nyJB,rt thereo

be and remain un~id after the days and times

bove specified, or if the Lessee shall fail to keep any of the
ther conditions h rein expressed to be kept, perform

or

b erved by the Le Ree,: then upon notice by the Le sor of
llege

failure to so

ompl , by sending such notic

uc

by regi tered

rt1f1ed mail at the place deaignat din this instrument under
ead1ng rAddresse ", and if such fail r

to so comply 1a not

1

died

ithin thirty (30) days after the date of mailing such

otice, the Les~ee's rlghts h reunder sh l
aid forfeiture

b

hall be taken purs ant to th

to forfeiture.

liab.

provisions of

hapter 38-B, Revised statutes of 1954. as amended .

ssee

erm1nation of tease or Surrender of Right
It 1

hereby further covenanted, agreed and understood by and

etween the
(a}

aid

artie

At any time ter
going le se

(b)

he eto, that the ;Less e

y:

nate the term a oresaid

nd the fore~

nd demise ; and/or

At any time and from time to t1 e sear t l
the rights, privileges

nd ea ements here1nabove granted,

leased and demi ed to · t, and term1n te it
hereunder, 1nsofa

a

surrend r

o ligations

the -same pertains to any one or mor

designated governm ntal descriptions which ar

part of the

leased premiacs;

y giving the Lessor' r1tten notice

east eixty (60) days befor

of it

intention so to do at

such t rm1nation or surrender, as

he case may be, such notice to be given in the manner herein
rov1d d; and in each such case this leas
he right

hall te

1nate, or

and obligations of the L ssee with respect to the

eaign ted governmental description
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urrendered shall ter in te

s the case may be, sixty (60) days after the giving of

uch

otice, provided that all

n

ond1t on

f the coven nt , agre

,

e, includ ng paym nt of

h reof obl1gatocy upon the Le

11 minimum roy lty, royalti s

n

nd other

um

th t may hav

crued

ome payable hereunder (but not 1nclud1ng taxes, if any, or

nd b

ther amounts not then due

nd payable, which must

nd will be

aid within thirty ('A days after they become due nnd payable),
all h ve been pro~rly

h

and w 1

Le

ept

nd performed by the L

upon any such t rm nat on or

s the case may be, and upon th

reque t t

record in

ort

n trument may have b en
isch rge, evidenoirig

e; and

ny pu

r for by the Les r,

ic o

where t

iled and r cord d, a forrna

uch tennin tion or

rr n er,

urr n

relea

r, as th

nd
case

ay be .

sor•s Lien
That the Le
1en upon al

or

or sh 11
B

t

11 t

1n d but not

e

h v , poses, and hold a

1pped from th

leased prem1

nd upon all mach n ry, pr on l property and 1 provement
pon

aid premises by the Les ee, a

y the Lese

bl1gat cy

security

of each and all the cov nanta and condition
pon the Le

uoh property in lile man

e, which lien may
r a

placed

hereof

nforced against

y

liens conferr d by chattel

ortgag s, or by any other 11en s curity, ar
e enforced under the las of Maine .

or may be entitled to

Th1s lien provision is in

dd1tion to any statutory liens under the laws or Maine.
erein contained, however, is intended or shall be construe

oth1ng
to

revent the sale and remov 1 of said ore or cone ntrated product
n the usual course of business, nor to prevent the removal of tools
achinery, equipment or any other property at any time when said

-19-

s

shall not be 1n default; and the
not, in ca e of sal a
part1e • b

or

bov

referred to 11en

ore or concentrated products to
e against such third

deemed to tollow the eam

ddr sses

For th

purpo es

M ning Bureau,

orr1c

t sh 11 nav

of th

t te House, Augu t ,

or

nd the addre

na., PO t

ddr a

Le aor sh 11 be

r

aln,

uch other

it may have last designated in writing to th

or person

s ee,

er or , the

1019, Troy,

Bo

hall be Rol nd F.

the Lee
e

Yor-, or

era,

uch other plac

a

the Le

1st de ignated in

nts and paym nts
Routine or regul r periodic 1 r port • st t
nt by regular m 11 so addressed ; and. 1f GO
reunder ay be

dre

ed and mailed in due ae son, then if any of the

t be rece1.ved when due, the
such tailur
fo low up

ddr s e

sur

will notify the addr s or

of receipt and give the addre sor a reason ble t1m

nd s cur

the deliv ry of th

yment, or a duplic tether or, befo
count of

e sh 11

port or

nt,

ol im1ng ny default on

uch f 1luro of d livery.

nder, oance

state

to

n

t1onJ d fa lt or termin tion

formal not oe
the s

sh 11

delivered to the p rty not1f1 d either p rson lly or by

g1stered

11 to be

IN 'TNE S

ct1v

1EREOP, the

duly e~ecuted
Bu

err

by

3

h reunder .
1d Lessor. has caused thi

a 1 A. ~acDonald, c

rman o

the

gr e ent
a n

au, by virtue of a re olut1on pas ed by the -1a1ne .'ining

au on J nuary 29, 1958, and executed by .oland F. Ber , Inc.,

-20-

y its Pr sident, Roland F .

eers, dul

author~zed

espect1ve se ls to be affi ·ed hereto, duly
nd year first

bov

nd their

tte ted, the da

r1tten .

ROLAND

MA:N~ MINL~G BUREAU

STATE O MAINE
Kennebec, s .
..:,Ub

Augu t 7, 1959

crlbed .... nd sworn to by

~4--?&ef

2

~

verally, on the d y
nd year above
Befor

e.

ritten.
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STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
LICENSE TO MINE NO. 6
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS,
THAT the STATE OF MAINE, acting by and through its MAINE
MINING BUREAU (hereinafter for convenience referred to as
"the Bureau"), in the exercise of its sovereignty and jurisdiction over the area hereinafter described, as such sovereignty
and jurisdiction now exists or may hereafter be adjudicated to
exist, and pursuant to Title 10, Section 2105 of the Maine
Revised Statutes of 1964, does hereby GIVE and GRANT unto
KING RESOURCES COMPANY (hereinafter for convenience referred
to as "the Company") holder of Prospector's Permit No.
dated

____.,

a

LICENSE TO MINE

---

for minerals, oil and gas in, and to take the same from,

that

certain area of submerged land lying off the shore of said
State and located in the Gulf of Maine, so-called, said area
being encompassed by the claims of the Company bearing numbers
through ______ inclusive, recorded in said
Bureau, to which record reference may be had for a more
particular description of said area (said area being hereinafter for convenience referred to as Gulf Mining Area# 1),
subject always 'i:o applicable laws and regulations, and to the
following terms and conditions, to-wit:
A.

The Company shall diligently and in good faith engage

in survey and exploratory activities aimed at revealing the
nature, extent and amount of such minerals, oil and gas as may
exist on, ~n 6r under Gulf Mining Area# 1.

\·li thin ...,o&....a
~ ()
_ _ __

days of the date of this instrument, the Company shall submit
to the Bureau a written outline of such activities as are
proposed by it to be conducted in Gulf Mining Area# 1, which
outline shall contain:

-21.

A general description of the type of

survey and exploratory activities proposed to
be conducted
by the Company in Gulf Mining
-------- .
Area# 1, including seismic and drilling
activities;
2.

A statement of the dates on or about

which such activities are proposed to commence;
3.

A map or other graphic indicator of

the area or areas where such activities will
take place; and
4.

A description of the methods proposed

to be employed by the Company to minimize or
prevent the uncontrolled escape of oil or gas
into the air and waters as a result of such
activities.
The·submission of such outline shall not bind the Company
to conduct such work on such dates and in such areas as is
therein stated, but any actual or intended deviations from
the outline shall be reported by the Company to the Bureau as
soon as the same become known to the Company.
B.

The Company may not carry out any exploratory drilling

work in Gulf Mining Area# 1 unless:
1.

The Bureau has approved the methods pro-

posed to be employed by the Company to minimize
or prevent the uncontrolled escape of oil or gas
into the air and waters as a result of such work;
and
2.

The Company has given the Bureau at least

twenty (20) days' written notice of its intent to
engage in such work, specifying the area where
such work is to take place, and the Bureau has
given its consent thereto.

c.

The Company shall furnish reports to the Bureau in

such form as the Bureau may require concerning its exploratory drilling work for which permission has been obtained.
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✓

The Company shall furnish the Bureau with a written

D.

statement of the findings and results of its survey and explora-\·-~

C: ~'1 1 ,. '{ )

\J ~· ; :-111' ~-

-~1 .~::

tory activities within sixty (60) days after such--·-activi-=-t.oi-es
...~ ,\.

I
\

( >- ~

\ / ' -, _~

-\-\ ,.

(..,

i ".1..A

\J

•: ;(._·v"\ q

•
I

j -; 15'

have been compl~d.
...,...,_<>-.~3_

The Bureau agrees to hold such statement

confidential for a period of fifteen (15) months after date of
receipt.
E.

The Company shall permit access by the Bureau, at

reasonable times, to all survey and exploratory activities
conduc·ted by it hereunder, for the purpose of inspecting such

activities and the facilities erected and used in connection

-3-

therewith and to ensure compliance with applicable laws and
regulations.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the State of Maine, by and through
its Maine Mining Bureau has caused these presents to be
executed and delivered in its sovereign name and behalf and
its Great Seal to be hereunto affixed by Clayton P. Osgood,
Chairman of said Bureau and by it thereunto duly authorized,
at Augusta in the County of Kennebec in said State, this
day of

, 1968.

Signed, sealed and delivered
in presence of

STATE OF MAINE, by and through
its MAINE MINING BUREAU

By:------,--,---------I ts Chairman
duly authorized

□
□
□
□
□
□
MINING LEASE
FROM

TO

ROLAND F. BEERS, INC.
TROY, NEW

YORK

Date of Lease _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Number of Acres _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

County of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration of Definite Term _ _ _ _ __
RECORDER'S

DATA

Received for Record

19_

Recorded

19_

Recorded

19_

In Book

Page
Recorder

of

~greement
Made and entered into this ______ day of

A. D., 19 ______ by and between

of --------------------------------------------------- County of---------------------------and State of ------------------------------------------ of the first part, hereinafter referred to as
Lessor, and Roland F. Beers, Inc., of Troy, New York, of the second part, hereinafter referred to as Lessee.

Bitnessetb:
I. (LEASING CLAUSE) That Lessor, in consideration of the sum of One Dollar Cash in hand paid,
the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, under the covenants, conditions, and agreements hereinafter
contained on the part of Lessee to be paid, kept and performed, does lease, let and demise exclusively to
Lessee, all their right, title and interest in and to all and every prospecting, mining and quarrying right and
privilege in and upon the lands hereinafter described, together with the privilege of erecting and instailing any
and all machinery and equipment, necessary or convenient, for the sole purpose of prospecting, mining, quarrying, processing and marketing of ores and minerals as found on this land alone or on neighboring lands.
The following described premises owned by Lessor and situated in -----------------------------County and State of ----------~------------------, being all of their right, title and interest in and to
the premises conveyed by------------------------- - ------------ --------------------------- to
said

----------------------------------------------- by a deed dated------------------------

and recorded --------------------------, in Liber No. _____________ of Deeds at Page ---------- - ·
containing approximately ______________ acres, more or less. However, no mine shaft shall be placed within
three hundred ( 300 I feet of any building now on the premises except by mutual consent.
2. (LESSOR'S COVENANTS) Lessor agrees that Lessee at its option may pay and discharge any taxes,
mortgages or other liens now existing, levied or assessed on or against the above described lands or any subsequent liens incurred by the lessors, and, in the event that it exercises such option, it shall be subrogated
to the rights of any holder or holders thereof and may reimburse itself by applying to the discharge of any
such mortgage, tax, or other lien, any royalty or rentals accruing hereunder.
3. (LESSEFS COVENANTS) Lessee shall pay for its own account, any and all taxes levied or assessed
against the mines, minerals, mills, or mining and milling equipment on the above described premises during
the term of this lease, and if not so paid, lessors, their heirs or assigns, may pay the same and charge such
payment against the lessee as royalty due, or have any other legal remedy.
4. <TERMS) This lease shall run for a period of five ( 51 years, and so long thereafter as mining operations are performed or maintained on said leased premises unless terminated sooner as herein provided. If
Lessee has discovered an ore body on said leased premises by the time of expiration of said term, Lessee may
at its option, renew said lease for a similar term of years on the same terms and conditions as herein provided, except as to advance royalties which shall continue during any such renewal or renewal periods at a
minimum of $ I 0.00 per acre, in which event Lessee shall give Lessor written notice of its intention so to do
on or before sixty ( 60 I days prior to the expiration of said term. Upon the renewal of said lease, all royalties,
advances or otherwise shall continue to be paid as though said lease had never been terminated.
5. ( MINING RIGHTS) This lease conveys all the right, title and interest of the Lessors in the surface
land rights necessary for prospecting, developing and operating any mine or mines in said land, or operating mills on said land. Lessee shall have right of ingress and egress, and right of way to and from any place
where operations are carried on, and to the public highway. Lessee, however, shall use one roadway to and
from any mine or mill on said land, and shall keep all gates closed or erect cattle guards on such part of said
premises as are used by it. Lessee agrees that all of its operations on said premises shall be conducted in accordance with good and customary mining practices. Ores mined from the leased premises may be milled and
prepared for market thereon or on other lands, separately or in connection with other ores, as Lessee may
elect. Lessee shall have the privilege of raising ores from said land through shafts or inclines on other lands in
the area, and the privilege of milling, cleaning or otherwise treating such ores in plants or mills located upon
such lands. Lesseee shall also have the privilege of transporting to, across, through or under and of raising
ores mined from other lands through tunnels, drifts, shafts or inclines which Lessee has sunk or driven on the
leased premises for the purpose of working same and of milling, cleaning or otherwise treating such ores in
mills or plants located upon the leased premises. The privileges referred to in the last preceding sentence shall
survive the termination by expiration or otherwise of the lease. For any period after such termination during
which Lessee is ( a I raising, through a shaft driven on the demised premises ores exclusively from other lands
in which Lessor has no interest, or ( b I milling, cleaning or otherwise treating on the demised premises, ores
exclusively from such other lands, or ( c I doing both ( a I and ( b I, Lessee shall pay Lessors five hundred ( 500 I
dollars per year. The right to use underground tunnels, drifts, inclines, or exploration openings existing in
the leased premises at the termination of this lease shall also survive such termination without payment for
such use for so long as the use of any of the same may be necessary or convenient for any mining purpose
connected with this or any other property.
During the term of this contract all rock waste and jig tailing resulting from the operation of any mines
located on said premises may be sold by Lessee, and Lessee shall pay to Lessor Fifty ( 50 I per cent of the net
sales price. It is agreed that either Lessor or Lessee shall have the right to use, without cost, so much of said
tailing or waste rock as may be required in connection with mining or milling operations or for use on the
leased premises. Lessee's Judgment and decision as to all matters pertaining to waste materials shall be final
and binding. In case of forfeiture or surrender of this lease, all tailings and waste, not sold, or remaining on
the leased premises, if not sold and removed within two ( 21 years, bec,,mes the property of the Lessor and

Lessee waives all rights thereto and on payment of the damage to the surface by such deposit of rock waste
and jig tailings left on the leased land more than two ( 2) years after termination Lessee shall be released and
relieved from all further obligations or liabilities hereunder.
Should Lessee erect a mill on the leased premises or use any portion of the leased premises, it agrees to
pay Lessor the reasonable annual value of the portion of the surface of the premises required for such use and
the necessary storage facilties for rock and tailings or other use. If such value cannot be agreed upon by the
parties, it shall be submitted for arbitration as hereinafter provided. Such mill and storage facilities may be
established before arbitration, and an annual payment shall be made promptly after such arbitration is concluded. Upon such annual payment, Lessor shall grant to Lessee, by instrument in writing independent of this
lease, the exclusive right, privilege and license to use the mill site and storage facilities for milling, beneficiating, stock piling and storing ores, concentrates, minerals, metals, pertinent in connection with mining or milling, so long as Lessee shall deem necessary while this lease shall remain in effect.
Anything hereinbefore to the contrary notwithstanding, Lessee, if not in default, shall have the right to
remove any of its property used in connection with the exercise of the rights and privileges referred to in the
preceding paragraph within six ( 6) months after tendering a proper surrender and a release of this lease.
6. (DAMAGES) Lessee shall cover all prospect holes and shall pay all damage to buildings, growing
crops or timber. Should any regularly used water supply on the premises be drained by mining operations
carried on by Lessee, the Lessee agrees to furnish Lessor with a new water supply equal to the existing water
supply before mining operations were carried on.
7.

(ADVANCED ROYALTIES AND WORK REQUIREMENTS)

Lessee, except as herein otherwise pro-

vided, each year during the life of this agreement beginning -------------------------------, 19 __ ___ ,
( hereinafter referred to as "work year") shall:
A. Perform mining operations, conducted in good and miner-like manner and in conformity with proper
practice, or,
B. Explore by means of bona fide drilling methods, or,
C. Prospect geophysically by means of airborne or ground-operated scientific equipment, or prospect
geochemically by means of soil, water or plant analysis and/or laboratory experiment, or,
D. Pay the sum of fifty ( 50) cents per acre per year on or before the expiration of any work year during
which Lessee has not performed either A., B., or C. such payment to be considered advance royalty against
subsequent earned royalties provided, if Lessee terminates this lease prior to the expiration of any work year
Lessee shall pay Lessor on a pro-rata basis for those months during such work year that this lease was in force
and effect, unless Lessee has performed either A., B., or C. during the previous part of the said work year.
After the first four years of this lease, the Lessee will pay to the Lessor at least ten ( IO) dollars an acre on
lands in which minerals are owned by Lessor and hereby leased, as royalty earned by mining work, referred to
in (Al above or as advance royalty applicable against subsequent royalties.
8. (SUSPENSION OF WORK ON LOW MARKET) In the event of a drop in the market price of Zinc
or Copper as quoted in the Engineering and Mining Journal, to less than twelve ( 12 I cents per pound for Zinc,
and forty ( 40 I cents per pound for Copper, the Lessee may suspend all operations until the quoted prices are
again equal to at least twelve ( 12 I cents per pound for Zinc and forty ( 40 I cents per pound for Copper, during such period this lease shall remain in effect with the payment of a minimum advance royalty of fifty ( 50 I
cents an acre per year. The suspension of such work shall not exceed a period of four ( 4 I years at any one
time.
9. (EARNED ROYALTIES) Lessee shall pay to the Lessor a royalty of five ( 5 I percent of the net proceeds ( except for such proceeds as is hereinafter specified for metallic ores I to Lessee before processing,
realized by the Lessee in each month from all marketable nonmetallic mineral products produced from
ore or mineral substances mined, quarried, or removed from the leased premises, in which minerals are owned
by Lessor and hereby leased. Lessee shall pay a royalty of five ( 5) percent of the net smelter return I received by Lessee) less freight, of such sulfide and concentrates from metallic ores mined and markets from the
leased premises in which minerals are owned by lessor and hereby leased. "Concentrates" for the purposes
hereof means the salabel Zinc, Lead, Copper, Nickel, Cobalt, Iron, Gold or Silver minerals economically recoverable. "Net Smelter Return" for the purposes hereof when used with respect to the minerals listed above
means the price established at smelter, less freight, by responsible buyers of such marketable mineral products or of concentrates of a similar grade and kind produced from ores mined and milled in said district and
prevailing at the time the concentrates are delivered to the smelter for treatment; but lessee shall be entitled
to take credit against any royalties payable under this paragraph for any advanced royalties previously paid
during the term of this lease and not previously recovered by Lessee.
10. (ROYALTY PAYMENTS) Royalty payments shall be made by the Lessee on or before the last day
of each calendar month for all o_res delivered at the mill or smelter during the preceding calendar month. Royalty or other payments under this agreement shall be paid (a I to Lessor at ------------------------------------------------------------------- or (bl as Lessor may in writing designate.
11. (RECORDS AND REPORTS) Lessee agrees to keep an accurate record of all ores mined from the
leased premises and of all calculations relative to royalty payments hereunder. Said records may be inspected by Lessor at all reasonable times. Lessee will make available for Lessor's inspection, at the end of the term
of this lease, information as to the location and footage of each hole drilled on said land. At the termination,
Lessee will furnish a factual record of any holes drilled on the land together with a map showing the location
of such holes, together with copies of all mining maps and records of mines on demised premises or on adjacent premises operated co-jointly with the demised premises.
12. (FORFEITURE) In case of failure of Lessee to keep and perform any of the terms and obligations
of this lease, Lessor may give ninety ( 90 I days written notice of the breach or violation complained of. If
such violation or default is not removed, or as nearly corrected as possible, within said ninety I 90 I day period, this lease shall thereupon terminate; provided, however, that no forfeiture shall be asserted where Lessee
claims no breach or violation has occurred or that the same has been removed or corrected as nearly as pos-

sible within the ninety I 90) day period, in which event the same shall be submitted for arbitration in accordance with Paragraph 16 of this lease. Provided further that no forfeiture shall be asserted based on cessation or delays in operations hereunder when occasioned by fire, war, riot, civil commotion, strikes, operations of law or interference by the Government or its agencies, acts of nature or other causes, whether like or
unlike those enumerated, beyond the control of Lessee. Upon forfeiture, Lessee shall account for and pay
royalties acccrued to the date of such termination and execute and tender to Lessor a written release and
surrender thereof in proper form to be recorded in the Office of the ____________________ County Clerk.
13. (SURRENDER) Lessee may at any time, when not in default, surrender this lease by executing and
tendering to Lessor a written release thereof in proper form to be recorded in the Office of the __________ _
County Clerk, and from and after such tender Lessee shall be released and relieved from all further obligations and liability hereunder, with respect to or in any way connected with the above described premises or the
exercise of Lessee's rights hereunder, except to account for and make payments accrued during the life hereof. Tender of such release may be made by delivery of same to Lessor in person, or to his agent, or by recording such release in the Office of the Clerk of the Court of the County in which the leased premises are located, and paying the recording fee.
14a. (OPTION) Lessor agrees at any time during the terms of this lease or any renewal or renewals
thereof, to sell to the Lessee so much of the surface, exclusive of buildings, as may be required by the Lessee
for its operations at a price of ______ dollars per acre for land used for pasture and __________ dollars per
acre for land used for meadow, Lessee to pay all expenses of such transfer.
14b. (OPTION) Lessor further grants to Lessee the first option during the term of this lease on any
renewal or renewals thereof, to purchase the demised minerals on the same or as favorable price terms and
conditions as offered to any other purchaser. This option to be exercised in thirty I 30) days after notice in
writing to Lessee of such other offer.
15. (NOTICES) All notices herein provided to be given in writing shall, unless otherwise provided,
be mailed by registered mail to the address following, until some other address is designated in a notice so
given.
LESSOR'S ADDRESS: ________________________________________________________________________ _
LESSES$'$ ADDRESS:

ROLAND F. BEERS, INC., P. 0. Box 1019, Troy, New York.

16. (ARBITRATION) In event the parties hereto cannot mutually agree upon any matters ar1S1ng out
of this lease, the same shall be determined by arbitration; the Lessor to select one arbitrator, the Lessee to
select one arbitrator, and the two arbitrators so selected to select a third arbitrator. Such submission -~o arbitration shall be a condition precedent to action by either party hereto, in any court, and it is hereby expressly
agreed between the parties hereto that such submission to arbitration may be entered of record in the court
of proper jurisdiction. The determination by such arbitration shall be binding and conclusive on the parties
hereto and may be entered as the judgment or decree of such court. Expenses of the arbitration shall be borne
by the parties equally.
17. (ASSIGNABILITY) This lease shall be binding upon and enure to the benefit of the respective parties hereto, and their personal representatives, successors and assigns.
18. (ENTIRE CONTRACT) It is agreed that the entire contract and agreement between Lessor and
Lessee is embodied herein, and that no oral warranties, representations or promises have been made or relied
upon by Lessor or L.e ssee supplementing, modifying or as an inducement to this Agreement.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Lessor and Lessee have hereunto set their hands and seals the day and year first
above written.
LESSOR
In the presence of:
(seal)
(seal)
(seal)
(seal)
LESSEE
ROLAND F. BEERS, INC.
By------------------------------------ (seal)
STATE OF --------------------------· •• ss.
COUNTY OF ------------------------ •
I, ____________________________ a Notary
Public in and for the State and County aforesaid, do
hereby certify that ------------------------------------------- and his wife _____________ _
______________________ personally appeared be-t
fore me this day and acknowledged the due execution of the foregoing instrument. Witness my hand
and official seal this ____ day of --------------,
19 _____ •

Notary Public
My Commission Expires:

STATE OF NEW YORK
•
• ss .
County of---------------------------- •
On this ______ day in the year Nineteen Hundred ____________________ before me personally
came _____________________________________ _
to me known, who, being by me duly sworn, did depose and say that he resides in the City of
------------------------------, and that he is
___________________________ of Roland F. Beers,
Inc., the corporation described in and which executed
the above instrument; that he knows the seal of said
corporation; that the seal afixed to said instrument is
such corporate seal; that it was so affixed by Order
of the Board of Directors of said corporation, and
that he signed his name thereto by like order.
Notary Public in the State of New York
My Commission Expires:

S'fATE OF MAINE
MI N1 NG LEASE

No . 3

l~IS INDENTURE , made this fifteenth ( 15) day of Oc obe_ ,
960 , by and between the S).a·-e of Maine through the Maine Mi ning

ureau hereinafter sometime
irst part , and

called

h

"Lessor" , party of the

oland F . Beers , Inc ., a New York corpor·tion

aving its executi e offices in the City of Troy , State
ork , hereinafter some imes called

h

f New

''Les seen , party o

he

econd part .
WHERE..AS ,

he Lessee is owne·

of certain mining cla i ms

umber d 104 , 111 , 1· 2 , 113 , 119, 120 , 121 , 126 , 1 7 , 128 ,
. 31 · hrough 135 both inclusiv

and 137 through

t.~7 both inclus ·ve ,

ecorded in t he Office of the State Land Agent at Augus a , Mai n ,
nd has he _e afore been issued Li censes t o Min

upon the sa "d

nining cl aims , t h~ same be i ng Licens s numbered 2 and 4- is~JU d
y the Lessor ; and

WHEREAS , the Lessor has on

he

leven'h day of Fe ruary , 1959 ,

nd the first day of September , 1960 , given · s ru ing · hat ·'-h
pera ions of the Lessee in carrying on its proposed mining

perations ·under this lease and the taking of minerals from the
said mining claims will be consistent with any prior or proposed
se by the Lessor , its ag n· so_ instrumentalitie; and
~?HEREAS , the

ract taken und r

surveyed , sai d survey on an aeria
nExhi bit

his lease has been accura ely
photograph is ma ked

"attached hereto and made a par

WHEREAS ,

he J...essor f i nds

her of ; and

hat the Lessee ' s previous

prospecting or mining acti ities within the Sate of Ma ' ne hav
caus d no unreasonable dam .e to adjacent pro e ty ; and

WHEREAS , the Lessee has furnished adequate proof of i s
inanc ial responsib i l i ty and the Lesso.. finds t hat

he Lessee is

inancially able to respond i n damages to satisfy any j udgment s
or damag

a.rising out of the mi n i ng operation under th.:s lease

h i ch might cause damage to ad j acent areas , and

e filing of a

ond is not neces ary ; and
'WHEREAS , the Lessor has determi ned that i

o req ir

i s not exped i ent

he Lessee ·-o conduct bona fide mining oper a tions under

a.id mini ng license for not more than. one year prior to .he

ranting of this 1 ase .

wI

T NE S S E T H :

That , for and in consideration of th

cov nant s , agreemen s

condit i ons h · einafter contained , to be ob erved , kept and

by the Lessee , the Lessor , in accordance with the
v s ed in it by Chapter 39B , Revised St a ·u es of 195t~ ,

amend d , has demised , leased and grant ed , and by these p

sen· s

oes demis , lease and grant for the purposes h reinafter set
orth , to t he sai d Lessee , ·ts succes or.,, and assigns , each and all
f t he follow ·ng

racts or parcels of land situated in

he Coun y

f Kno , St a t e o

Ma ine , and more particularly des~ribed a

A certain lot or parcel of land of 310 acres mor ·
or less as described i n EJthibi A a· tached her to

con is ing of w nty- s i x ( 26 ) claims recorded in
the nsm of Less e Roland F . B rs , Inc ., as eta ·
numbers 104 , 111 , 112 , 113 , 119 , 120 , 21 , 126 , 27 ,
12 , 131- 135 both i nclusi. e and 37- 147 both
inclu i ve , filed a pages 155 , 159 , 161 , 165 , _69 ,
173 , 175 , 179 , 181 , and 183 , Bok- I , and pages 1.9 ,
21 , 23 , 25 , 34.5 , 34- 7 , Book VI , of t he records o the
State Land Agent fo t he Ma:ne Mining Bureau , an
upon which Li c ense to Mi e No .. 2 was issued by he
Maine Mini ng ureau on February 11 , 19.59 , ·which
License o _ ine i s f i led a i. page 9.:i , Book VI , and
L · cense to Mi e No .

£~

which wa

i ssued by the . aine

Mining Bureau on September l , 1960 , which Li cense to
M:ne :s filed a page 414 , Book V , al of the records
of the Stat Land Agent for the Mai ne Mining urea~ ,
each of sai d twenty-six ( 26 ) claims being 600 ' x 1500 '
in s ize i n accord ance with Chapter 39B , Rev i sed
Statutes of 1954 , as amended , except i ng cer ain areas
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foll w :

of private m:vnership , sa·d claim

being located with

reference to "Master Claim Poe· No o 1n which is
loc ated on the northeast s i de of Crawford PonQ, Town
of Union , Knox Coun.ty , Maine , approxirnatel"y6138 t
S 53° W' of the road juncti011 of East union Village
and 1.5 , 180' N 73° 30 ' W of com,,-non corner of the Towns
of Warren , Ut1ion , and Rockport , Knox County, . all as se·
forth in the aerial photograph of said claims which is
attELhed hereto as Exhibit A and which is filed at

page 41 3 , ook VI , of the records of the Sta e Land
Agent for the Maine Mining Bureau.
·or and during the term· of ninet·e en ·(19) years from and , ft ~r the
ate here-o f , or until , as to each such respect:tv

trac ·or p re 1 ,

lease shall be ear lie r terminat .d in. th.e manner here i nafter

rovided .

Sai d premises are leased to the Lesse

for the purpos

f giving and granting to the Lessee the exclusive right and
r-ivilege of en er'ing into and upon said lease.d premises and each

nd every part t hereof so long as this lease shall rema i n in eff ct
-ith respect the · eto and to explore for , mine , r~mov·e , beneficiate ,

oncentrate , ref'ne. and ship any merchantable ores , metal~ , minerals ,
nd mineral products not incl 1ding o · 1 , gas , sand and grav·el , and
ater , which it ro.ay desire , as a re or i::1.ay be found t herein or

hereon , together· with the full right , priv."lege an.d authority

f construct i ng , and maintaining any and all such machinery ,
xcavations , openings , and other improvements , -property and fixt ure
s may be reasonably necessa.r y , convenient or suitable for mini ng ,
emoving , beneficiating , concentrating and shipping any of such
res or materials or products the_ eof o.r for any activi;' ies
ncidental thereto or ·to any of the ri.6 h.ts or privileges of

he

ssee hereunder , and to commit waste to the extent necessary· ,

sual or custom~ry in the C'IE!.rrying OU

of any and ?tll of such

urpos s, rights , privileges or authorities, and to-use auch water ,
, and and gravel found on said premises for mining and processing
perations .

I t is her eby understood and agreed

hat the Lessor

-etains all other rights and inte_ests not incons i ste nt with the
_ights herein granted , to t he extent that the same may

be

e.xerc·sed ,

sed or retained with.out in any way in:erfering with the full and
ree e::mcircise by the Lessee of it .. rights and privileges he eun.d er .

xploration Period
The period of this lease from t he date hereof to and i ncluding
31 , 1963 , shall be kn.ot-m as the exploration period and it

· s understood and agreed by the Lessee that it ·will expend th
um of thirty thousand dol l ars ( $30 , 000 . 00 ) prior to December 31 ,
963 , for exploration in the area defined in Exhibit A hereof by
iamond drilling , or by such geological methods of exploration

s may be approved in writ i ng by the Lessor and/or for experimental
developmental work on the beneficiation , concentration or
reatment of any mineral material which may be found in such area .

j

t i s mutually agreed that $39,143.00

has been expended by the

~ssee for this purpose at this date whi ch shall be deducted from
said $30 000 . 00 in computing the balance to be expended .
9

on or befere January 31 , 1961 , Lessee shall submit ct.report
o Lessor covering the exploration work carried on during the
from the date of thi s lease to December 31 , -1960 ..

Similar

reports shall be submitted for subsequent years of the
xploration period .

These reports shall describe the type and

exploratory work c arried on in the area defined in
of the lease , and shall contain a detailed expenditure
eport for the exploratory work conduct~d by the Lessee during the
equired per i od ..

Lessee also shall submit drill records , file

.aps and s~ctions describing in detail the results which have been
btained in exploration work in the area defined in Exhi bit A
ereof o

enewal
Lessor grants Lessee the right to renew this lease upon its
xpiration for a term not to exceed twenty ( 20) years upon the same
erms and conditions as contained herein , provided that the propert

ubject to this lease is under development or in production at thi2
,ime of expiration of this lease ..

Cessation of normal development

r production. activities t by reason of adverse economic conditions ,

or a. period of not more than two ( 2) years at or about the time of
xpiration of this lease shall not affect renewal privileges , if
evelopment or production is resumed after such cessation for a
ontinuous period of at least one (1) year ..

During the renewed

erm of twenty ( 20 ) years , if such renewal occurs , Lessor grants
o Lessee t:he right to suspend or cease development or production

ctivit:i.es on. the leased premises for a cumulative . aggregs.te of
ot more than seventy-two (72 ) months .

ental

In accordance with Chapter 39B , Revised Statutes of 19.54 , as
mended , Lessor shall not charge Lessee any rental for the premises
to this lease which are covered by water ..

· 1inimum Royalty
Fmc the year com..mencing January 1 7 1964 , and for each calendar

ear thereafter during which this contract shall continue in effect ,
he Lessee shall on or before the twentieth (20) day of January of
aid yeaz· pay to the Lessor an annual minimum royalty· in the amount

f Tw

Thousand Dollars ($2 , 000 .. 00) for all acreage subject to this

ease a:c the beginning of such calendar year

a

The Lessee shall

ave c . edit in any one calendar year for any amount or amounts

aid to the Lessor as for minimum royalty , and any and .all such
redits may be used and applied by the Lessee , so far as the same
i l l go and be required to satisfy any amounts coming due under

his lease to the Lessor for royalty during said calendar year in
xcess of the minimum ro1ralty for _the year of application..

he purpose of this covenant to secure a regular .annua

It is

income from

he demised premises , for the continuance and force of this lease
n and after January 1 , 1964 , of not less than Two Thousand Dollars ·
$2 , 000.00) for all acreage subject to the terms and conditions of

his lease . .
oyalty

That the Lessee shall on or before the twentieth day of January

f each and every year ? so long as this indenture continues in fore~
5

ay to the Lessor for all merchantable ores , metals , minerals and
ineral products mined from said premises by t he Lessee dur i ng the
.welve ( 12 ) months preceding the first day of tha month in which
uch payments are to be made as aforesaid , royalty 'as defined i n
hapter 39B , Revised Statutes of 1954 , as amended , as follows :
( a) Royalty payment of 5% of the adjusted fair market value

of the mi nerals or metals removed from 'the ground is
charged

nan annual bas:i.s .,

All royalty payments in

excess of the minimmn royalty shall be paid as hereinbefore stat.e d .,

The adjusted fair market value for such

products as have a post d field or market price at the
mine head shall be the posted field or market price
at the time of removal f om the ground without deductions
except those expens~s of hoisting , crushing and loading
necessary to place th

severed product in marketable

form and at a marketable place e
( b) The adjus t ed fair market value for such severed products
as must be processed or benefic i ated before they reach a
marketable form shall be the fair value of suc h severed
products in their first marketable form as ore concentrate
at point of concentration , aft~r deductio~ of expenses of

hois irg , crushing , loading , transportation , processing
and beneficiation .

In case said severed products have no

market value at the mine or as a concentrate , the adjusted
fair market value shall be the value of such severed
products when the y first r~ach a marketable form , after
deduction of expenses of hoisting , crushing , load i ng ,
transportation , process i ng and beneficiation and after
d~duction of the value of any othe_ materials or articles

which are combined with , mixed with , absorbed in , or
absorbed by said severed products in the process of turning
said severed products into the i r first marketable form .,
There shall also be deducted the expenses of such combini ng
mixing or absorbing processes o
6

perations
All mines on. said premises shall be opened , used and worked in
uch manner only as is usual and customary in skillful and proper
ining operations of similar character when conducted by the
roprietors or other prudent operators , and so as not to do , caus
r permit any unnecessary and unusual permanent injury to the same
r any improper interference or hindrance in the subsequent
peration of said mine or mines ; provided that , subject to the
bove requirements the Lessee may from time to time use and employ
uch methods of mining as to the whole or any part of the ore upon
aid property , or under any portion thereof , as it may desire or
ind most profitable and economical , or may , when it deems it
eceseary or desirable , discontinue operations entirely so long
s i t shall well and truly meet its obligations hereunder to pay
axes , minimum royalty or accrued royal y , if any , subject to terms
nd conditions herein set out under the renewal clause ; and proided further that nothing contained in this lease shall require
he Lesse~ to develop a separate shaft or shafts on the leased
remises or any part thereof , or prevent said Lessee from developing
ine or operat i ons on the leased premises or any part thereof
olely through or in connection with its operat ions on or in any
djoining or nearby property or properties as to it may seem most
esirable , taking into account its developments and operations on
ny or all adjoining or nearby properties , or require the Lessee to

ine , preserve or protect in its mining operations any ore which ,
nder good mining practice , cannot be mined , treated , and shipped
t a profit to the Lessee at the time encountered n
ross Mining

At any time while this agreement shall remain in full force
nd effect the Lessor shall and will , upon written request from the
essee , execute and deliver to the Lessee an agreement permitting
he Lessee to mine and remove ores from the leased premises through

7

djoining premises owned or operated by the Lessee or any company
ssociated or affiliated with it , or to mine and remove ores from
uch adjoining premises through the openings on the leased
remises; provided , however , that no such agreement shall be
xecuted unless similar rights and privileges shall be granted by
he o~mers of such adjoining premises .

Any such supplemental

greement shall be executed in acceptance by the Lessee o
eneficiation and Waste Disposal
The Lessee shall have the right to mine from the leased pr
ny and all mineral mat rial which cannot be mined and shipped dire
s a merchantable product and which is susceptible to concentration
nd to concentrate such crude ore by crushing , grinding , washing; ,
lotation , or other methods for the purpose of improving the
haracter or quality thereof , at a concentrating plant on the leased
remises or elsewhere in Maine ..

Within the term of this lease th

ssor grants to the Lessee the right to use any applicable mill ,
finery , or other surface facilities constructed for the purpose

f treating mineral material from the leased premises , to treat
res or mineral material mined at any locations outside of the
.eased premises , whether or not the commercial mineral material on
he leased premises may have been depleted and exhausted ~ The Lesse
urther agrees that all mineral material mined on the leased premise
ill receive first concentration or other preliminary processing
the State of Maine 9 if it is material which must be concenor otherwise processed before it can enter normal sales
hannels on the open market .

For the purpose of expediting research

n beneficiation and refining techniques , the Lessor grants to the
.essee the right to transport c.rud

ore free of royalty to

a.boratories , pilot plants , or other research facilities wi thin or
utside of Maine at any time during the period of this lease , in
he aggregate amount of One Hundred ( 100 ) short ( 2000- pound ) tons .
The rock , lean ores , tailings , or other residual material from
he mining or concentration of materials removed from the demised
remises shall be deposited by the L ssee at such places and in such

8

anner as will not conflict with or embarrass the future operations
f said mine or mines , and in such manner as not to conflict with
of the State and as not to cause pollution of the ground ,
treams , ponds , or atmosphere to a degree incompatible with health

The Lessee shall conduc

any such concentration proc ss in a

easonably careful and good workmanlike manne

and in accordance

rith the requirem~nts of god engineering, interest of both Le sor
nd Lessee being equally considered and protected 9 and so as not to
o

r cause or permit any imnecessary or unusual .wast

aterial taken f_om said premise

of the minera

o

The concentrat s ma.y be stockpiled on any adjacent or nearby

remises and the right., and liens of t he Lesaor thereln shall be
rotected by provision in subsequent agreement as provided for under
his lease relating to cros

mining ..

It is covenanted and agreed between the parties hereto that
rude ore removed from the demised premises to any other lands in
aine for the purpose of concenJcrating the same , shall be subject

o royalty accrual at the t:i.me of removal from .the ground , whether
r not there may be a significant delay between -che time of
emoval from the ground and the time of concentration ..

And the Lessee shall also have , and is hereby granted , the
ight and priwilege at any time , and so long as it may hold .similar
ights and pri ileges on or in connection with any adjoining or
earby premises , of mixing , either underground at the shaft or on
he surface , any ores or materials that shall be mined from the
eased premi ses or any part thereof with ores or materials ,
espectively , of the same or similar grade mined from any such
djoining or other premises on or in connection with which it has
imilar rights , provided thai.. the mixi ng of such ores or materials

Is accomplished

in such a manner as is fair and equitable and in

ccor.dance with standard practices , including the following:
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( a ) The materials to be mixed shall be of the same or similar
grade; and suff ici.ent analyse

of mater i a l s i n place shall

be made before mixing to assure this fact ~
( b ) An accurate record of the number of tramcars, truckloads

or ether units of measure agreeable to both first and
second parties o

ea.ch grade of each m terial f om each

property go i ng i nto each mixture shipped fro . _ the pocket
and goi ng into each mi ztur.e stockpiled· shall b
made availabl

kept and

to the Lessor at all reasonable timeso

(c ) All tramcars, truckloads or other

nits of measure agree-

able to both first and second parties shall at all t i mes
b

of unif.orm size , and care shall be taken that they a1~e

loaded uniformly .

( d ) The nLunber of tramcars , truckloads or other units of
measure of mater i 1 f r om each pr perty going into each
mixture of each grade shi pped in its natural sta e and
ach mixture benefici ated or concentrated before shipment ,
shall be used as the basis of th

allocation of the

tonnage of each such mix·(;ure of merchantable ore or of
concentrated products between the properties from which
the material is mined .
( e ) In shipping mixtures of any grade direct from any shaft
or pockets or beneficiation plant , the actual shippi ng
veights of each shi pmen.t of such. mi . u r e shall be

appor ioned between the respective propertie

contribut i ng

thereto on the bas i s of the number of tramca_s , tr ckloads
o.r othet:• units of measure of material so c ontributed to

such mixture from each respective prope ty .
( f ) Each stockpile of mixed ore , and each stockpile of mixed

concentrated products , and the actual shippin.g weights of
each. shipment from each stockp i le , shall be apportion<:sd
and accredited to each of the respective properties con-

t ributing there·to on the basis of the m:n"1lber of tramcars,
truckloads or other units of measure of material from each
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such property respectively which shall have been contrib =
uted to the stockpile involved ; provided , however , that whee
contribut i ons have been made to any stockpile during more
than one stockpile year , shipment

made after the first

such year shall be reckoned on a stockpile year basis
(January l to December 31), and shall be deemed to have
come from the earliest year ' s con .ributions until a
tonnage equal to the total estimated contributions to

such stockpil

during such earliest year shall have been

shipped, so that all shipments made from the stockpile

shall be deemed to be from the oldest ore or concentrat d
products (in terms of stockpile years ) in said stockpile o
The basis of apportionment of any so-called uoverrun" of
any such mixed stockpile shall be the total tramcar ,
truckload or other unit of measure contributions of each
property
( g)

hereto since the last cleanup of such stockpile a

Whenever a body of merchantable ore or non- merchantable
ore extends from the leased premises into any adjoining
property operated by the Lessee , the Lessee shall mine
each such body from each of such properties separately
but mining operation on any such body may be conducted
on each of said properties simultaneously and in the
interest of accuracy lines shall be established between
the properties on each level , sublevel , or on the surface ,
as the case may be, by a competent surveyor.

(h) The Lessor shall have the right at its own expens

and by

its authorized agents , at all reasonable times and in a

manner. not unreasonably or unnecessarily h indering or
interrupting the operation.s of the Lessee, to ente_ upon
and into each property contributing to any such mbc:ture
and view the same and take all reasonable means to
ascertain the condition thereof and the kind , qualities

and quantities of th- materials going into any mixture
and to examine all working and other maps , records and
11

analysea pertaining thereto , and to request and receive
such maps of the operat i ons and other d ta as will enable
i· to have a clear understanding of the quantities and

qualities of the materials going into each mixture , and
th J Lessor agrees that the Lessee may grant similar righ s
to the owners of any adjoining or nearby proper ty from
which ores are being mixed with materials from the
leased premises in accordance herewith .

(i) The Lessee shall , before mixing any ores from the leased
premi ses with ores from other pr mises , take adequate
samples of such ores from each property , respectively ,
·contributed to any such mixture , and , for the purposes

of th~ application of the royalty provisions of this
lease , the. analyses of

uch ores from th

leased premi ses

going into any such mi xture shall be determined by
allocating the average analyses of the mixed ores , taken
in the cus t omary manner upon or after shipment , to the

resp ctive ore~ from the various properties contribut i ng
thereto in proportion t

the average analyses of the car ,

truck , or belt samples of such respective ores and , i n
case any such mixture shall be shipped from a stockpile
t o which contributions shall have been made in more than
on

stockpile year , such analyses shall be apportioned

on a stockpile - year basis in a manner similar t o that

provi ded in subparagraph (f ) of this section wi th respect
to the allocation oft nnage shipped from such a stockpi le ~
( j ) In case the Lessor shall desire t o test the accuracy of

the method be i ng used for the allocation of tonnages of
any mixtur , or of the analyses of mixtures of mi neral
materials of the various properties contributing thereto ,
and shall so noti y the Lessee in writing , then the
Lessee ·wi ll , as promptly as prac ticable thereafter ,

interrupt the m.ixing for a sufficient length of time so
t hat the estimated tramcar , truckload or other unit of

measur

weights and analyses of the materials from each

property contributing thereto may be separately checked
against railroad or other weights and analyses on separate
shipments thereof o
eports
The Lessee at the time of each annual payment of royalty ,
hall transmit to the Lessor a true and . accurate sta ement showing
or the preceding year the amount of each of th. following , mined
r produced from materials mined from th

leased premises and

hipped during the preceding year for which royalty is to be paid
s herein provided, to wite
(a )

The tonnage and analysis of merchantable ore mined by
open pit methods and the tonnage and analysis of
merchantable ore mined by underground methods shipped
direct without treatment as referred to in subparagraph
(a) of the section entitled HRoyalty" o

(b)

The tonnage and analysis of concentrated products of

crude material min~d by open pit methods and th~ tonnage
and analysis

!)f

concentrated products of crude material

min.ed by underground methods , as referred to in subparagraph (b) of said "Royalty" section .
The Lessee will also furnish the Lessor annually an accurate
tatement , reports and maps of exploration and development and
ining work upon said land during the preceding year, in addition
o those requirements specified in Section 10 of Chapter 39B ,
evised Statutes of 1954 0
For any year in which the Lessee

hall have exercised its

ights to so mix ores or materials from the leased premises with
hose from other . premises prior to the completion of their
eneficiation , concentration or treatment , the report by th~
ssee to the Lessor for such year shall also show separately , and
or each clas ification of concentrates or marketable_ products

pon which royalty is to be paid, the following to wit:
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(1)

The total weight and analysis of the concentrates or
products made from such mixed ores or materials in
such year;

( 2)

The weight or. measured units and analysis of ~

( i)

the ores and materials derived from the
leased premises , and

(ii) the ores and materials derived from other
premises , so going in~o the production of
such concentrates or products; and
(3)

The weight or amount of such concentrates or marketable

products assigned as derived from the leased premises
as provided in this section .
(4 )

Such other data as is available from the Lessee'

records

and which will enable the Lessor to determine wh ther auc
concentrates or products have been properly classified
the purpose of computing the royalty payable thereon e
axes

The Lesse. does hereby c ovenant , promise and agree , that it
ill pay as and when the same shall become due and payable all
awful public taxes and assessments , if any whatsoever ..

The Lessee

hall not permit or suffer the demised premises , or any part thereo ,
r any ore mined thereon or any improvements or personal property
hereon , to be sold at any time for such taxes or asse sments .,
aste
'rhe Lessee further agrees that it will not permit or suffer to
e made any waste of the 1 ased premises ( except such waste as may

e necessarily or customarily incidental to the conduct of the
ining operations herein contemplated or the full and proper
xercise of any of the rights and privileges hereby granted); that
t the end of said term , or the termination of this lease or demise ,

whol

or in part , whether by forfeiture 9 expiration of time ,

urrender by the Lessee, or otherwise, it will peaceably surrender
he leased premises or the governmental descriptions affected
hereby , as the case may be , to the Lessor with all caves and

1 /,

penin s properly fenced , filled or protected as may be required
0

y any laws or proper r egulat i ons of arty duly constituted govern~
ental authority then in effect and with all stopes , shaf ts and

ndergronnd openings that may be made . by the Lessee thereon, in
ood order and condition. , ordinary wear and tear in us

a·. d

eterio:r.ation from and damage by the eler,1ents excepted o

It i

mutually agr ed , that 'the Lesse.e shall have ninety ( 90)

ays after any

uch termination or surrender in which to remove

11 engines , tools , machinery , railway tracks, shaft houses ,
uildings, dwellings , and structures and all other property of every

ature and description e r ected , placed or situated upon the premise
s to which this lease is be i ng terminati!Eld or surrendered , except
all supports placed in any shafts , drifts , or opening
or any timber or frame work necessary to the use and
aintenance of shafts or approaches to mines or tramways within
ines , none of which shall be removed or destroyed by the Lessee;
rovided , always , however , that none of said property may be remove
y the Lessee unless all paymen

~

of taxes , if any, ( except taxes

_ot then due and payable , which must and will be paid within thirty
30) days after they become due and payable), royalties then due
nd other dues shall have been made and all other covenants ,
greement

.a nd con.dition.s hereof obligatory upon the Lessee shall

ave be n properly and faithf ully observed and performed ..

Upon the

·ailure of the Le see to remove any such permitted property within
aid period of ninety ( 90 ) days , the same shall belong to and
ecome the absolute property of the Les or ..
nspection
by Le8sor
~

It is mut ually agre d that said Lessor , i ts. agents and

ervants, may at all reasonabl

times enter upon the . demised

remises , or any part thereof , peaceably, and view the same , and
ake all reasonable means to ascertain the condition thereof , and

he kind, qualities and quantities of mineral material therein or
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II

emoved therefrom , not thereby unreasonably or unnecessarily
indering or interrupting the proper business or operations of the
ssee ; provided , however , that said Lessor agrees to save the

..essee harmless from all claims for damages arising out of any
eath or personal injuries sustained by any such agents or servants

Lessor while in or upon said premises as herein permit ed ,
the death or i njury arises as the result of negligence of

It is mutually agreed that if the royalties hereby reserved ,
r any part thereof be and remain unpaid after the day

and t i mes

bove spec i fied , or if the Lessee shall fail to keep any of the
ther cond i tions herein expressed to be kept , performed or
bserved by the Lessee , then upon notice by the Lessor of such
lleged fa i lure to so comply , by send i ng such not i ce by registered
r certified mail at the place designated in thi s instrument under
he he ading "Addresses" , and i f such f a ilure to so comply is not
emedied wi thin thirty ( 30 ) days after t he date of mail i ng such
otice , the Lessee ' s rights hereunder shall be liable to forfei t ure .
~aid forfeiture shall be taken pursuant to the provisions of
ection 11 , Chapter 39B , Revised Statutes of 1954 , and acts
mendatory thereto ..
ermination of Lease or Surrender of Rights by Lessee
It is hereby further covenanted , agreed and understood by and
etween the said parties hereto , t hat the Lessee may :
(a )

At any time terminate the t erm aforesaid and the fore -

going lease and demise ; and/or
(b )

At any time and from time to ti.me separately surrender

the rights , privileges and easements herein bove granted ~
leased and demised to i t , and termi nate its obligations
hereunder , insofar as the sam

pertains to any one or mor

designated governmental descriptions whi ch are part of th
leased premises ;
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y giving the Lessor written notice of its intention so to do at

east sixty ( 60) days before such termination or surrender , as
he case may be , such notice to be g i ven in the manner herein
rovided; and in each such case this lease shall terminate , or
he rights and obligations of tie Lessee with respect to the
esignated governmental descriptions surrendered shall terminate
s the case may be , sixty (60 ) days after the giving of such notice,
rovided that all of the covenants , agre ments , and conditions
ereof obligatory upon the Lessee , includintr payment of all
inimum royalty , royalties and othe

sums that may have accrued

nd become payable "hereunder (but: not including taxes , if any , or
ther amounts not then due and p'yabl0 , which must a.nd will be
aid within thirty (30) days after they become due and payable) ,
been p operly kept and performed by the Lessee; and
must and will upon any such termination or surrender ,
s the case may be , and upon the request th refor by the Lessor ,
orthwith execute and record in any public office where this
nstrum~nt may have been filed and recorded , a formal release and
ischarge , evidencing such termination or surrender , as the case
ay be o

easor ' s Lien
That the Lessor shall at all times have , pof]sess, an.d hold a
ien upon all ores mined but not shipped from the leased premises ,
nd upon all machinery , personal property and improven~nt

placed

pon said premises by the Less e , as security for the performance
y the Lessee of eaeh and all the covenants and cond itions hereof

bligatory upon the Lessee ~ which lien may be enforced against any
uch property in. like manner as liens conferred by chattel mortgages
r by any other lien . security , are or may be entitled to be enforced
nder the laws of Main€ o

This lien provision is in addition · o any

tatutory liens under the laws of Maine a

Nothing herein contained ,

owever , is intended or shall be construed t o prevent the sal~ and
. emoval of said ore or concentrated products in the usual course of
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nor to prevent the removal of tools , machinery , equipment
r any other property at any time when said Lessee shall no

be in

efault ; and the above referred to lien shall not , in case of sales
or concentrated products to th i rd parties , be deemed to
the same as against such third parties a

For the purposes hereof , the address of the Lessor shall be
Mining Bureau , State House , Augusta , Maine , or such other
or person as it may have last designated in writing t.o the
ssee , and the address of the Lessee shall be Roland F * Beers ,
nc ., Pos

Office Box 1019 , Troy , New York , or such other place as

t shall have last designated in writing to the Lessor o

Routine or :regular periodical reports , statements and payments
ereunder may be sent by regular mail so addressed ; and 1 if so
ddressed and mailed in due season , then if any of the san~ shall
ot be received when due , the addressee will notify

he addres or

f such failure o f receipt and give the addressor a reasonable time

o follow up and secure the delivery of the statement , report or
ayment, or a duplicate thereof , before claiming any default on
ccount of such failure of delivery .

But as to any formal not i ce.

f surrender , cancellation , default or termination , the same shall
e deliv.e red to the party notified either personally or by

egistered mail to be effective hereunder .
IN WITNESS ·vffiEREOF, the said Lessor , has caused this agreement
o be duly executed by Paul A. MacDonald , its Chairman thereunto
ly aut horized , and executed by Roland F .. Beer s , Inc .. , by its
esident , Roland F . Beers , duly authorized and their resp ctive
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STAT.E OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
.

(,

Mining Le a se No •..5

This indenture, made the

;.5-ib day

of...£)~

1967, by and between the State of Maine through the Maine Mining
Bureau, City of Augusta, State of Maine, hereinafter sometimes called
the "Lessor,

11

party of the first part, and Callahan Mining Corporation,

a company incorporated in the State of Arizona with offices at 277 Park
Avenue, City, County and State of New York, hereinafte _r sometimes
called the "Lessee,'' party :of the second part.
WHEREAS, the Lessor has under date of January 10, 1967,
granted to the Lessee, in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
·'

,

i·

'

Mining Law, a license to mine minerals and metals in the area composed
of Claims 74, 75, 76, 90, 91, 92, 3137, 3138 and 3139, such license being
License to Mine No.. 1, and
WHEREAS, the Lessor has on the 29th day of April, 1966,
and on .the 10th day of January , 1967, given its rulings that the operations
of the Lessee in c_a rrying on its proposed mining operations and the taking
of the minerals from the said mining claims will be consistent with any
prior or proposed use by the Lessor, its agents or instrumentalities; and

WHEREAS, the Les s·or ha? under date of June 7, 1966,
assigned to the Lessee, its rights under P & S 1965, Chapter 243, Section 2 and the Lessee has been exercising such rights pending the execution of the within lease; and
WHEREAS, the tract taken under this lease has been
accurately surveyed, such survey being marked "EXHIBIT A 11 and
attached hereto and made a part hereof; and
WHEREAS, the Lessor finds that the Lessee 1 s previous
prospecting or mining activities within the State of Maine have caused
no unreasonable damage to adjacent property; and
WHEREAS, the Lessee has furnished adequate proof of
the financial responsibility and the Lessor finds that the Lessee is
financially able· to respond in damages to satisfy any judgments for damage arising out of mining operations under this lease which might cause
damage to adjacent areas, and the filing of a bond is not necessary; and
WHEREAS, the Lessor has determined that the Lessee
has been and is presently conducting bona fide _mining operations under
and in accordance with .the terms of the aforesaid License to Mine.
WITNESSETH:
1.

The Lessor, in consideration of the covenants, agreements

and conditions hereinafter contained to be observed, kept and performed by
the Lessee and in accordance with the authority vested in the Lessor by
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Chapter 401, Maine Revised St;1tulcs, docs hereby lease, let, demise and
grant exclusively to the Lessee, its successors and assigns, for the purpose hereinafter set forth, the LL11ds (hereinafter referred to as the "said
lands 11 ) situated in the County of Hancock in the State of Maine and more
particularly described as follows:
Being those lands mor c particularly outlined on the survey
marked "EXHIBIT A" hereto, and attached to and forming a part hereof,
such lands being those presently comprised in and covered by License to
Mine No. 1, dated January 10, 196 7, granted to the Lessee by the Lessor,
and which License is composed of Claims 74, 75, 76, 90, 91, 3137, 3138
and 3139.
The said lands are leased to the Lessee for the purpose of
giving and granting to the Lessee the exclusive right, privilege and authority to enter into and upon the said lands and each and every part thereof
so long as this lease shall remain in effect in order to explore for, mine,
remove, prepare for market (including the concentration or other beneficiation of ores or other mineral materials) and sell minerals and metals
not including oil and gas which are or may be found on or in said lands or
on or in adjoining or nearby lands (whether public or private) together
with the exclusive right, privilege and authority to construct and maintain any and all machin_ery, excavations, openings, dams, other improvements, property and fixtures as may be reasonably necessary, convenient or suitable to explore for, mine, remove, prepare for market and
sell any of such minerals and metals
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or for any activities incidental

thereto or in connection with any of the rights, privileges or
authorities given and granted to the Lessee hereunder and together
with the right, privilege and authority to commit waste to the extent necessary, usual or custornary in the carrying out of any or
all of the foregoing a.ctivities .:,nd to use any water, sand and gravel
found on the said lands for mining and processing operations.
Subject to the terms herein set forth, this lease shall run
for a term of twenty (20) years from the date hereof.
The Lessee shall have the right at any time during the
term of this lease to terminate this lease or to surrender the rights,
privileges and authorities given and granted to the Lessee hereunder
with respect to any portion of the said lands by giving the Lessor at
least three (3} months I written notice of its intention to do so and in such
case and subject to the provisions of paragraph 20 hereof, this lease
shall .terminate or the rights and obligations of the Lessee with respect
to the portion of the said lands surrendered shall terminate, as the case
may be, three (3) months after the giving of such notice or on such later
date as may be specified in such notice P,rovided that all of the covenants,
. agreements and conditions herein contained to be observed, kept and performed by the Lessee including the payment of any minimum royalty,
royalty or other sums that may have accrued or become payable hereunder
(but not including taxes or other amounts not then due and payable, which
must be paid within thirty (30) days after they become due and payable, or
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taxes being disputed by the Lessee) sh;i,11 have been duly observed,
kept and performed by the Lessee and the Lessee shall upon any
such termination or surrender as the case may be and at the request
of the Lessor forthwith execute and record in any public office where
this instrument n1ay have been filed and recorded a formal release
and discharge evidencing such terinination or surrender.
2.

The Lessee shall have the right to renew this lease

upon the expiration of its term for a further term not to exceed twenty
(20} years upon the same terms and conditions as contained herein by
giving the Lessor written notice of its intention to do so at least two
(2) months prior to the expiration of the term of this lease.
3(a) On or before the 31st day of March, 1968, the
Less.ee shaH pay to the Lessor a royalty of $5,000.00 for the calendar
year 1968.

Thereafter, on or before the 31st day of March in each

calendar year the Lessee shall pay to the Lessor an advance minimum
royalty of $5,000.00 for said calendar year.
(b)

On or before the 31st day of March in each calendar

year during the term of this lease. or any renewal thereof, commencing
with the calendar year, 1969, the Lessee shall pay to the Lessor minimum
royalty equal to five cents per short dry ton of metal-bearing ore removed
from the said lands. in the preceding calendar year,

or

the sum stipulated

in subparagraph (a) of this paragraph 3, whichever is the greater.
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For

purpos c of this

place for delivery to Lessec 1::; :::~,~::::.',ies for concentration or other :::icD.cf:.ciation of ores.

con1.n1.enced and are then sus pc::,: ~;d £01· a~.y reason whatsoever, the acvar.ce
n1.inin1.um royalty payable in acco::.·da,1ce with subparagraph (a) 0£ fr.is. pa::-z..graph 3 shall be reduced to $2,300.00 for the first calendar year followin 6
such suspension, and thereafte:: s·hall be rech1ced to $1, 000. 00 per calendar year.

In the event operations arc th.:::rea:::te1· resumed, the advance

minimum royalty for each calc1:c:J..1· year ioliowing the year in which production is resumed {until any su-Ds cqucnt susp.:::nsion) shali be as provided
in subparagraph (a) of this pa1·a;:raph 3.
(d)

The minin1.un1. royalty paid in accordance with subpara-

graphs (a), (b) or (c) of this para.Jraph 3 shall to the extent provided in
paragraph 4 hereof, be creditable against the royalty payable under said
paragraph 4.
4.

The Lessee shall pay to the Lesso1· a royalty of five per

cent (5%) of the adjusted fair market value, computed in the manner described
in paragraph 5 hereof, of the minerals and metals removed and sold fro~n
t:.c said lands by the Lessee pursuant to this Lease.

For the purposes of i:his

paragraph, minerals and metals contained (a) in broken ore on the said lanes
covered by this Lease or on adjoi:1ing or ne.;,rby lands which are u11cer =-.csscc· .s
control, {b) in ore in process of t:.eatment o,.: ·~r.e said lands or
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0 ..1

2.djoi:-.::.~:;

treated but not rcrn.ovcd froa1 ;
elude lands owned by others, w°!,<.::!thcr c o~-,,~i;:;llous or not, on which ope::rations are being conducted by t:,c L,cssec or which are under Lcs.scc 1 :;;
control)

shall be deen1.ed not to l1ave: bc,;ri rcrr.oved from t"h.e saicJ la::;.cL:::.
The said royalty s:1::c~ll be :::,aid an::-.. ,.;:.ally on or before the 31st

day of March of the year followir,g tl·.c calendar year in which such rr.inerals and metals have been sold

clI'.d

pay:::nent has been received fr. . creo:f.

With the exception of the royalty paid March 31, 1968, as p:rovide2 in
paragraph 3(a) hereof, the Lessee shali be e:r-.titled to deduct from the
royalty payable pursuant to this pa:i:agr&ph 4, (i) the an1.ou.nt of the G1inirr. .u:rn
royalty paid in accordance with ::,aragraph 3 hereof for the said year ar:ci
(ii) any amounts paid as minimur.o. royal'.:ies for the th::.--ee yea1·s irnmediately

2
pr ~ce~ing which have not previously been applied against royaUies paya:ole
1

under this paragraph.
5.

The adjusted £air :.-nark.et value o:f the minerals anci

metals removed from the said lands in any calendar yea-:: snall be determined by deducting (i) production costs and capital and pre:-productio::-..
costs applicable thereto for sucn calendar year determined as provided
in paragraphs 7 and 8 hereof f:.:c,~n (ii) the aggregate amount, after selli~-;.g
costs, received by the :Lessee d·.i:::ir,g such calenda1· uear from the sale o:f
minerals and metals from the

said lands

paragraph 9 hereof.
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determined as provided i:.:1

6(a) Tho Lessee shall have the right at any time to
n1.ix and comingle and concentrate or otherwise bcncficiate in a
single operation, in one or more circuits of a concentrator or other
· beneficiation plant, any ores or other mineral materials mined from the
said lands with ores or other mineral materials, respectively, mined from
any other lands provided that the mixing of such ores or other mineral
materials is accomplished in a manner consistent with good mining practice.
6(b) In the event Lessee exercises the rights to mix and
comingle granted by this paragraph, Lessor agrees that the percentage
of recovery from ore or other mineral materials mined from the said
lands for any calendar year shall be deemed to be the percentage of recovery
for Lessee's entire concentrating or other beneficiating operations for such
calendar year·and further that the methods used by Lessee to determine the
weight or amount of minerals and metals removed from the mine shall apply
for all purposes, including the determination of the weight' or amount of
mineral or metal removed from ihe said lands and including the payment of
royalties to Lessor hereunder.

Lessee warrants that such methods shall be

in accor.dance with good mining practice.
7(a) The production costs applicable to the minerals and
metals removed from the said lands in a calendar year shall be that portion
of the total production·costs for Lessee's operation (as defined in sub-paragraphs
{b)(l), (b}(2) & (b)(3) of this paragraph) which is
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directly proportional to the r~tio of ( i) the number of pounds of metal
removed from the said lands during such calendar year (determined on
the basis of tonnage, calculated from volun1e measurements, and grade,
taken from assay records, of- ore mined from the said lands) over (ii) the
total number of pounds of metal removed from Lessee's entire operation
during such period {similarly determined).
(b) For the purposes of this lease, the production
costs of Lessee's operation shall include the following:
1) The cost

of developing

and mining ore and other

mineral materials, which cost shall be that directly
expended by Lessee in operations generally described
by Lessee as drilling, blasting, breaking, mucking,

scaling, roof support, loading and transportation of
ore, other mineral materials and waste from the mine
to the processing or dumping site.

Such costs shall

include, without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
the costs of labor and supplies; assaying of mine samples;
electric power; air and water supply, mechanical and
electrical maintenance; transportation of materials;
supplies and personnel to and from mine; ventilation and
heating; pumping and hoisting; shaft and head frame maintenance; supervision, engineering and other services as may
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from time to tim,~ be decr.o.cd necessary by the
Lessee for the efficient and workmanlike operation
of the mine.

2) The cost of cnishing, grinding, transporting,
processing, bencficiating and concentrating ore and
other mineral materials which shall include all direct
costs of such activities including, without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, labor and supplies; fuel,
power, air and water supply; mechanical, electrical and
general maintenance of buildings, plant and equipment;
sampling and assaying; transportation, feeding and loading
of ore and other mineral materials, ore concentrates,
materials; supplies and personnel; pumping and tailing
disposal; ventilation, sanitation and heating; supervision,
engineering and such other services as may from time to
time be deemed necessary by the Lessee for the efficient
and workmanlike operation of the concentrating or other
beneficia tion plants.
3) The cost of general and administrative expenses which
shall include, without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
interest and other corporate expenses applicable to the
operation; management, accounting, purchasing, warehousing,
shop and general clerical salaries; statutory and other personnel benefits; stationery, supplies and general expenses;
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travelling and transportation J-!Xpcnscs, maintenance
, of office, shop and warehouse buildings and structures;
professional services; communications; heating, lighting
and water supply; maintenance of yards and roads;
safety and fir st aid; security and fire protection; insurance of all types; Federal, State and Municipal taxes
other than taxes on income; legal and audit costs and such
other expenses of a general nature as may be incurred by
the Lessee in the operation of the mine.
8(a) The capital and preproduction costs applicable to
the minerals and metals removed from the said lands in a given calendar
year shall for the purposes of this lease be determined as follows:
1) For each calendar year, Lessee shall, as to each
capital and preproduction item incurred by it, specify
what amount of the total cost thereof shall for the purposes of this lease be deemed chargeable as to its total
operations for such calendar year, such amount not to
exceed in any given year twenty per cent {20%) of the
total cost of such item.
2) The amounts specified by Lessee under subsection
(1)

of this paragraph shall be totalled for

such calendar

year and the portion of such total which is directly proportional to the ratio specified in paragraph 7{a) hereof
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for such yca1· shall be the capital and preproduction
costs applicable to minerals and metals removed
from. the said lands during such year.
(b) Capital and pre-production costs of Lessee 1 s operation
shall include, without limiting the generality of such terms, the cost of preproduction development and stripping; designing, erecting and constructing
the mining, concentrating and service plan.ts and the cost of purchasing and
installing mining, concentrating and service machinery, equipment and facilities
and all other direct and indirect costs incurred by the Lessee in connection
therewith.
9.

The aggregate amount received by the Lessee during a

calendar year from the sale of minerals and metals removed from the said

"

lands shall be determined as follows:
(a) As to each type of ore concentrate or other
mineral product shipped from Lessee 1 s operation,
Lessee shall determine the total amount received by it
during such period from sales of minerals and metals
. contained therein, after first deducting selling costs
with respect to such sales.

In determining such amount,

all payments received by Lessee with respect to minerals
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and metals contain,~d in such concentrate or other
mineral product shall be taken into account, including
not only payments for the primary metal contained
therein (e.g., copper as to copper concentrates) but
also payments for any other minerals and metals contained J.:b.erein.
(b} As to each amount determined according to paragraph
9(a), the portion thereof allocable to minerals and metals
removed from the said lands shall be that portion of such
amount which. is directly pr.oportional tq, the ratio .of (1)

(e.g., ,;COpp~r as. ~o. copper. co;nc,entrates) removed from
'

.

'

'

'

the said lands during the calendar year in question (determined
on the bas.is of tonnage, calculated from volume measurements,
and grade, .take11,from assay: ,records, of ore mined from the
said lands) .av.er (ii) the total number of pounds of such
primary metal ,removed from Lessee's entire operation
during such cal.endar. year (similarly determined).
(c) The amounts determined according to paragraph 9(b)
as to each. type of ore concentrate or other mineral product
shall then be totalled to determine the aggregate amount,
after selling costs, received by Lessee during a given
calendar year from the sale of minerals and metals ren,oved
from the said lands.
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10.

All selling costs with respect to the minerals and

metals contained in a given ore concentrate or other mineral product
shall be deductible in determining the amount received by Lessee und,~r

.

paragraph 9{a), including',
without limiting the generality of the foregoing.
.
l
cosfs of agents 1 fees and commissions; insurance, customs and docking
fees; transportation, loajing-, unloading and handling of ore, ore concentrates
or other mineral materials.

Should such materials at any time require

packing in drums or other containers, the cost of such drums and container s and of packing and handling same shall be a selling cost.
11.

All mines on the said lands shall be opened,. used and

wori,ed only in such manner as is usual and customary in skillful and proper mining operations of simila·r character when conducted by the proprietors or other prudent operators, and so as not to do, cause or permit
any unnecessary and unusual permanent injury to the same or any improper
interference or hindrance in the subsequent operation of the said mine or
mines.
12.

Subject to the terms of paragraph 11, the Lessee may

from time to time use and employ such met hods of mining as to the whole
or any part of the said lands, or under any portion thereof, as it may desire or find most profitable and economical.

Lessee may, when it deems

necessary or desirable, discontinue operations entirely so lo::-ig as it shall
well and truly meet its obligations hereunder to pay taxes, minimum royalty
or royalty,. if any, according to tl1e terms and conditions herein set out.
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Nothing contained in this lease shall require the Lessee to develop a
separate n1.ine or shaft on the said lands or any part thereof or prcv<mt
said Lessee from developing mines or conducting operations on the said
lands or any part thereof solely through or in connection with its operzi.tions on or in any adjoining or nearby property or properties as it may
deem desirable, or require the Lessee to mine, preserve or protect in
its mining operations any ore or other mineral material:> which, under
good mining practice, cannot be mined, treated and shipped at a profit
to the Lessee at the time encountered in the sole judgment of the Lessee.
13.

At any time while this lease shall remain in full force

and effect the Lessee may mine and remove ores or other mineral rnaterials from the said lands through other lands on which operations are
being conducted by the' Lessee or any company associated or affiliated
with it or may mine and remove ores or other mineral materials from
such other lands through said lands..

Lessee shall have such other cross-

mining rights involving ores, other. mineral materials, waste materials,
water, ventilation, machinery,

equipment and supplies as may be necessary,

useful or convenient £ron'1 time to time in the conduct of mining operations
in, upon: or under the said lands or in, upon or under other lands which are
involved in Lessee's operations.
14.

The Lessee shall have the right to mine from the said

lands any and all ores or other mineral materials including those which
cannot be mined and shipped direct as a merchantable product and are
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susceptible to concentration or other bcneficiation ancl to concentrz...tc or
otherwise beneficiate any such ore or other rnineral m;::..terials by crushing, grinding, washing, flotation or any or all these and other rnctnods
for the purpose of improving the character or quality thereof.

During t};c

term of this lease the Lessor grants to the Lessee the right to use any
mill, ·concentrator, beneficiation plant, sn'lclter, refinery or other surface facilities used to treat ores or other mineral materials frorri the
said lands to treat ores or other mineral materials mined at any locations
outside of the said lands, whether or not the said lands shall have been
depleted and exhausted for mining purposes.

For the purpose of expediting

research in beneficiation and refining techniques, the Lessor grants to tl-~e
Lessee the right to transport ore or other minenal materials free of
roya}ty to laboratories, pilot plants or other research facilities at any time
during the term of this lease or renewal thereof, but not in amounts greater
than is reasonably required to conduct such research programs.

15.

The Lessee agrees that it will keep and maintain in the

vicinity of the said lands correct and complete books of account and records
showing accurately and in reasonable detail the amount of all ores, minerals
or other substances mined or recovered fro1n the said lands and sold or processed, and all other particulars necessary and proper for the true and
accurate ascertain+nent of royalties hereunder.

The Lessor shall, at its

own expense, have the right during normal business hou:;:s to inspect a~d
audit all such records and books of account and to make extracts or copies

£ron1. any such records or ho.-,!, s of account, provided that such inspection,
audit or copying shall not unreasonably interfere with the business re:q;..:.ire:ments of Lessee.

·The Lessee, at the ti1nc of each annual payrnent of

royalty, shall transmit to the Lessor a true and accurate statement
(including reports and maps) of exploration, development and mining wo::-X
upon said lands during the prccccling year showing weight and analysis of
ore or other mineral materiaL ren,oved from the said lands ar.d p:::-occssed
in Lessee 1 s mill or other bcr,ciiciation plant in addition to those items

specified in Title 10, Chapter ·101, Maine Revised Statutes.

16.

For any year in which the Lessee shall have exercised

its rights to mix ores or othe:r mineral materials from the lands with those
from other lands prior to the completion of their beneficiation, concentration or treatment, the statement by the Lessee to the Lessor for such
year shall also show separately, and £or each classification of mineral
and metal upon which royalty is to be paid, the following:
(1)

The total weight and analysis of the ore concentrates

or mineral products made from such mixed ore or other mineral materials
in such year.
(2)

The total weight of amount of each mineral and

metal made from such mixed ore or other mineral materials in such year.
(3) The we'ight and analysis of
(i) The ores and other mineral materials processed
in such year from the said lands, and
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(ii)

The ores ancl other r:nincr.:i.l. n-1cJ.te:..·i~ls p:rc:,ce;ssed

in such year frorn other lancls.
(·1)

The weight and analysis of ore concentrates or

n1ine1·al products designated by Lessee as having been derived from thc
said lands.
(5)

The total weight or amount of each :rnineral anc

metal designated by Lessee as having been derived from th.e said lands.
(6) Such other data as is available from the Lesse<.:! 1 .S

records and which will enable the Lessor to determine whether the w.:.:i;::;r-.-::
or amount of such minerals and metals have been properly determined ;:or
the purpose of computing the royalty payable thereon.

17.

The Lessee covenants and agrees that it will pz..y as

and when the same shall becom.e due and payable all lawful public taxes
and assessments imposed on the said lands.

If any such taxes or assess-

ments may be paid in installments, the Lessee shall be required to pay
only such installments as become due and payable during t..\e term of this
lease.

Such taxes and assessments shall be apportioned at the beginning

and end of the term of this lease.

The Lessee shall have the right to review

by legal proceedings, instituted and conducted at the Lessee's own expense
and free of expense to the Lessor (but with the Lessor 1 s cooperation), any
such taxes or assessments imposed against the said land, and in case any
such taxes of assessments shall, as a result 0£ such proceedings or
wise, be reduced, cancelled, sc.: aside or to any extent discharged,
Lessee shall pay the amount th,~ shall be finally assessed or imposed c:.g;;.:.:i.s:

t.lie said lands or ·be adjudicated to be due and payable on any such disputec

or any part thereof, or any ore or other n1iI1cr.:i.l rn;Ltcr:i;tls n1i:ncd C1c::.--cc,n
or any in1.proven1cnts or personal property thereon to be sold at ,;,ny tirne
for such taxes or assess1ncnts.

18.

If the Lessee shall be delayed at any tim<; during the

tern1 of the lease in performing any agreement or condition on its pa:rt
to be kept or performed according to the terms and provisions hereof
(except the pay1nent of rents, royalties and taxes) by the act or neglect
of the Lessor or by strikes, lockouts, fires, unusual delays in transportation, wars, storms, orders of the Government or any duly constituted instrumentality thereof, unavoidable casualties or any simila.1·
or dissimilar cause beyond the reasonable control of the Lessee, such
delay shall not Le deemed a breach of this lease or default on the part
of the Les see constituting a cause of termination of the lease; but the
Lessee agree.s to use reasonable diligence to remove such causes of disability as may occur from tirne to time.

19.

The Lessee further agrees that it will not perrr~it or

suffer to be made any waste of the said lands (except such waste as may
be necessarily or customarily incidental to the conduct of the mining
operations herein contemplated or the full and proper exercise of any
of the rights and privileges hereby granted), that at the termination of
this lease, in whole or in part, whether by forfeiture, expiration of time,
surrender by the Lessee or otherwise, it will peaceably surrender the sa:d
lands or part thereof, as the c~se may be, to the Lessor in good :'11ining
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condition, ordinary wear and t.-~n- in use and deterioration frorri a:nd G<.1.n-,a2:e
by the clem.cnts excepted.
20.

The Lessee ;:;hall have Lwo (2) years after ct:riy such

tern,ination or surrend(!r in w Lich to rcrr1ove all engines, tools, rn<Lc,·,-."c:ry,
railway tracks, shaft houses, ;:,uil<lings, dwellings a:r. . d structures and z.ll
other property of every nature and description erected, placed or situu.ted
upon the lands as to which this lease is being terminated or surrcr.dc:.ccd,
except any and all supports placed in any shafts, drifts or openings the;:.:-eon
or any timber

or frame work necessary to the use and maintenance of.

shafts or approaches to n,incs or t:.:amways within mines, no:r;.'; cf which
shall be removed or destroyed by the Lessee; providE:d, always, however,
that none of the said property n,ay be ren,oved by the Lessee u::-,less all
pa;,;-ment o:£ taxes, if any, (except taxes not then due and payable, whicr. .
must be paid within thirty {30) days after they become due and payable or
taxes being disputed by the Lessee), royalties then due and other dues
shall have been made and all other covenants, agreements a::-.d conditio:.-:s
hereof to be observed, kept and performed by the Lessee shall have been
duly observed, kept and performed.

Upon the failure of the Lessee to re-

move any such property within the said period of two (2) years, tne sar:ae
shall belong to and becorrne the. property of fr.e Lessor.
21. , The Lessor, its agents and servants, 1nay a:: all reasonable
times enter upon the said lands, or any part thereof, peaceably, &nd -vi0\v
the same, and at the sole expense of the Lessor take all :::-easo~lable n,earls
to ascertain the condition thereof and the kil,d, quality and qua:r.::~tics ,:;{
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Lessee harn1less frorn

while in or upon the said lands, ::i.s ho:.:cir: p..::rn1.itt0d, u~1.:..css L·.:.e dee.·~;-. er
injury arises as the result of ncgngence of. the Lessee.
22.

Subject to tl1e te:.:rns of Section 13, the failure of Lc::;scc

to make or cause to be made a:.1y pay::r.c:nt herein provided for, c1· to keep
or perform any agreement or.i. i~s :)art to be l<G~.:,t arJ.d performed acco:.~Cir-.1.g

to the terms and provisions

shall

constitute a f01·foiture of the

election of the Lesso:;._·
however,

-":..- ' l ./...

l,_...,.c... L.

the

Lesso1·

shall give to Lessee advance w1·itten notice of its interi'cion to decia:..·e
such forfeiture, specifying in particulc..r the default or cc:Ea.c:.:ts ::.-eiied upon
by it.

Lessee shall have ninety (90) days after :i:eceipt of suc:~1 1:..otice in

which to cure such default or defaults, and if such default or defaults are
fully cured, the_re shall be no forfeitu:·e with respect thereto.

No waive1·

oi and no failure or neglect on the part of Lessor to give notice of a deiauit
shall affect any subsequent default or impair the Lessor 1 s righ:s resul.::ing
therefrom.
23.

Lessee will cooperate with Lessor, its vc.:·iol.ls agencies

and the Officials of the town of Brooksville, Hancock County, ~\,:&inc, i::1
. . .- .
:.. ~..::z... u : . . : :.:::.-~~ v~:.

the planning,
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by the parties hereto the day and year :fi1·st above written.

MAINE lvilr{ING BUREAU

Chairman

Secretary
Attest:

Secretary oi State

CALLAHAN MINING CORPORATIOl\

Seal
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RECF!VE D
ST A TE OF MAINE

OFFICE OF
SECRETARY OF STATE

MAINE MINING BUREAU

Mining Lease No. 5

This indenture, made the

_r,
/.-?

.d

rj d.r

,,-, . .

,:

U

day of ..J_.b:,.._.,,.-,,,.~

1967, by and between the State of Maine through the Maine Mining
Bureau, City of Augusta, State of Maine, hereinafter sometimes called
the ''Lessor,

11

party of the first part, and Callahan Mining Corporation,

a company incorporated in the State of Arizona with offices at 277 Park
Avenue, City, County and State of New York, hereinafter sometimes
called the "Lessee,

11

party of the second part.

WHEREAS, the Lessor has under date of January 10, 1967,
granted to the Lessee, in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law, a license to mine minerals and metals in the area composed
of Claims 74, 75, 76, 90, 91, 92, 3137, 3138 and 3139, such license being

License to Mine No. 1, and
WHEREAS, the Less or has on the 29th day oi April, 1966,
and on the 10th day of January, 1967, given its rulings that the operations
of the Lessee in carrying on its proposed mining operations and the taking

of the minerals from the said mining claims will be consistent with any
prior or proposed use by the Lessor, its agents or instrumentalities; and

Jf\N 8.

1%8

DIV. OF INSPECTION

WHEREAS, the Lessor has under date of June 7, l %6,
assigned to the Lessee, its rights under P & S 1965, Chapter 243, Section 2 and the Lessee has been exercising such rights pending the exccution of the within lease; and
WHERE.AS, the tract taken under this lease has been
accurately surveyed, such survey being marked

"EXHIBIT A 11 and

attached hereto and made a part hereof; and
"\,:::i: ..::,.:=I,.S, the Lessor finds that the Lessee 1 s previous

prospecting or mining activities within the State of Maine have caused
no unreasonable damage to adjacent property; and
WHEREAS, the Lessee has furnished adequate proof of
the financial responsibility and the Lessor finds that the Lessee is
financially able to respond in damages to satisfy any judgments for damage arising out of mining operations under this lease which might cause
damage to adjacent areas, and the filing of a bond is not necessary; and
WHEREAS, the Lessor has determined that the Lessee
has been and is presently ~o~~ucting_ ?ona fide mining operations under
and in accordance with the terms of the aforesaid License to lVline.
,

•

,;

,,

'

I

WITNESSETH:.
1.

The Lessor,, in consideration of the covenants, agree:::..:..ents

and conditions hereinafter_ contained to be observed, kept and performed by
the Lessee and in accordance with the authority vested in the Lessor by
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Chapter 401, Maine Revised Statutes, docs hereby lease, let, dembe and
grant exclusively to the Lessee, its successors and assigns, for the purpose hereinaitcr set forth, the lands (hereinafter referred to as the "said
lands") situated in the County of Hancock in the State of Maine and more
particularly described as follows:
Being those lands more particularly outlined on the survey
marked

11

E)(l-IIBIT A" hereto, and attached to and forming a part hereof,

such lands being those presently comprised in and covered by License to

k~ .. ~ . . . -., _.:.-.:~ed January 10, 1967, granted to the Lessee by the Lessor,
and which License is composed of Claims 74, 75, 76, 90, 91, 3137, 3138
and 3139.
The said lands are leased to the Lessee for the purpose of
giving and granting to the Lessee the exclusive right, privilege and autno:.ity to enter into and upon the said lands and each and every part thereof
so long as this lease shall remain in effect in order to explore for, mine,
remove, prepare for market (including the concentration or other beneficiation of ores or other mineral materials) and sell minerals and metals
not including oil and gas which are or may be found on or in said lands or
on or in adjoining or nearby lands (whether public or private) together
with the exclusive right, privilege and authority to construct and maintain any and all machinery, excavations, openings, dams, other im.provements, property an~ 1i~ti·:ies as may be reasonably necessary, convenient or suitable to explore for, inine, remove, prepare for market and

sell any of such minerals and metals or for any activities incidemal
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thereto or in connection with any of the rights, privileges or
authorities given and granted to the Lessee hereunder and together
with the right, privilege and authority to commit waste to the extent necessary, usual or customary in the carrying out of any or
all of the foregoirtg activities and to use any water, sand and gravel
found on the said.lands for mining and processing operations.
Subject to the terms herein set forth, this lease shall run
for a term of twenty (20) years from the date hereof.
The Lessee shall have the right at any time during the
term of this lease to terminate this lease or to surrender the rights,
privileges and authorities given and granted to the Lessee hereunder
with respect to any portion of the said lands by giving the Lessor at
least three (3) months' written notice of its intention to do so and in such
case and subject to the provisions of paragraph 20 hereof, this lease
shall terminate or the rights and obligations of the Lessee with respect
to the portion of the said lands surrendered shall terminate, as the case
may be, three (3) months after the giving of such notice or on such later
date as may be specified in such notice provided that all of the covenants.
agreements and conditions herein contained to be observed, kept and performed by the Lessee including the payment of any minimum royalty,
royalty or other sums that may have accrued or become payable hereunder
(but not including taxes or other amounts not then due and payable, which
must be paid within thirty (30) days after they become due and payable, or
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I:

taxes being disputed by the Lessee) shall have been duly observed,
kept and performed by the Lessee and the Lessee shall upon any
such termination or surrender as the case may be and at the request

'

of the Lessor forthwith execute and record in any public office where

.,

··. 1:.-

this instrument may have been filed and_ recorded a formal release
and discharge evidencing such termination or surrender.
2.

The Lessee shall have the right to re~ew this lease

upon the expiration of its term for a further term not to exceed twenty
(20) years upon the same terms and conditions as contained herein by
giving the Lessor written notice of its intention to do so at least two
(2) months prior to the expiration of the term of this lease. ·
3(a) On or before the 31st day of March, 1968, the

/

Lessee shall pay to the .Lessor a royalty of $5,000.00 for the calendar
year 1968.

Thereafter, on or before the 31st day of March in each

calendar year the Lessee shall pay to the Lessor an advance minimum
royalty of $5,000.00 for said calendar year.
(b) . On or before the 31st day of March in each calendar
year during the term of this lease . or any renewal thereof, commencing
with the calendar year, 1969, the Lessee shall pay to the Lessor minimum
royalty equal to five cents per short dry ton of metal-bearing ore removed
from the said lands in the preceding · calendar year,

or

the sum stipulated

in subparagraph (a) of this paragraph 3, whichever is the greater.
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For

the purpose of this paragraph only, such ore shall be deemed to

hc.tV8

:~cc:c

removed from the said land~ when taken from the pit or other wo:r:~~:-1g
place fo1· delivery to Lessee's facilities fo;_· concentration or ot>1c::: ;::,e::-.diciation of ores.
(c) In the event operations of the Lessee under this Lea:; e a:: c
con1.menced and are then suspended for any reason whatsoever, thc adva :-.cc
minimum royalty payable in accordance with subparagraph (a) oi this :::,a::agraph 3 shall be reduced to $2, 500. 00 for the fir st calendar year follow ing
such suspension, and thereafter shall be reduced to $1,000.00 pe:: calendar year.

In the event operations are thereafter resumed, the advance

minimum royalty for each calendar year following the year in wnich production is .resumed (until any subsequent suspension) shall be as p::ovid.:::d
in subparagraph (a) of this paragraph 3.
(d)

The minimum royalty paid in accordance wi'ch subpara-

graphs (a), (b) or (c) of this paragraph 3 shall to the extent provided i;:1
paragraph 4 hereof, be creditable against the royalty payable under said
. paragraph 4.
4.

The Lessee shall pay to the Lessor a royalty o:f iive pc::..·

cent (5%) of the adjusted fair market value, computed in the ::nanr...er c'.oc:sc::-i-o-:::c:
in paragraph 5 hereof, of the minerals and metals removed and sold f ::.·c~:"
the said lands by the Lessee pursuant to this Lease.

For the p'l::.r?oses oi. fr.is

paragraph, minerals and metals contained (a) in broken ore on the said l2.l:C::s
covered by this Lease or on adjoining or nearby lands which are ·-:nde:: :.-::.s.:.ee : s
control, (b) in ore in process of treatment on the said lands or on adj0~--~~:~.;
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or nearby lands which arc u nde r L essee's cor.~:;:oi, or (c) in profr,., C~S
treated but not rc1noved fro1n the n:inc or t::e r.oine site (whic h sL:i J.J. i:-.elude lands owned by others, whet"!.1cr contiguous or not, on which o pc~r ations are being conducted by the Lessee o::.· which are uncle:::- Lc:ssc:c:'s
control)

shall be deemed not to l.. ave been removed from the saic; ~Zi.nds.
The said royalty shali be paid annually on or befo:re th e 31st

f

.,

day of March of the year following the calendar year in which such :n.-ii;::: erals and metals have been sold and payment has been received thereoi .
With the exception of the royalty paid March 31, 1968, as provided in
paragraph 3(a) hereof, the Lessee shall be entitled to deduct frorr:. t:1.'e

l

royalty payable pursuant to this paragraph 4, (i) the amount of '.:he minirr.ur.n
royalty paid in accordance with paragraph 3 hereof for the said year and
(ii) any amounts paid as minimum royalties for the three years immediz..tely

CfUr

prfce-ding which have not previously been applied against royalties payabie

I

this paragraph.
5.

The adjusted fair market value of the minerals a.no

metals removed from the said lands in any calendar year shail be dete1·mined by deducting (i) production costs and capital and pre-production
costs applicable thereto for such calendar year determined as p::.·ovidcd
in paragraphs 7 and 8 hereof from (ii) the aggregate amount, aiter sc:li:·.:;
costs, received by the L~ssee during such calendar uear from. the sale: oi.
minerals and metals from the said lands
paragraph 9 hereof.
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determined as provided

11:

....

. ....

6(a) The Lessee shal~ have the right at any time to
mix and comingle and concentrate or otherwise beneficiate in a
single operation, in one or more circuits of a concentrator or other
beneficiation plant, any ores or other mineral materials mined from the
said lands with ores or other mineral materials, respectively, mined from
any other lands provided that the mixing of such ores or other mineral
materials is accomplished in a manner consistent with good mining practice .

•· 6(b) In the event Lessee exercises the rights to mix and

-f

comingle granted by this paragraph, Lessor agrees that the percentage
of recovery from ore or other mineral materials mined from the said
lands for any calendar year shall be deemed to be the percentage of recovery
for Lessee's entire concentrating or other beneficiating operations for such

calendar year and further that the methods used by Lessee to determine the
weight or amount of minerals and metals removed from the mine shall apply
for all purposes, including the determination of the weight or amount of
mineral or metal removed from ihe said lands and including the payment of
royalties to Lessor hereunder.

Lessee warrants that such methods shall be

in accordance with good mining practice.
7(a) The production costs applicable to the minerals and
metals removed from the said lands in a calendar year shall be that portio:1.
of the total production costs for Lessee's operation (as defined in sub-paragraphs
(b)(l}, (b)(2.) & (b)(3) of this paragraph) which is
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directly proportional to the r<:1,tio of (i) the number of pounds of metal
removed from the said lands during such calendar year ( determined on
the basis of tonnage, calculated from volume measurements, and grade,
taken from assay records, of ore mined from the said lands) over (ii) the
total number. of pounds of metal removed from Lessee's entire operation
during such period (similarly determined).
(b) . For the purposes of this lease, the production
costs of Lessee's operation shall include the following:

1) The cost of developing and mining ore and other
mineral materials, which cost shall be that directly
expended by Lessee in operations generally described
by Lessee as drilling, blasting, breaking, mucking,
scaling, roof support, loading and transportation of
ore, other mineral materials and waste from the mine
to the processing or dumping site.

Such costs shall

include, without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
the costs of labor and supplies; assaying of mine samples;
electri.c power; air and water supply, mechanical and
electrical maintenance; transportation of materials;
supplies and personnel to and from mine; ventilation and
heating; pumping and hoisting; shaft and head frame maintenance; supervision, engineering and other services as may
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from time to t~me be deemed necessary by the
Lessee for the efficient and workmanlike operation
of the mine.
2) The cost of crushing, grinding, transporting,
processing, beneficiating and concentrating ore and
other mineral materials which shall include all direct
costs of such activities including, without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, labor and supplies; fuel,
power, air and water supply; mechanical, electrical and
general maintenance of buildings, plant and equipment;
sampling and assaying; transportation, feeding and loading
of ore and other mineral materials, ore concentrates,
materials, supplies and personnel; pumping and tailing
disposal; ventilation, sanitation and heating; supervision,
engineering and such other services as may from time to
time be deemed necessary by the Lessee for the efficient
and workmanlike operation of the concentrating or other
beneficiation plants.
3) The cost of general and administrative expenses which
shall include, without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
interest and other corporate expenses applicable to t."½.e
operation; management, accounting, purchasing, warehousing,
shop and general clerical salaries; statutory and ofaer personnel benefits; stationery, supplies and general expenses;
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travelling and transportation expenses, maintenance
. of office, shop and warehouse buildings and structures;
professional services; communications; heating, lighting
and water supply; maintenance of yards and roads;
, '. · .

safety and first aid; security and fire protection; insurance of all types; Federal, State and Municipal taxes
other than taxes on income; legal and audit costs and such

other expenses of a general nature as may be incurred by
the Lessee in the operation of the mine.

S(a} The capital and preproduction costs applicable to
the minerals and metals removed from the said lands in a given calendar

,~
1

year shall for the purposes of this lease be determined as follows:
l} For each calendar year, Lessee shall, as to each
capital and preproduction ~t_em incurred by it, specify

what amount of the total cost thereof shall for the pur-

poses of this lease be deemed chargeable as to its total
operations for such calendar year, such amou...'1.t not to
exceed in any given year twenty per cent (20%) of the
total cost of such item.
2) The amounts specified by Lessee under subsection
(l} of this paragraph shall be totalled for such calendar
year and the portion of such total which is directly proportional to the ratio specified in paragraph 7(a) hereof
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:.· :• !'
';

for such year shall be the capital and preproduction
costs. applicable to minerals and metals removed
from the said lands <luring such year.
(b) Capital and pre-production costs of Lessee's operation
shall include, without limiting the generality of such terms, the cost of preproduction development and stripping; designing, erecting and constructing
(I

the mining, concentrating and service plants and the cost of purchasing and
installing mining, concentrating and service machinery, equipment and facilities
and all other direct and indirect costs incurred by the Lessee in c·onnection
therewith.

9.

The aggregate amount received by the Lessee during a

calendar year from the sale of minerals and metals removed from the said
lands shall be determined as follows:
(a) As to each type of ore concentrate or other
mineral product shipped from Lessee's operation,
Lessee shall determine the total amount received by it
during such period from sales of minerals and metals
contained therein, after fir st deducting selling costs
,·

'

with respect to such sales.

In determining such amount,

.·. all payments received by Lessee with respect to minerals

.

'
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and metals contained in such concentrate or other
mineral product shall be taken into account, including
not only payments for the primary metal contained
therein (e.g., copper as to copper concentrates) but
also payments for any other minerals and metals contained therein.
(b) As to each amount petermined according to paragraph
9(a), the portion thereof allocable to minerals and metals
removed from the said lands shall be that portion of such
amount which is directly proportional to the ratio of (1)
'the number of pounds of the concentrate 1 s primary metal
(e.g., copper as to copper concentrates) removed from
the said lands during the calendar year in question ( determined
on the basis of tonnage, calculated from volume measurements,
and grade, taken from assay records, of ore mined from the
said lands) over (ii) the total number of pounds of such
primary metal removed from Lessee's entire operation
during such calendar year (similarly determined).
(c) The amounts determined according to paragraph 9(b)
as to each type of ore concentrate or other mineral product
shall then be totalled to determine the aggregate amount,
after selling costs, received by Lessee during a given
calendar year from the sale of minerals and metals removed
from the a.aid lands,
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10.

All selling costs with respect to the minerals and

metals contained in a ·given ore concentrate or other mineral product
. shall be deductible in determining the amount received by Lessee m-:..der
paragraph 9(a), including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
costs of agents' fees and commissions; insurance, customs and docking
fees; transportation, loading, unloading and handling of ore, ore concE::ntrate_s
or other mineral materials.

Should such materials at any time requi:-e

packing in drums or other containers, the cost of such drums and containers and of packing and handling same shall be a selling cost.
11.

All mines on the said lands shall be opened, used and

worked only in such manner as is usual and customary in skillful and proper mining operations of similar character when conducted by the proprietors or other prudent operators, and so as not to do, cause or permit
any unnecessary and unusual permanent injury to the same or any improper
interference or hindrance in the subsequent operation of .the said mine or
mines.
12.

Subject to the terms of paragraph 11, th~ Lessee may

from time to time us~ and employ such met hods of mining as to the whole
or any part of the saidlands, or under any portion thereof, as it may de-

sire or find most profitable _and· economical.

Lessee r:nay, when it deern.,

necessary or desirable, ,discontinue operations entirely so long as it shall
well and truly meet its ()'pligations hereunder to pay taxes, minimum royal-::y
or royalty,

H any,

according to the terms and conditions herein set out.
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Nothing contained in this lease shall require the Lessee to dcv c.:lop a
separate n'line or shaft on the said lands or any part thereof or p:ceve,:t
said Lessee from developing mines or conducting opc:rations on the sai d
lands or any part thereof solely through or in connection with its opcr ,1.tions on or in any adjoining or nearby property or properties as it may
deem desirable, or require the Lessee to mine, preserve or protect i:.:-..
its m.ining operations any ore or other mineral materials which, und e::r
good mining practice, cannot be mined, treated and shippe::d at a profit
to the Lessee at the time encountered in the sole judgment of the Lessee.
13.

At any time while this lease shall remain in foll force

and effect the Lessee may mine and remove ores or other mineral materials from the said lands through other lands on which operations are
being conducted by the' Lessee or any company associated or affiliated
with it or may
mine and remove ores or other mineral materials from
'I
such other lands through said lands.

Lessee shall have such other cro,s s-

mining rights involving ores, other mineral materials, waste n-.. aterials,
water, ventilation, machinery,

equipment and supplies as may be necessa::-y,

useful or convenient from time to time in the conduct of mining operatio:r:s
in, upon or under the said lands or in, upon or under other lands which are
involved in Lessee 1 s operations.
\ 14.

The Lessee shall have the right to mine from the saic

lands any and all ores or other mineral materials including those which

cannot be mined and shipped direct as a merchantable product and are
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susceptible to concentration or other bcneficiation and to conc<::ntr<-Lt<:: or
otherwise beneficiate any such ore or other mineral materials by crush· ing, grinding, washing, flotation or any or all these and other methods
£or the purpose of improving the character or quality thereof.

During the

ter1n of this lease the Lessor grants to the Lessee the right to use any
mill, cone entrator, beneiiciation plant, smelter, refine:::-y or other suriac e facilities used to treat ores or other mineral materials from the
said lands to treat ores or other mineral materials mined at any locations
outside of the said lands, whether or not the said lands shall have been
depleted and exhausted for mining purposes.

For the purpose o:f expediting

research in beneficiation and refining techniques, the Less or g:ra:..1.ts to the
Lessee the right to transport ore or other minenal materials free of
. royalty to laboratories, pilot plants or other research facilities at any time
during the term of this lease or renewal thereof, but not in amounts greater
than is reasonably required to conduct such research programs.

15.

The Lessee agrees that it will keep and maintain in the

vicinity of the said lands correct and complete books of account and reco::-ds
showing accurately and in reasonable detail the amount oi ali ores, n,i:i.e::;:'ils
or other substances mined or recovered from the said lands and sold o::- D::..-ocessed, and all other particulars necessary and proper for the true ar.c
accurate ascertainment of royalties hereunder.

The Lessor shall, at its

own expense, have the right during normal business hours to inspect and
audit all such records and books of account and to make extracts or cop:..;,:;s

i

fron1. any such records or books of account, provided that such ins;J<:;Ction,
I

audit or copying shall not unreasonably interfere with the business r equirements of Lessee.

·.The Les;,5ee, at the time of each annual payrnent of
,\
\

royalty, shall transmit to the Lessor a true and accurate statement
1

(including reports and maps) of exploration, developrnent and rnining work
upon said lands during the preceding year showing weight and analysis of
ore or other mineral n1.aterials removed from the said lands and processed
in Lessee• s mill or other beneficiation plant in addition to those items

specified in Title 10, Chapter 401, Maine Revised Statutes.
16.

For any year in which the Lessee shall have exe rcised

its rights to mix ores or other mineral materials from the lands with those
from other lands prior to the c·ompletion of their bene:ficiation, concentration or treatment; the statement by the Lessee to the Lessor£ or such
year shall also show separately, and for each classification of mine:::al
and metal upon which royalty is to be paid, . the following:
(1)

The total weight and analysis oi the ore concen:rates

or mineral products made from such mixed ore or other mineral materials
in such year.
(2)

The total weight of amount of each mineral and

metal made from such mixed ore or other mineral mate:::ials in such yc:a:::-.
(3)

The we'ight and analysis of
(i) The ores and other mineral materials pToc es s ed
in such year from the said lands, ar;.a
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(ii)

The ores and other mineral materials :proce;sscd
in such year from other lands.

(.:1) The weight and analysis of ore concentrates or

mineral p1·oducts designated by Lessee as having been dcrivE:cl from the
said lands.
(5) The total weight or amount of each r.nineral anc
metal designated by Lessee as having been derived from the said lands.
(6) Such other data as is available from the Lessee 1 s
records and which will enable the Lessor to determine whether the weight
or am.aunt of such minerals and metals have been properly deterrr..ined £or
the purpose of computing the royalty payable thereon.
17.

The Lessee covenants and agrees that it will pay as

and when the same shall become due and payable all lawful public taxes
and assessments imposed on the said lands.

If any such taxes or ass.:;ss-

ments may be paid in installments, the Lessee shall be required w pay
only such installments as become due and payable during fae term 0£ this
lease.

Such taxes and assessments shall be apportioned at the begin=-~ir,.g

and end of the term of this lease.

The Lessee shall have the right .:o review

by legal proceedings, instituted and conducted at the Lessee's own ex?c::·"s,.:;
and free of expense to the Lessor {but with the Lessor 1 s cooperation), any
such taxes or assessments imposed against the said land, and in case ar.y
such taxes of assessments shall, as a result of such proceedings or at:~-:,::.·wise, be reduced, cancelled, set aside or to any extent discharged, ·.:he.:
Lessee shall pay the amount that shall be finally assessed or imposed ar;:::.i::s-;;
the said lands or ·be adjudicated to be due and payable on any such ciisp\:t~a

or contested iten.s.

The Lessee shall not permit or suffc:r the ~;:~id lc.:.rnJ s,

or any part thereof, or any ore or other mineral materials r.ninocl t here on
01·

any in.proven.cnts or personal property thereon to be sold a.t any time

for such taxes or assessn.ents.
18.

lf the Lessee shall be delayed at any time during th e:

. B·

term of the le~se in pe.rforming any agreement or condition on its part
to be kept or performed according to the terms and provisions hereof
(except the payment of rents, royalties and taxes) by the act or negle ct
of the Less or or by strikes, lockouts, £ires, unusual delays in transportation, wars, storms, orders of the Government or any duly constituted instrumentality thereof, unavoidable casualties or any similai·
or dissimilar cause beyond the reasonable control of the Lessee, such
delay shall not be deemed a breach of this lease or default on the pa.rt
of the Lessee constituting a cause of termination of the lease; but foe
Lessee agrees to use reasonable diligence to remove such causes oi disability as may occur ;from time to time.
19.

The Lessee further agrees that it will not permit or

suffer to be made any waste of the said lands (except such waste as may
be necessarily or customarily incidental to the conduct oi the mini n g
operations herein contemplated or the full and proper exercise of any
of the rights and privileges hereby granted), that at the termin a tion c f
this lease, in whole or in part, whether by forfeiture, exp i ra t ion of ti:.-:. e ,
surrender by the Lessee or otherwise, 'it will peaceably surrend e r th e s2.i d
lands or part thereof, as the case may be, to the Lessor in good m.i n in g

condition, ordinary wear and tea1· in use and deterioration fron1 a,,d
by the elem.cnts excepted.
20.

The Les see shall have two ( 2) yc:ars after zu:.y ;;;uch

terrn.ination or surrender in which to remove all engi:nes, tools, r-:-:ac>.incry,
raHway tracks, shaft houses, buildings, dwellings and structures a:c.d all
other property of every nature and description erected, placed or sit-c.ated
upon the lands as to which this lease is being terminated or surrende::.::-E.:d,
except any and all supports placed in any shafts, drifts or openi:,gs thereor.
or any timber

or frame work necessary to the use and maintenci.r;.ce of

shafts or approaches to mines or tramways within mines, nor.e

cf.

which

shall be removed or destroyed by the Lessee; provided, alwc1.ys, however,
that none of the said property may be removed by the Lessee unless all
payment of taxes,' if any, (except taxes not then due and payable, which
must be paid within thirty (30) days after they become due ar;_d payable or
taxes being disputed by the Lessee), royalties then due and other dues
shall have been made and all other covenants, agreem.ents and co:;:,.ditio:cs
hereof to be observed, kept and performed by the Lessee shall have been
duly observed, kept and performed.

Upon the failure of the Lessee to :::e-

move any such property within the said period of two ( 2) years, t},.e sa,..:.e
shall belong to and beco::me the property of tre Lessor.
21.

The Lessor, its agents and servants, may at all re2.s0:::a:::.,.:.;;::

times enter upon the said lands, or any part thereof, peaceably, ana ,riev:
the same, and at the sole expense of the Lessor take all :::easonable n:.e.:.::s
to ascertain the condition thereof and the kind, quality and quantities oi
-2.0-

or unnecessarily hinde1·ing or fr,·~errupting t!:c proper business c1· GT)c1·.::. t ior;s
oi the Lessee; provided, however, that the Lessor agrees to ::;ci.ve: '.:°:-:..:::
Lessee harmless frorn all clain,s for darn.ages arising out of ar,y c.:c.,;..-~.-,

0--::

personal injuries sustained by any such agents or servants of t}. . e L<:.:s::;o:;:.while in or upon the said lands, as herein permitted, u:::-.less the dec..t:. . or
injury arises as the result of negligence of the Lessee.

r

22.

Subject to the terms of Section i8, the iailu:i'.'e of LessC;;<:;

to make or cause to be made any payment herein provide cl for, or to keep
or perform any agreement on its part to be kept and pe:cformed acco::-c2i:c.;
to the terms and provisions hereof, shall at t}i.e election of the Lesso::.·
constitute a forfeiture of the Lease provided, however, that fo.e Lessc,::.·

I

shall give to Lessee advance wi·itten notice of its in-;:e:,'~io:'l to decla:·~
such forfeiture, specifying in particular the default or defaults relied 1.2.pon
by it.

Lessee shall have ninety (90) days after receipt oi such notice :r.

which to cure such default or defaults, and if such defauit

f

01·

fully cured, there shall be no forfeiture with respect thereto.

de:aults 2.:re
?\o waive:·

~

l

of and no failure oi neglect on the part of Lessor to give notice of a deiaul-c
shall affect any subsequent default or im.pair the Lessor's rig:i.:s 1·escl:i1:g
therefrom.

- -.......-

•~ r l t /

23.

Lessee will cooperate with Lesso:!.", its vc..:·ioc:.s ag.:: ~K :..es

and the Officials of the town of Brooksville, Hancock Cot:.nty, ~Via.inc, i:c.
the planning, funding and implementation of a progra;TJ.. fo-r the ::.·e},.a".:.::.=..i::c;.:;~o::
of the said lands upon the completion of mining activities thereo:::1.
-21-· ;

details of such prog:.:::i.rn., includin, •: the l\mcling and adrninisb~ ;:c'c i.o: ~ c,: :~;.1.rn1_;

further discussion and negotiation bet,v cen the pa:;:ties.

IN WITNESS WHEREO:?, these p1·csents have beer~ c:,~e:c L >:.:d
by the parties hereto the day a.nc year £:1·st above w1·ittcn.

MAINE WlII\TING BUREAU

Chai:crr1an
1

CALLAHAN MINING COR?O:.{ ~'"· TIO:\"

.\

"

/
\

.
_J

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
Mining Lease No . ..5'

This indenture, made the

l f d day o f . . £ } ~

1967, by and between the State of Maine through the Maine Mining
Bureau, City of Augusta, State of Maine, hereinafter sometimes called
the "Lessor," party of the first part, and Callahan Mining Corporation,
a company incorporated in the State of Arizona with offices at 277 Park
Avenue, City, County and State of New York, hereinafter sometimes
called the "Lessee,

11

party of the second part.

WHEREAS, the Lessor has under date of January 10, 1967,
granted to the Les see.,, in , accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Law, a lic_ense tor.nine minerals and metals in the area composed
of Claims 74, _7 5, 76, 9~, 91, 92, 3137, 3138 and 3139, such license being
Licens·e to Mine No. l, and
WHEREAS, the Lessor has on the 29th day of April, 1966,
and on .the 10th day of January, ~967, given its rulings that the operations
of the Lessee in c_a i-rying on its proposed mining operations and the taking
of the minerals from the said mining claims will be consistent with any
prior -or proposed use by the Lessor, its agents or instrumentalities; and

WHEREAS, the Lessor ha~., under date of June 7, 1966,
assigned to the Lessee, its ri,t:hts under P & S 1965, Chapter 243, Section 2 and the Lessee has been exercising such rights pending the execution of the within lease; and
WHEREAS, the tract taken under this lease has been
accurately surveyed, such survey being marked ''EXHIBIT A 11 and
attached hereto and made a part hereof; and
WHEREAS, the Lessor finds that the Lessee's previous
prospecting or mining activities within the State of Maine have caused
no unreasonable damage to adjacent property; and
WHEREAS, the Lessee has furnished adequate proof of
the financial responsibility and the Lessor finds that the Lessee is
financially able to respond in damages to satisfy any judgments for damage arising out of mining operations under this lease which might cause
damage to adjacent areas, and the filing of a bond is not necessary; and
WHEREAS, the Lessor has determined that the Lessee
has been and is presently conducting bona fide _mining operations under
and in.accordance with .the terms of the aforesaid License to Mine.
WITNESSETH:
1.

The Lessor, in consideration of the covenants, agreements

and conditions hereinafter contained to be observed, kept and performed by
the Lessee and in accordance with the authority vested in the Lessor by
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Chapter 401, Maine Revised Statutes, does hereby lease, let, derr,isc: and
grant exclusively to the Lessee, its successors and assigns, £or the purpose hereinafter set forth, the lands (hereinafter referred to as the "said
lands") situated in the County of Hancock in the State of Maine and more
particularly described a.s follows:
Being those lands more particularly outlined on the survey
marked "EXHIBIT A" he1·eto, and attached to and forming a part hereof,
such lands being those presently comprised in and covered by License to
Mine No. 1, dated January 10, 1067, granted to the Lessee by the Lessor,
and which License is composed of Claims 74, 75, 76, 90, 91, 3137, 3138
and 3139.
The said lands are leased to the Lessee for the purpose of
giving and granting to the Lessee the exclusive right, privilege and authority to enter into and upon the said lands and each and every part thereof
so long as this lease shall remain in effect in order to explore for, mine,
remove, prepare for market (including the concentration or other beneficiation of ores or other mineral materials) and sell minerals and metals
not including oil and gas which are or may be found on or in said lands or
on or in adjoining or nearby lands (whether public or private) together
with the exclusive r_ight, privilege and authority to construct and maintain any and all machin_ery, excavations, openings, dams, other improvements, property and fixtures as may be reasonably necessary, convenient or suitable to explore for, mine, remove, prepare for market and
sell any of such minerals and metals
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or for any activities

incidental

th0rcto or in connection with

;,.i.

authorities given and granted to

o( the rights, privileges or
Lhc

Lessee hereunder and together

with the right, privilege and authority to commit waste to the extent necessary, usual or custornary in the carrying out of any or
all of the foregoing a.ctivities ;1r.d to use any water, sand and gravel
found on the said lands for n,ir,ing and processing operations.
Subject to the terms herein set forth, this lease shall run
for a term of twenty {20) years from the date hereof.
The Lessee shall have the right at any time during the
term of this lease to terminate this lease or to surrender the rights,
privileges and authorities given and granted to the Les see hereunder
with respect to any portion of the said lands by giving the Lessor at
least three (3) months I written notice of its intention to do so and in such
case and subject to the provisions of paragraph 20 hereof, this lease
shall terminate or the rights and obligations of the Lessee with respect
to the portion of the said lands surrendered shall terminate, as the case
may be, three {3) months after the giving of such notice or on such later
date as may be specified in such notice P.rovided that all of the covenants,
agreements and conditions herein contained to be observed, kept and performed by the Lessee including the payment of any minimum royalty,
royalty or other sums that may have accrued or become payable hereunder
(but not including taxes or other amounts not then due and payable, which
must be paid within thirty (30) days after they become due and payable, or
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taxes being disputed by the L,:c;:,,:c) shall have been duly observed,
kept and performed by the Les::,·,'. and the Lessee shall upon any
such termination or surrender

a:;

the case rnay be and at the request

oi the Lessor forthwith execute: :ind record in any public office where
this instrument n1ay have been ::'. led and recorded a formal release
and dfscharge evidencing such tcnnination or surrender.
2.

The Lessee shall have the right to renew this lease

upon the expiration of its term ior a further term not to exceed twenty
(20) years upon the same tern,:, :Lnd conditions as contained herein by
giving the Lesso1· written not:icc of its intention to do so at least two
(2) months prior to the expirat;on of the term of this lease.
3(a) On or before ·che 31st day of March, 1968, the
Lessee shall pay to the Lessor a royalty of $5,000.00 for the calendar
year 1968.

Thereafter, on or before the 31st day of March in each

calendar year the Lessee shall pay to the Lessor an advance minimum
royalty of $5, 000. 00 for said calendar year.
(b) On or before the 31st day of March in each calendar
year during the term of this lease. or any renewal thereof, commencing
with the calendar year, 1969, the Lessee shall pay to the Lessor minimum
royalty equal to five cents per short dry ton of metal-bearing ore removed
from the said lands. in':the preceding calendar year,

or

the sum stipulated

in subparagraph (a) of this paragraph 3, whichever is the greater.
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For

place for delivery to Lessee 1 s £~1.c;]i".:ies :for concentration or other ;)e;ncficiation of ores.
(c) In the event o~)cratio:-;.s of -::he Lessee under this Lca.s e a:::-c
con11nenced and are then suspc;.,dc<l £or any reason whatsoever, the advar.c0
n,inim.um. royalty payable in accordance with s-..,.bparagrap:-1 (a,) 0£ tLis_ ~':l2.::-agraph 3 shall be reduced to $2,500.00 :Eo:c the first calendar year followi:-: 6
such suspension, and thereaftc:.· shall be rcd-i.:.ced to $1,000.00 pe::.· cz.lendar year.

In the event opera.tions are therea.fte:r resurned, the advanc<::

minimum royalty for each caler.dar year :followin6 the year in which production is resumed (until any subsequent suspension) shal:i. ·oe as proviced
in subparagraph (a) of this paragraph. 3.
(d)

The minim.um royalty paid in accordance with subpa::.·a-

graphs (a), (b) or (c) of this para,:;raph 3 shall to the extent provided in
paragraph 4 hereof, be creditable against the royalty payable under said
paragraph 4.
4.

The Lessee shall pay to the Lesso::.· a royalty of five pe::.·

cent (5%) of the adjusted fair market value, computed in the manr.er described
in paragraph 5 hereof, of the minerals and metals removed ar.. d sold i:ro:n

t:.c said lands by the Lessee pursuant to this Lease.

For the ?Urposes oi :his

paragraph, minerals and metals contained (a) in broken ore on the said lanes
covered by this Lease or on adjoi:-iir...g o::.· r.ea:cby lands which are u:-:..dcr Less cc:.;;
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ti•c3.tcd but not rcrnovcc1 fro~,, ;
elude l;inds O\.vned by others, \'.:;,;t::,::r co,-:.~iguous or not, on which 0pe:rations are being conducted b;- :
control)

shall be deerncd r,v,.
The said royal'~y _:;;

day of M::crch of the year followi;,;;; fr,.c cz.lcndar year in which such rc:.nerals and metals have been so:d a::..-:d pay::neni: }-.as been received thereof.
With the execution of the royal"~,'/- oaid March 31, 1968, as -orovided in
"'

;.

,.I.

paragraph 3(a) hereof, the Less..:e .shall be e::..-...titled to deduct from the

royalty paid in accordance wi'~>. :,a:::agra::,h 3 hereof for the said yea-: ana

e

prfa5ce~ing which have not p::..·evio-..isly been applied against royalties payable
under this paragra::_:>h.

5-.

The adjusted iai:..· ::."'J."'J.a:..-ket value o:f the m.inerals anC:

metals removed from the said L:.nds L.1 any calenda-: year shall be determined by deducting (i) production costs and capital and pre-productior-,.
costs applicable thereto for sue~,. calenda:r year determined as proviced
in paragraphs 7 and 8 hereof L:o:;,~ (ii) the aggregate amount, after selling
costs, received by the Lessee du:dng such calenda1· uear from the sale oi
minerals and metals

from the

said lands

paragraph 9 hereof.
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determined

as provided in

6(a) The Lessee shall have the right at any time to
mix and comingle and concentrate or otherwise beneficiate in a
single operation, in one or nwr,: ,.::ircuits of a concentrator or other
· beneficiation plant, any ores or other mineral materials mined from the
said lands with ores or other rni,1,~ral materials, respectively, mined from
any other lands provided that the mixing of such ores or other mineral
materials is accomplished in a manner consistent with good mining practice.
6(b) In the event Lessee exercises the rights to mix and
comingle granted by this paragraph, Lessor agrees that the percentage
of recovery from ore or other mineral materials mined from the said
lands for any calendar year shall be deemed to be the percentage of recovery
for Lessee's entire concentrating or other beneficiating operations for such
calendar year· and further that the methods used by Lessee to determine the
weight or amount of minerals and metals removed from the mine shall apply
for all purposes, including the determination of the weight or amount of
mineral or metal removed from -.he said lands and including the payment of
royalties to Lessor hereunder.

Lessee warrants that such methods shall be

in accor.dance with good mining practice.
7(a) The production costs applicable to the minerals and
metals removed from the said lands in a calendar year shall be that portion
of the total production costs for Lessee's operation (as defined in sub-paragraphs
(b)(l). (b)(2) & (b)(3) of this paragraph) which is
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'

.

directly proportional to the r~tio of (i) the number of pounds of metal
removed from the said lands during such calendar year {determined on
the basis of tonnage, calculated from volume measurements, and grade,
taken from assay records, of ore mined from the said land~) over (ii) the
total number of pounds of metal removed from Lessee's entire operation
during such period (similarly determined).
(b) For the purposes of this lease, the production
costs of Lessee's operation shall include the following:
1) The cost of developing and mining ore and other
mineral materials, which cost shall be that directly
expended by Lessee in operations generally described
by Lessee as drilling, blasting, breaking, mucking,
scaling, roof support, loading and transportation of
ore, other mineral materials and waste from the mine
to the processing or dumping site.

Such costs shall

include, without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
the costs of labor and supplies; assaying of mine samples;
electric power; air and water supply, mechanical and
electrical maintenance; transportation of materials;
supplies and personnel to and from mine; ventilation and
heating; pumping and hoisting; shaft and head frame maintenance; supervision, engineering and other services as m.ay
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from time to t~me be deemed necessary by the
Lessee for the efficient and worlananlike operation
of the mine.

2) The cost of crushing, grinding, transporting,
processing, bencficiating and concentrating ore and
other mineral materials which shall include all direct
costs of such activities including, without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, labor and supplies; fuel,
power, air and water supply; mechanical, electrical and
general maintenance of buildings, plant and equipment;
sampling and assaying; transportation, feeding and loading
of ore and other mineral materials, ore concentrates,
materials; supplies and personnel; pumping and tailing
disposal; ventilation, sanitation and heating; supervision,
engineering and such other services as may from time to
time be deemed necessary by the Lessee for the efficient
and workmanlike operation of the concentrating or other
beneficia tion plants.
3) The cost of general and administrative expenses which
shall include, without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
interest and other corporate expenses applicable to the
operation; management, accounting, purchasing, warehousing,
shop and general clerical salaries; statutory and other personnel benefits; stationery, supplies and general expenses;
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travelling and transportation pxpcnscs, maintenance
, of office, shop and warehouse buildings and structures;
professional services; communications; heating, lighting
and water supply; maintenance of yards and roads;
safety and first aid; security and fire protection; insurance of all types; Federal, State and Municipal taxes
other than taxes on income; legal and audit costs and such
other expenses of a general nature as may be incurred by
the Lessee in the operation of the mine.
8(a) The capital and preproduction costs applicable to
the minerals and metals removed from the said lands in a given calendar
year shall for the purposes of this lease be determined as follows:
/

''

1) For each calendar year, Lessee shall, as to each

I

capital and preproduction item incurred by it, specify
what amount of the total cost thereof shall for the purposes of this lease be deemed chargeable as to its total
operations for such calendar year, such amount not to
exceed in any given year twenty per cent (20%} of the
total cost of such item.
2) The amounts specified by Lessee under subsection
(1)

of this paragraph shall be totalled for

such calendar

year and the portion of such total which is directly proportional to the ratio specified in paragraph 7(a) hereof
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for such year shall be the capital and preproduction
costs applicable to minerals and metals removed
from. the said lands during such year.
(b) Capital and pre-production costs of Lessee's operation
shall include, without limiting the generality of such terms, the cost of preproduction development and stripping; designing, erecting and constructing
the mining, concentrating and service plants and the cost of purchasing and
installing mining, concentrating and service machinery, equipment and facilities
and all other direct and indirect costs incurred by the Lessee in connection
therewith.
9.

The aggregate amount received by the Lessee during a

calendar year from the sale of minerals and metals removed from the said

"

lands shall be determined as follows:
(a) As to each type of ore concentrate or other
mineral product shipped from Lessee's operation,
Lessee shall determine the total amount received by it
during such period from sales of minerals and metals
. contained therein, after first deducting selling costs
with respect to such sales.

In determining such amount,

all payments received by Lessee with respect to minerals
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and metals containt~d in such concentrate or other
mineral product shall be taken into account, including
not only payments for the primary metal contained
therein (e.g. , copper as to copper concentrates} but
also payments for any other minerals and metals contained pierein.
(b) As to each amount determined according to paragraph
9(a), the portion thereof allocable to minerals and metals
removed from the said lands shall be that portion of such
amount which is directly proportional tq the ratio of {l)
the number . otp,ounds- 9f.,the:~,9;n,cent;r:ate 1 s, primary metal
I

;

'

(e.g. ,,,c_opp_~r as.,to. copper concentrates) removed from
the said lands during the calendar year in question (determined
on the bas.is of tonnage, calculated from volume measurements,
and grade, .. taken,;from assay,reco:i;ds, of ore mined frorn. the
said_ lands) .ov.er, (ii) the total number of pounds of such
primary metal ,remp_ved from Lessee's entire operation
during such cal,endar. year (similarly determined).
(c) The amounts determined according to paragraph 9(b)
as to each type of ore concentrate or other mineral product
shall then be totalled to determine the aggregate amount,
after selling costs, received by Lessee during a given
calendar year from the sale of minerals and metals rem.oved
from the said lands.
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10.

All selling costs with respect to the minerals and

metals contained in a given ore concentrate or other mineral prod'..lct
shall be deductible in determining the amount received by Lessee uncier

.

paragraph 9(a), including',
without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
.
f
costs of agents' fees and com1nissions; insurance, customs and <locking
fees; transportation, loa(t1ing, unloading and handling of ore, ore concentra-.:es
.''

or other mineral materials.

Should such n1aterials at any time res_uire

packing in drums or other containers, the cost of such drums and containers and of packing and handling same shall be a selling cost.
11.

All mines on the said lands shall be opened,, used and

worked only in such manner as is usual and customary in skillful and proper mining operations of similar character when conducted by the proprietors or other prudent operators, and so as not to do, cause or permit
any unnecessary and unusual permanent injury to the same or any improper
interference or hindrance in the subsequent operation of the said mine or
mines.

12.

Subject to the terms of paragraph 11, the Lessee may

from time to time use and employ such methods of mining as to the whole
or any part of the said lands, or under any portion thereof, as it may desire o'r find most profitable and economical.

Lessee may, when it deerr~s

necessary or desirable, discontinue operations entirely so long as it shall
well and truly meet its obligations hereunder to pay taxes, minimum royalty
or royalty,. if any, according to the terms and conditions herein set out.
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Nothing contained in this lease shall require the Lessee to develop a
separate n1.ine

01·

sh~ft on the said lands or any part thereof or pre;vc:-,t

said Lessee from. developing 1nincs or conducting operations on the said
lands or any part thereof solely through or in connection with its opc~rz:i.tions on or in any adjoining or nearby property or properties as it may
deem desirable, or require the Lessee to mine, preserve or protect in
its mining operations any ore or other mineral materials which, under
good mining practice, cannot be mined, treated and shipped at a profit
to the Lessee at the time encountered in the sole judgment of the Lessee.

13.

At any time while this lease shall remain in full force

and effect the Lessee may mine and remove ores or other mineral materials from the said lands through other lands on which operations are
being conducted by the' Lessee or any company associated or aifiliated
with it or may mine and remove ores or other mineral materials fro:n
such other lands through said lands..

Lessee shall have such other cross-

mining rights involving ores, other mineral materials, waste materials,
water, ventilation, machinery,

equipment and supplies as may be necessary,

useful or convenient from time to time in the conduct of mining operations
in, upon or under the said lands or in, upon or under other lands which are
involved in Les see 1 s operations.

14.

The Lessee shall have the right to mine from the said

lands any and all ores or othc1· mineral materials including those which
cannot be mined and shipped a:;.rect as a merchantable product and are
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susceptible to concentration or other bcneficiation and to concentrate or
otherwise beneficiatc any such ore or other r.nineral materials by crushing, grinding, washing, flotation or any or all these and other r.net:hods
for the purpose of improving the character or quality thereof.

During the

te1·m of this lease the Lessor grants to the Lessee the right to use any
mill, ·concentrator, beneficiation plant, sn1elter, refinery or other surface facilities used to treat ores or other mineral materials frorn the
said lands to treat ores or other mineral materials r.nined at any locations
outside of the said lands, whether or not the said lands shall have been
depleted and exhausted for mining purposes.

For the purpose of expediting

research in beneficiation and refining techniques, the Lessor grants to the
Lessee the right to transport ore or other minenal materials free of
roya}ty to laboratories, pilot plants or other research facilities at any time
during the term of this lease or renewal thereof, but not in amounts greater
than is reasonably required to conduct such research programs.

15.

The Lessee agrees that it will keep and maintain in the

vicinity of the said lands correct and complete books of account and records
showing accurately and in reasonable detail the amount of all ores, minerals
or other substances mined or recovered froin the said lands and sold or p:.·ocessed, and all other particulars necessary and proper for the true and
accurate ascertain:i,nent of royalties hereunder.

The Less or shall, at its

own expense, have the right during normal business hours to inspect an.d
audit all such records and books of account and to make extracts o:;:- co?ic:3

fron1. any such records or books of account, provided th::i.t such inspectic,n,
audit or copying shall not unreasonably interfere with the business requirements of Lessee.

The Lessee, at the tiine of each annual payrncnt of

royalty, shall transmit to the Less or a true and accurate statement
(including reports and maps) of exploration, development and mining wo:::-k
upon said lands during the preceding year showing weight and analysis c,f
ore or other mineral materials rernoved from the said lands ar.d processed
in Lessee's mill or other beneficiation plant in addition to those items

specified in Title 10, Chapter 401, Maine Revised Statutes.
16.

For any year in which the Lessee shali have exercised

its rights to mix ores or other mineral materials from the lands with those
from other lands prior to the completion of their beneficiation, concentration or treatment, the statement by the Lessee to the Lessor for such
yea,"F shall also show separately, and for each classification of mineral
and metal upon which royalty is to be paid, the following:
(1)

The total weight and analysis of the ore concemrates

or mineral products made from. such mixed ore or other n1.ineral materials
in such year.
(2)

The total weight of amount of each mineral and

metal made from such mixed ore or other mineral materials in such year.
(3)

The weight and analysis of
(i) Th,: ores and other mineral materials proc"'ssed
1:-,

,:;uch year from the said lands, and
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in ,,;uch yca1· front other lands.
(4)

The ws:<i':ht and analysis of ore concentrates o:::-

1nineral products designated lrr Lessee as having been derived fron-. ~he
said lands.
(5)

The toL...L weight or am,ount of each rnineral anc

metal designated by Lessee a.s having been derived from the said lands.
(6} Such ot}1<:.T data as is available from the Lessee's

records and which will enable '.:he Lessor to determine whether the wei.z};:;:
or amount of such n1inerals and metals have been properly determined 1or
the purpose of computing the royalty payable thereon.
17.

The Lessee covenants and agrees that it will pay as

and when the same shall become due and payable all lawful public taxes
and assessments imposed on the said lands.

If any such taxes or assess-

ments may be paid in installments, the Lessee shall be required to pay
only such installments as become due and payable during the term of this
lease.

Such taxes and assessments shall be apportioned at the beginning

and end of the term of this lease.

The Lessee shall have the right to review

by legal proceedings, instituted and conducted at the Lessee's own expense
and free of expense to the Lessor (but with the Lessor's cooperation), any
such taxes or assessments imposed against the said land, and in case any
such taxes of assessments shall, as a result of such proceedings or ot..1-ierwise, be reduced, cancelled, set aside or to any extent discharged, the
Lessee shall pay the amount that shall be finally assessed or imposed a..gz,.1.::.s-c
t.11.e said lands or be adjudicated to be due and payable on any such disputed

or contested itcr:ns.

The Le::;. -:,c :';Lall not pcrrnit or suHc:r the sz,;cJ l~i:r~ds,

or any part thereof, or any

,H",:

or othe:r n,incral rr1atcriz,ls mined thc:::-con

or any irnprovcn,cnts or pcrs<;;1.,l property thereon to be sold at ,;.ny tin,e

for such taxes or .assess1ncnh,.
18.

If the Less._:,· shali be delayed at any tirnc during the

tern1. of the lease in perforn,ir.,::; ,111.y agi·ecrncnt or condition on its part
to be kept or perforn,ed according to the tcrrns and provisions hereof
(except the payment of rents, royalties and taxes) by the act or neglect
of the Lessor or by strikes, l,)ckouts, fires, unusual delays in t:::-ansportation, wars, storms, orders of the Government or any duly constituted instrumentality thereof, unavoidable casualties or any sirr.ilai·
or dissimilar cause beyond the reasonable control of the Lessee, such
delay shall not 1~e _deemed a breach of this lease or default on the part
of the Lessee constituting a cause of termination of the lease; but the
Lessee agree,s to use reasonable diligence to re1nove such causes of disability as 1nay occur from time to time.

19.

The Lessee further agrees that it will not perrr~it or

suffer to be made any waste of the said lands (except such waste as may
be necessarily or customarily incidental to the conduct of the mining
operations herein contemplated or the full and proper exercise 0£ any
of the rights and privileges hereby granted), that at the termination 0£
this lease, in whole or in part, whether by forfeiture, expiration of tia-,e,
surrender by the Lessee or-otherwise, it will peaceably surrender t::e

sa:c

lands or part thereof, as the case n,ay be, to the Lessor in good :,11:ur::,::
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condition, ordinary wear and t1.'.;1r in use and deterioration fron, anci c:c.i,n.--,a;;e:
by the clen,cnts exccph~cl.

20.

The Less,:,' :,i,;'-11 have Lwo (2) yca:::s after 2.ny ~;uc}.

tern1ination or surrender in ,\'hich to rcrnovc all engines, tools, rnach::.ncry,
1·aihvay tracks, shait houses, :JUildings, dwellings ar.d structures ar"c: z..ll
other property of every nature and description erected, placed or situ;1-tcd
upon the lands as to which thi3 lease is being terrDinated or surrer.der.::d,
except any and all supports placed in a:1y shafts, drifts or openings thereon
or any timber

or frame work necessary to the use and maintenance of

shafts or approaches to n1incs or t:;:arr..ways within rrli:nes, nor.z d. whicn
shall be re:rnoved or destroyed by the Lessee; provided, a.lways, however,
that none of the said property rnay be removed by the Lessee unless all
pa::ment of taxes, if any, (except taxes not then due and payable, which
must be paid within thirty (30) days after they become due and payable o:::taxes being disputed by the Lessee), 1·oyalties then due and other dues
shall have been made and all 0·.:her covenants, agreer.'),ents and conditio:r.s
hereof to be observed, kept and performed by the Lessee shall have been
duly observed, kept and performed.

Upon the :failure of the Lessee to re-

move any such property within the said period of two ( 2} years, tne sarr1e
shall belong to and beco~e the property of the Lessor.

21. . The Lessor, its agents and servants, rnay at all reasonable
times enter upon the said lands, or any part thereof, peaceably, and vie\v
the sarne, and at the sole expense of the Lessor take all reaso~1:1ole n1ear:.s
to ascertain the condition foc:.·,!of and the kfr1d, quality and qu;:m;:iti-::s c:
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SHORT FORM OF MINING LEASE

THIS LEASE, Entered into this
effective as of the ___ day of

day of __________ , 19_,
19_, by and between _ __

hereinafter referred to as "Lessors", and
a - - - - - ~ - - - corporation hereinafter referred to as "Lessee".
WITNESS ETH:

THAT for and in cons id era tion of th e sum of One Dollar ($ 1. 00) and
other valuable considerations in hand paid by Lessee to Lessors, the receipt
of which is her eby acknowledged, Lessors do hereby lease t~ Lessee the following tracts or parcels of land and the minerals and mineral bearing materials
there on and therein, situated in ____________ County, Maine, to-wit:

together with certain other rights, privileges and easements in connection with
the exploitation thereof, including among others, the rights of ingress and
egress, for a pe riod of ________ years from the date hereof subject,
however, to the right of Lessee to extend the term hereof, all on the terms
and conditions set forth in a separate lease agreement between the undersigned
Lessors and Lessee which agreement is incorporated herein by this reference as
if set forth he rein in full.
IN WITNESS ·wnEREOF, The parties hereto have caused this Lease to be
duly executed as of the day and year first above written.
In the Presence of:

LESSORS .:

By _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Vice President
By_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Assis t ant Se cr e t a ry
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(Acknowledgment for Husband and Wife Lessors):
STATE OF
COUNTY OF

)

) ss.
)

On this ___ day of __________ , 19_ before me, a Notary
Public, within and for said County and State, personally appeared
and ________ , husband and wife, to me known to be the persons described
in and who executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged that they have
executed the same as their own free act and deed.

Notary Public
(Acknm,;;ledgment for Corporate Lessor):
STATE OF
COUNTY OF

)

) ss.
)

On this ___ day of ___________ , 19_, before me, a Notary
Public, within and for said County and State, personally appeared
and
, to me personally known, who, being each by me duly sworn,
did ---------say that they are respectively the Vice President and Assistant Secretary of
, one of the corporations named in the
---------------------foregoing instrument, and that the seal affixed to said instrument is the
corporate seal of said corporation, and that said instrument was signed and
sealed in behalf of said corporation by authority of its Board of Directors
and said Vice President and Assistant Secretary acknowledged said instrument
to be the free act and deed of said corporation.

Notary Public
(Acknowledgment for Corporate Lessee):
STATE OF
COUNTY OF

)

) ss.
)

On this ___ day of ____________ , 19_, before me, a Notary
Public, within and for said County, personally appeared
and _____________ , to me personally knm,rn, who, being each by me duly
sworn, did say that they are respectively the Vice President and Assistant Secretary o f - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ' the corporation named in the foregoing
instrument, and that the seal affixed to said instrument is the corporate seal of
said corporation, and that said instrument ,vas signed and sealed in ·behalf of said
corporation by authority of its Board of Directors and said Vice President and
Assistant Secretary acknowledged said instrument to be the free act and deed of
said corporation.

Notary Public
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STATE OF
COUNTY OF

)

) ss.
)

On this ___ day of _________ , 19_, before me, a Notary Public
within and for said County and State, personally appeared
, husband and wife, to me known to be the persons
and
described in and who executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged that
they have executed the same as their own free act and deed.

-------------

Notary Public
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MINING LEASE
THIS LEASE, Entered into this ___ day of ___________ , 19_,
effective as of the

--- day

of

-----------

19

, by and between

hereinafter called "Lessors", and

corpoca tion, hereinafter cal led

a

11

Lessee".

WITNESS ETH:
Lessors are the owners of certain lands, minerals and mining rights
situated in

----------- County,

Maine, more specifically identified

under ARTICLE I hereof as the "leased premises", which Lessee desires to lease
for the purposes hereinafter set forth, and Lessors are willing to lease the
same to Lessee for such purposes, upon the terms and conditions herein contained.
NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the sum of One Dollar ($1.00)
to each party hereto in hand paid by the other, the receipt and sufficiency of
which are hereby mutually acknowledged, and in further consideration of the
mutual covenants and agreements hereinafter provided, the parties hereto do
agree as follows:

ARTICLE I
Demise
Section 1.

Leased Premises:

Lessors hereby let, lease and demise

unto Lessee all of Lessors' right, title and interest in and to those certain
tracts or parcels of land and the minerals and mineral bearing materials thereon
and therein, hereinafter sometimes called "leased premises", described as
follows, to-wit:
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including any and all shafts, plants, buildings, equipment and property of
Lessors now thereon or therein, except such buildings and other improvements
as Lessors may have the continuing right to reside in or use for farming purposes or otherwise, as may be hereinafter provided,
Section 2.

Purposes:

The leased premises are leased exclusively

to Lessee for the uses and purposes of exploring for, mining (by open pit,
underground, strip mining, solution mining, or any other method whatsoever),
taking out and removing therefrom and from the bed of any waters appurtenant
thereto, and treating, milling, stockpiling, storing, shipping and selling
or otherwise marketing any and all ores, minerals, metals and other valuable
substances and their products which may hereafter be found in, on or under
the leased premises, and retreating tailings; residues and rejects resulting
from such mining or treatment; of constructing, erecting and maintaining
thereon and therein and removing therefrom buildings, structures, engines and
machinery, railroads, roads, pipe and power lines and other improvements; of
making excavations, openings, shafts, ditches and drains; of mining the ores,
minerals, metals and other valuable substances by any lawful method of mining
without being required to put permanent supports in the mine; of caving the
surface of the leased premises without liability to Lessors for damages resulting therefrom; of sinking wells; of diverting streams, ponds or lakes onto
or from the leased premises, constructing channels or beds therefor and depositing tailings or waste products therein and of using the water thereof; of
taking and using either on or off the leased premises, for any purpose deemed
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necessary or convenient by Lessee for .the operation of the leased premises
and any other mining operation in the vicinity thereof, such stripping, overburden and other waste rrwterial, including tailings and rejects, as may be
encountered or produced hereunder; and the doing of all such other things on
and in the leased premises which, in the opinion of Lessee, are or may become
suitable, necessary or convenient for the mining, removing, treating and shipping of ores, minerals, metals and other valuable substances and their products
therefrom and from other lands, and for such uses and purposes, using and
occupying so much of the leased premises as shall be deemed necessary or convenient by Lessee,
Section 3.
(20) years beginning

Term:

This lease shall run for an initial term of twenty
and ending _________ ; provided, how-

ever, that Lessee, at its sole option, may extend the term hereof on the same
terms and conditions for additional periods of ten (10) years each, by giving
Lessor written notice of each such extension at least sixty (60) days prior to
the expiration of such term or any extension thereof; provided further, however,
that the total of the initial term and any extensions thereof shall not exceed
fifty (50) years, unless Lessee is actually engaged in mining or milling operations within 10 miles from any point on the perimeter of the leased premises,
in which case Lessee shall continue to have the right to extend the term hereof
for such ten (10) year intervals beyond fifty (50) years so long as it continues
to engage in mining or milling operations within 10 miles of the perimeter of
the leased premises.
Should the Lessee during the term hereof or any extension thereof,
after having engaged. in min1.ng or· mil ling operations on the leased premises,
elect to suspend its operations because of the low or unfavorable state of
the market, the cumulative period of any such suspensions will be added at the
end of the then current lease term so as to extend such term by such accumulated
periods of suspension.
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ARTICLE II
Mining Rights and Duties
Section 1,

Exploration, Reports, Weights:

Lessee shall not be

required to explore, develop or operate the leased premises so long as it shall
promptly pay the taxes and assessments and make the minimum and other payments
required to be made herein and shall properly protect and maintain the leased
premises.

Lessee, at Lessors' request, will furnish Lessors such maps and drill

logs as Lessee prepares for its own use.

For the purposes hereof, a 11 weights

shall be ascertained by the Lessee through the use of weightometers or other
substantially equivalent weighing devices.
Section 2.

Sampling and Analyzing:

In conformity with practices

then prevailing in similar work and operations in the general area, Lessee will
sample all ore shipped, stockpiled, taken to any treating plant or placed on
any lean ore stockpile and will furnish Lessors copies of all analyses made
thereof, and will also furnish Lessors portions of such samples (up to one-fourth
maximum) as Lessors may request.
promptly furnished to Lessors.

Statements showing such analyses will be
Lessee will promptly adjust, in accordance with

the true facts and so as to protect the rights of each party as contemplated
by the provisions of this lease, all errors and mistakes in sampling, analyzing,
grading, averaging, shipping, or treating ore.
Section 3.

Cross Mining, Stockpiling, Mixing:

Lessee shall have the

right to gain access to and mine and remove the ores and minerals from the leased
premises and from any other property in which Lessee may be interested through
any tunnels, shafts, workings or openirigs on the leased premises or on such
other property, and may conduct its mining operations on the leased premises and
on such other property as a single mining operation and as if all such parcels
constituted a single tract of land; and to that end Lessee shall have the right
at any time to treat, or to place in stockpile any ores, minerals and other
valuable substances from the leased premises or from such other property, at
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such place or places as it may elect upon the leased premises or upon other
property owned or controlled by Lessee, and of doing all such other things on and
in the leased premises and using the same in such a manner and for such a purpose
as Lessee may deem advisable in its mining operations thereon and on such other
property.

The rights granted in this paragraph shall at Lessee's option survive

the termination of this lease, provided Lessee pays to Lessors the sum of Five
Hundred Dollars ($500) for each year these rights survive and are used by Lessee,
such payment to be made on the same date and to be prorated in the same manner as
minimum royalty is payable and prorated hereunder, as hereinafter provided.
Lesse~, in the course of its operations and in its technical discretion, shall have the right, prior to, during or after treatment of any of
the same, to commingle and mix ores, minerals, metals, concentrates, products,
precipitates, and any or all other valuable substances or materials derived
from the leased premises with similar materials derived from other lands; provided that Lessors shall receive when due substantially the same amount of
royalty hereunder for their portion of such commingled material as they would
have received if the same had not been commingled.
Section 4.

Good Mining Practices:

Lessee will conduct all of its

operations hereunder in a workmanlike manner and in accordance with good engineering methods and in conformity with practices prevailing in similar work
and operations in the vicinity; and all earth, rock and other useless material
or rubbish shall be deposited at such places and in such manner as will not
unnecessarily conflict with or embarrass future mining operations.
Section S.

Inspection:

Lessors have the right, at their own risk

and expense, to inspect the leased premises and any plants in which ore from
the leased premises is beneficiated and any properties to which ore is taken
for stockpiling or storage, and to take samples of any ore and to make analyses
thereof, not necessarily hindering or interrupting the work or operations of
Lessee.
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Section 6.

Tailings:

The tailings or other material eliminated by

the treatment of ores mined and removed from the leased premises, whatever may
be their or its nature or content~ shall be treated as and be deemed to be
waste, shall be the property of the Lessee, and may be deposited on the said
leased premises or elsewhere in such manner as will not conflict with or embarrass the future operations on the leased premises, subject however, to the
obligation of Lessee to pay earned royalty to Lessors in accordance with the
terms hereof in the event Lessee produces and ships any metallic products from
such tailings or other wasted material during the term hereof.

Lessee shall also

have the right to sell such waste and tailings for ballast or any other uses
other than the recovery of metallic products therefrom, and in the event of any
such sales shall pay Lessors 50% of the net selling price received by Lessee
after deducting from such selling price all costs necessarily and reasonably
incurred by Lessee in selling and delivering such material.
At the termination of this lease for any reason all such waste and
tailings remaining on the leased premises and not sold shall belong to Lessors
and Lessee waives all rights thereto, and all such waste and tailings stockpiled off the leased premises shall belong to Lessee and Lessors waive all
rights thereto.
Section 7.

Use of Surface:

In the event. Lessors are the owners of

the surface of the leased premises and Lessee erects a mill or plant thereon
or otherwise uses the surface thereof for storage, stockpiling or other uses
to the exclusion of Lessors, the Lessee agrees to notify Lessors what portion
of the surface it desires to use and agrees to pay Lessors an annual rental
for the portion of the surface so used which shall be the reasonable rental
value thereof.

If such annual rental cannot be agreed upon by the parties

hereto the same shall be determined by arbitration as hereinafter provided.
Such use may be made of the surface by Lessee at any time, notwithstanding
the submission to arbitration of the determination of the annual rental, and
that such annual rental has not yet been determined,
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Lessors shall grant to Lessee, by instrument of writing independent of this
lease, the exclusive right, privilege and license to use that part of the
surface of the leased premises so requested by Lessee for a .mill or plant site
or for storage, stockpiling or other uses in connection with its mining and
milling operations, which instrument shall continue in force from year to year
during the term hereof, and any extensions or renewals thereof so long as Lessee
annually pays the rental agreed upon, which rental shall be payable on the same
date and shall be prorated in the same manner as herein provided for the payment
of minimum royalty.

ARTICLE III

Taxes
Section 1.

Lessee's·Obligation to r>av Taxes:

Lessee will punctually

pay and discharge, for its own account, as the same bec.om.e due, any and all taxes
levied or assessed against the mines, minerals, mills or mining and milling equipment on the leased premises during the term of .this lease, and if not so paid by
Lessee, Lessors or their successors or assigns may pay the same and charge such
payment against Lessee as royalty due, or have any other legal .remedy for the
recovery thereof.

Lessee shall also pay, during the term hereof, all increases

subsequent to the date hereof in the present town taxes levied against the leased
premises on account of Lessee's operations thereon.
Lessee at its option may pay and discharge any taxes, mortgages or
other liens now existing or hereafter incurred by Lessors,. le.vied or assessed
on or against the leased premises, and in the event it pays such taxes, mortgages
or other liens, shall be subrogated to the rights of the holder or holders thereof
and may reimburse itself by applying to the discharge of any such taxes, mortgages
or other liens any royalty or rentals accruing hereunder.
Lessee shall always have the right to contest in the courts the validity of any taxes and assessments, paid or payable by it, in case the same shall
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be deemed unjust, and to take such other steps or actions as may be necessary
to secure the reduction thereof, before paying the same; and provided further,
that Lessee shall not permit or suffer any part of the leased premises for
which it is obligated to pay the taxes to be sold at any time for any such
taxes or assessments.

Lessee shall furnish Lessors true copies of all receipts

evidencing payment by it of all such taxes and assessments as are required to
be paid by it.

ARTICLE IV

Minimum Royalty
Section 1.

Rate:

Beginning with the effective date hereof and con-

tinuing thereafter during the period that this lease continues in force, Lessee
covenants and agrees to pay to Lessors minimum royalty at the following rates
per calendar year:
For the first
years of the lease$
per year;
----For each year of the term thereafter, and any extension
thereof$ _____ per year.
Minimum royalty for the first calendar year of this lease and for the
calendar year of termination shall be prorated on the basis of the length of
time Lessee holds this lease in each of such years.
Section 2.

Payment of Minimums:

All such minimum royalty shall be

payable in one lump sum for each year on the 20th day of January next following
the year for which such payment is made.
Section 3.

Application of Minimums:

Provided, however, that in case

the total amount of earned royalty to be paid as hereinafter specified for any
year shall equal or exceed the minimum royalty to be paid for such year, Lessee
shall not be required to pay any portion of the minimum royalty herein reserved
for such year; and in case the total amount of earned royalty payable for such
year shall be less than the amount of the minimum royalty payable for such
year, then the Lessee shall pay such an amount for minimum royalty for such
year, that the entire amount paid for minimum royalty and earned royalty for
such year, shall equal the amount of minimum royalty herein agreed to be paid
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for such year.

The amounts thus paid for minimum royalty shall be applied from

time to time in reduction of the payment of earned royalty on ore thereafter
mined and shipped from the leased premises, after the earned royalty on any
shipments hereunder in any year amount to more than enough to pay the minimum
royalty payable for such year.

ARTICLE V
Earned Royalty
Lessee covenants and agrees that it will pay earned royalty to Lessors
as follows:
A. A royalty of ___% of the net proceeds realized by Lessee from
all marketable nonmetallic mineral products produced from ore or mineral substances from the leased premises.
B. A royalty of ___% of the net smelter return received
from all sulfides and other concentrates from metallic ores produced
leased premises. "Concentrates 11 , for the purposes hereof, means the
zinc, lead, copper, nickel, cobalt, iron, gold, silver and any other
minerals or sulfur economically recoverable.

by Lessee
from the
saleable
metallic

"Net smelter return", for the purposes hereof when used with respect
to the minerals listed above, means the price established at the smelter by
responsible buyers of such marketable mineral products or of concentrates of a
similar grade and kind produced from ores mined and milled in the general area
and prevailing at the time the concentrates are delivered to the smelter for
treatment, after all deductions for customary smelting costs, charges and
penalties, and for costs paid by or charged to Lessee for transporting and
selling such marketable mineral products or concentrates, including all taxes,
duties and commissions paid or payable, if any, in connection with such transportation or sale.
C. If Lessee desires to mine and ship or mine, beneficiate and
ship or otherwise dispose of any minerals, mineral products, metals or other
materials from the leased premises for which royalty rates are not provided
herein, Lessee shall have the right to mine and ship or mine, concentrate and
ship or otherwise dispose of such materials but before doing so the parties
hereto shall agree upon a royalty rate for such materials.

ARTICLE VI
Payment of Royalty
Section 1.

Allocation of Royalty:

It is expressly understood and

agreed by and between the Lessors and the Lessee that the minimum royalty and
the earned royalty hereinbefore stated are for a 100% fee interest in the
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minerals in the leased premises and that each Lessor shall receive that portion
of the minimum royalty and earned royalty hereinabove stated which his or her
ownership in such minerals bears to a 100% fee interest in the minerals in
the leased premises.
Section 2.

Time of Payment:

All earned royalty payable hereunder

shall be paid by the Lessee to Lessors on or before the 20th days of April,
July, October and January for all earned royalty accrued hereunder as hereinbefore provided, during the three calendar month period immediately preceding
the month in which each such payment is to be made; subject, however, to final
settlement and adjustment therefor on or before January 20th of the succeeding
calendar year.
Section 3.

Place of Payment:

Lessee will pay all royalty due here-

under to Lessors at the addresses designated in ARTICLE XII hereof, or at such
other addresses as Lessors may hereafter designate in writing.

ARTICLE VII
Title to Ore and Protection of
Lessors' Interests, Covenants of Title, Timber
Section 1.

Title to Ore:

No title to any ore from the leased

premises shall vest in Lessee until such ore has been shipped or the royalty
thereon has been paid.
Section 2.

Lessors' Lien:

As security for the faithful performance

by Lessee of all the provisions of this lease, Lessors shall hold a lien which

they may enforce against the Lessee's interest in any ore mined from the
leased premises and against any of Lessee's buildings, improvements, equipment
and machinery situated on the leased premises.
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is intended or shall be construed to prevent the sale and removal of said ores
or the concentrated products thereof in the usual course of business, nor to
prevent the removal of buildings, improvements, equipment and machinery or any
other property at any time when said Lessee shall not be in default, and the
said lien shall not, in case of sales of ore or the concentrated products thereof to third parties, be deemed to follow the same as against such third parties,
Section 3.

Protection against Liens:

Lessee will protect the leased

premises and all buildings, structures, personal property and improvements made
thereon and all unpaid for ore, wherever situated, and keep the title of Lessors
thereto free and clear of all liens (including, but not by way of limitation,
mechanics', laborers' and materialmen's liens), clouds, claims and encumbrances
which in any manner arise on account of Lessee's mining and other operations
or business upon or in connection therewith, or on account of acts of its
agents, employees or contractors; provided, however, that Lessee shall not be
required to pay any mechanics', laborers' and materialmen's liens, or any claims
or amount so long as Lessee shall in good faith contest its liability and shall
protect the interests of Lessors and the property hereinbefore described from
being subject to the payment thereof.
Section 4.

Indemnity:

Lessee shall indemnify and hold Lessors harm-

less from and against any loss or liability on account of debts incurred by
Lessee in connection with its operations hereunder, and against ell loss,
damage or expense resulting from any injury to or death of persons or damage
to property occurring upon or about said lands in any manner caused by or
arising solely out of Lessee's operations hereunder, provided that this
covenant shall not be construed to be for the benefit of third persons, and
provided further that every notice or summons received by Lessors is promptly
delivered to Lessee.
Section 5.

Covenants of Title:

Lessors covenant and warrant to

and with Lessee that Lessors are the owners of the leased premises, free from
all encumbrances except as may be hereinbefore specified, and except rights
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of way for public highways, railroads, electric power transmission lines,
telegraph and telephone wires and poles, and water and gas pipelines now in,
on, over and across said leased premises; that they have good and full right,
power and authori.ty to let, lease and demise the same as herein provided; and
that if Lessee, its successors and assigns, duly keeps and performs the terms,
conditions and obligations of this lease to be kept and performed by it,
Lessors, their representatives, heirs, successors and assigns, will warrant
and defend Lessee, its successors and assigns, in the full and peaceful possession and exercise of the rights, privileges and estates hereby granted or
conferred, against all lawful claims and demands whatsoever.
Section 6.

Timber Removal:

All standing timber on the leased premises

belongs to Lessors and may be removed by Lessors any time prior to mining operations.

Lessee shall give Lessors not less than ninety (90) days written noti.fi-

cation whenever it deems it necessary to its mining operations that such timber
be removed.

In the event Lessors fail to promptly remove said timber after

receipt of such notice, Lessee shall have the right to remove such timber. for
the account of Lessors, but shall be entitled from the proceeds of the sale of
such timber to the reasonable expenses occasioned by it in the removal of such
timber.
ARTICLE VIII
Arbitration
Section 1.

Selection of Arbitrators:

It is mutually covenanted and

agreed that in case any controversy or disagreement shall arise between Lessors
and Lessee relative to the due observance and fulfillment of the terms and obligations hereof by either party, then such controversy or disagreement, except
as hereinbefore otherwise provided, shall be submitted for arbitration by three
(3) competent and duly qualified persons in the following manner:
A. Lessors shall select one (1) arbitrator, and Lessee shall select
one (1) arbitrator, and the two (2) arbitrators so selected jointly shall se•lect a third. The selection by Lessors and Lessee of their respective arbitrators shall be made within thirty (30) days after written notice by either
Lessors or Lessee served upon the other stating in substance the question in
dispute desired to be submitted to arbitration and demanding arbitration.
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In case either Lessors or Lessee shall fail to make a selection pursuant to
notice as aforesaid within the time above specified, or in case the arbitrators
so selected by Lessors and Lessee shall fail to agree upon a third arbitrator
within thirty (30) days after the appointment of the last of the two (2), then
upon application made by either Lessors or Lessee, upon thirty (30) days'
written notice thereof to the other party, the arbitrator or arbitrators not
so selected may be appointed by any judge of the United States Court of Record
in the State of Maine.

B. The arbitrators, as soon as possible after their selection, shall
meet at a place convenient for all parties after having given Lessors and
Lessee not less than ten (10) days' written notice of the time and place of the
meeting. After hearing the evidence presented by all parties relating to the
question in dispute and after taking such testimony as the arbitrators shall
deem necessary, the arbitrators shall decide the question submitted to them.
They shall, within thirty (30) ciays after such hearing, in writing, make their
award or decision upon the question submitted to them and shall serve a copy
thereof upon each party to this lease, and the award or decision of the arbitrators, or a majority of them, shall be final and binding upon all such parties.
Section 2.

Payment of Arbitration Costs:

Lessors and Lessee shall

each pay one-half (1/2) of the fees and expenses of such arbitration and all
of the fees and expenses of their own witnesses and counsel.
Section 3.

Controversies Not to Suspend Operations:

Any difference

or controversy that may arise between Lessors and Lessee as to the construction or carrying out of this lease, or the rights of Lessors and Lessee under
the same, shall not interrupt or suspend Lessee's right to mine and ship ore
from the leased premises, provided Lessee sha 11 duly pay for ore so taken at
the time or times and in the manner stated in this lease.

ARTICLE IX
Termination
Section 1.

Termination by _Lessee:

Lessee shall have the right at

any time during the term hereof to terminate this lease by giving written
notice to the Lessors of its intention so to do and tendering to Lessors a
written release thereof, in proper form for recording in the county in which
the leased premises are located, and from and after the giving of such notice
and the tender of such release, this lease shall terminate and all liabilities
of the Lessee under this agreement (including, but not by way of limitation,
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payment of minimum royalty and taxes) except such liabilities as shall have
been accrued, whether or not then payable, shall cease and terminate.

Service

of such notice and tender of such release may be made by mailing as herein
provided for giving of notices generally, or by delivery of the same to Lessor~
in person, or by recording the same in the Registry of Deeds of the county in
which the leased premises are situated, and paying the recording fee.
Section 2.

Obligations of Lessee on Termination:

Lessee agrees that

whenever this lease is terminated by its expiration or by action of the parties
hereto or by opeiation of law, Lessee shall and will peaceably and quietly leave,
surrender and yield the leased premises unto Lessors in such condition as shall
at that time be required by any laws or proper regulations of any duly constituted governmental authority then in effect.

If within one year following

such termination Lessors shall, in their sole discretion, consider it necessary
to cover or fence shafts, pits or excavations dug or left by Lessee, Lessee
agrees to pay the first Fifteen Hundred Dollars ($1500) of such cost and onehalf (1/2) but not more than Fifteen Hundred Dollars ($1500) of any additional
cost of such fences or coverings.

Provided, however, and Lessors agree, that

Lessee shall be entitled and permitted to remove within six (6) months after
such termination all buildings, structures (including steel head frames),
engines, tools, machinery, railroad tracks, pipe and power lines> improvements and other property which may be erected or placed or made ou the
leased premises, either before or after the date hereof, but shall not
remove or impair any supports placed in the mines on the leased premises
or any timber for framework necessary to the use and maintenance of shafts
or other approaches to the mine or any tramways within said mine.
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ARTICLE X
Default
The grants of Lessors as contained herein are subject, however, to
the express condition that in case, and as often as Lessee shall make default
in the performance, or by the violation of, any of the several agreements expressed herein to be kept and performed on its part, and such default shall
continue uncorrected or unsatisfied for the period of ninety (90) days after
written notice specifying the default complained of shall be given to Lessee
by Lessors, then and in such case Lessors shall have the right to enter in
and upon the leased premises and to have and possess them again as of their
first and former estate, and to exclude Lessee and all parties claiming under
it; provided, however, that if Lessee denies any such alleged failure of performance and shall demand referral of such question to arbitration in accordance
with the provisions hereof, the time required for such reference to and decision
by the arbitrators shall not be deemed to be part of the ninety (90) day period
and the Lessee shall have ninety (90) days after the decision of the arbitrators
in which to correct any default or failure of performance found by the arhitrators.

ARTICLE XI
Assignments
Lessors agree that Lessee shall have the right to assign this lease
or to sublease the leased premises or any part thereof, and to contract with
others to work any mine or mines thereon, or any part thereof, and to treat
any ore with the same rights, privileges, obligations and restrictions as
are herein granted to and required of Lessee.

ARTICLE XII
Notices
Section 1.

Notices:

Written notices hereunder shall be delivered

in person or sent by registered or certified mail to the last known business
address of the parties hereto, and shall be considered given at the time of
such delivery or mailing, as the case may be.
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of written notice to the contrary shall be:
As to Lessors:

As to Lessee:

Periodical reports, statements and payments required of Lessee may be delivered
in person or by ordinary mail.
Section 2.

Any party hereto may upon written notice to the other

party, which shall be served as herein provided for services of notices generally, change the address to which notices to such party may be sent, or
designate a new party with the same or different address to which such notices
may be sent.
ARTICLE XIII
Miscellaneous
Section 1.

Effect of Invalidity of Parts of this Lease:

If any cov-

enant or provision of this lease shall be adjudged void, such adjudication shall
not affect the validity of any other covenant or provision which is in itself
valid.

No controversy concerning any covenant or provision shall delay the per-

formance of any other covenant or provision hereof.
Section 2.

Captions:.

111e captions used herein, whether in the mar-

gins or at the beginning of paragraphs are for convenience only and are not to
be used nor intended to be used in interpreting this agreement.
Section 3.

Binds Successors and Assigns:

This agreement shall ex-

tend to, inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the respective representatives,
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heirs, successors and assigns of the parties hereto, subject however to the
provisions of ARTICLE XI hereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, The parties hereto have caused this lease to be
duly executed as of the day and year first above written.
In the Presence of:

LESSORS:

LESSEE:

By_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

By

-----------------

(Acknowledgment for Husband and Wife Lessors):
STATE OF

COUN1Y OF

)

) ss.
)

On this ___ day of __________ , 19_, before me, a Notary
Public, within and for said County and State, personally appeared
and _________ , husband and wife, to me known to be the persons described
in and who executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged that they have
executed the same as their own free act and deed,

Notary Pub lie
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STATE OF

COUN1Y OF

)

) ss.
)

On this ___ day of ___________ , 19_, before me, a Notary
Public, within and for said County and State, personally appeared
and _________ , husband and wife, to me known to be the persons described
in and who executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged that they have
executed the same as their own free act and deed,

Notary Public

STATE OF

)

COUN1Y OF

)

) ss.

On this ___ day of ___________ , 19_, before me, a Notary
Public, within and for said County and State, personally appeared
and _________ , husband and wife, to me known to be the persons described
in and who executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged that they have
executed the same as their own free act and deed.

Notary Public

(Acknowledgment for Corporate Lessor):
STATE OF
COUNTY OF

)

) ss.
)

On this ___ day of ____________ , 19_, before me, a Notary
Public, within and for said County and State, personally appeared
-------and ________ , to me personally known, who, being each by me duly sworn,
did say that they are respectively the Vice President and Assistant Secretary of
, one of the corporations named in the foregoing instrument, and that the seal affixed to said instrument is the corporate
seal of said corporation, and that said instrument was signed and sealed in behalf of said corporation by authority of its Board of Directors and said Vice
President and Assistant Secretary acknowledged said instrument to be the free
act and deed of said corporation.

------------------

Notary Public
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STATE OF

COUNTY OF

)

) ss.
)

On this ___ day of ___________ , 19_, before me, a Notary
Public, within and for said County, personally appeared
and _____________ , to me personally known, who, being each by me
duly sworn, did say that they are respectively the Vice President and Assistant
Secretary of _________________ , the corporation named in the fore~oing instrument, and that the seal affixed to said instrument is the corporate
seal of said corporation, and that said instrument was signed and sealed in behalf of said corporation by authority of its Board of Directors and said Vice
President and Assistant Secretary acknowledged said instrument to be the free
act and deed of said corporation.

Notary Public
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PRINCIPAL
OPTION FOR LEASE

This option entered into this
be tween
hereinafter called 11 Grantors 11, an<l
hereinafter called 1.1Grantee".

day of

- - - - - - - - - - ' 197_,

1. For the consideration hereinafter expressed, Granters hereby
grant to Grantee an exclusive option to take at any time within _ _ _ year
from the date hereof a mining lease of the following described lands, hereinafter called "said premises":
\

PROPERTI

FORH OF
LEASE

2. Such mining lease shall be in a short form for recording purposes
and a long form, not to be recorded, containing __the de_tails of such leasing,
and shall be in substantially the form of E~bit . A and ..B attached hereto and
incorporated herein by reference.
----- -

PURPOSE

3. Grantors hereby grant to Grantee during the term hereof, the
exclusive right by itself or its agents, to enter the said premises to drill,
test-pit, conduct exploratory operations for minerals and other valuable
substances and to remove reasonable samples thereof for testing.

INSPECTION

4. Grantors shall at all reasonable times have the right at their
own risk to enter the said premises and inspect the work of exploration by
Grantee.
5.

CONSIDERATION

In consideration of the granting of this option, Grantee agrees

as fol lows:
To pay to Granters for each year of the term hereof, the following:

1.
2.

3.

For the first year the sum of$ _ _ _ _ on the execution hereof.
For the second year the sum of$ _ _ _ _ for each acre then remaining subject hereto , such sum being payable during the first
30 days of the second year;
For each year thereafter the sum of$_ _ _ _ per acre for each
acre then remaining subject hereto, such sum being payable
during the first 30 days of each such year.

SURRENDER

6. Grantee may surrender this option in whole or in part at any time
and from time to time by giviDg written notice thereof to Gran tors in the manner
hereinafter provided for giving notices.

EXERCISE

7. Grantee may exercise this option in whole or in part at any time
and from time to time during the term hereof by giving Grantorswritten notice
thereof in the manner hereinafter provided for giving notices, and upon the
giving of any such notice Grantee shall be entitled to have Granters execute
and deliver to it or its nominee, and Grantors hereby agree upon receipt of
such notice to execute and deliver to Grantee or its nominee without delay
long and short form of lease in the form of Exhibit A and B attached hereto .

WARRANTY

8 • . Grantors covenant and warrant that they are the owners in fee
simple of the said premises, free and clear of liens, encumbrances and conflicting claims or interests, that they have good right to enter into th~s
agreement and to lease the same as herein provided, and that so long as
Grantee, its successors and assigns, ke e ps, performs and observes each of
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the agreements and conditions to be kept, performed and observed by Grantee
as provided herein and therein, Granters and their successors and assigns
will warrant and defend Grantee and its successors and assigns in quiet and
peaceable possession of said premises for the uses and purposes herein and
in said lease provided, against all persons lawfully claiming or attempting
to claim the whole or any part thereof while this agreement and said lease
is in effect.
PROTECT
PREMISES

NOTICES

9. Grantee agrees to backfill or otherwise safeguard all openings
made by it in a manner suitable to prevent persons or domestic animals from
falling therein and in doing so to comply with any applicable statutes of
the governmental entity having jurisdiction thereof.

10.

Any request or notice which any party hereto may desire to
give to the other party shall be properly served when redctced to writing
and delivered in person, or placed in an envelope, sealed, stamped,
registered or certified and deposited in any United States Post Office,
addressed to:
As to Granters:

As to Grantee:

Either party hereto may, upon written notice to the other (served
as hereinabove provided) change the address to which notice to such party
may be sent.

11. This agreement and all of the provisions hereof shall both
bind and benefit the parties hereto and their respective successors and
assigns.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this agreement
to be duly executed as of the day and year first above written.
Granters:

In the presence of:

Grantee:

By_________________
Vice President

By_________________
Assistant Secretary·

STATE OF
COUNTY OF

)

) ss.
)

On this ___ day of ___________ , 19 , before me, a Notary
Public, within and for said County and State, personally-appeared
and _________ , to me personally known, who, being each by me duly sworn,
did say that they are respectively the Vice President and Assistant Secretary
of _____________ , one of the corporations named in the foregoing instrument, and that said instrument was signed and sealed in behalf of said
corporation by authority of its Board of Directors and said Vice President and
Assistant Secretary acknowledged said instrument to be the free act and deed
of said corporation.
Notary Public
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STATE OF MAINE
MINING LEASE
No. 1

THIS INDENTURE, made this twenty-ninth (29) day of June,

1959, by and between the state of Maine through the Maine Mining
11

Bureau hereinafter sometimes called the

Lessor 11 , party of the

first part, and Roland F. Beers, Inc., a New York corporation
having its executive offices in the City of Troy, state of New
York, hereinafter sometimes called the

11

Lessee", party of the

second part.
WHEREAS, the Lessee is owner of certain mining claims
numbered 131 to 134 inclusive and 137-139 inclusive, recorded in
the Office of the state Land . Agent at Augusta, Maine, and has
heretofore been issued a License to Mine upon the said ·mining
claims, the same being License numbered 2 issued by the Lessor;
and
WHEREAS, the Lessor has on the eleventh day of February, 1959,
given its ruling that the operations of the Lessee in carrying
on its proposed mining operations under this lease and the taking
of minerals from the said mining claims will be consistent with
any prior or proposed use by the Lessor, its agents or
instrumentalities; and
WHEREAS, the tract taken under this lease has been accurately
surveyed, said survey is marked

11

Exhibit A11 attached hereto and

made a part hereof; and
WHEREAS, the Lessor finds that the Lessee's previous
prospecting or mining activities within the state of Maine have ca·u sed no unreasonable damage to adjacent property; and

l

ii

WHEREAS, the Lessee has furnished adequate proof of its
inancial responsibility and the Lessor finds that the Lessee is
inancially able to respond in damages to satisfy any judgments
!for damage arising out of the mining operation under this lease
!\•;hich might cause damage to adjacent areas, and the filing of a

I

~ond is not necessary; and
WHEREAS, the Lessor has determined that it is not expedient
to require the Lessee to conduct bona fide mining operations under
said mining license for not more than one year prior to the
granting of this lease.

WI T N E S S E T H
That, for and in consid~ration of the covenants, agreements
and conditions hereinafter contained, to be observed, kept and
performed by the Lessee, the Lessor, in accordance with the
authority vested in it by Chapter 38B, Revised statutes of 1954,
as amended, has demised, leased and granted, and by these presents
does demise, lease and grant for the purposes hereinafter set
forth, to the said Lessee, its successors and assigns, each and all
of the following tracts or parcels of land situated in the County
of Knox, state of Maine, and more particularly described as follows

i
1

A certain lot or parcel of land of
95
acres
more or less described in Exhibit A attached hereto
consisting of seven (7) claims recorded in the name.
of Lessee Roland F. Beers, Inc., as claim numbers
131, 132, 133, 134, 137, 138, and 139, filed at
pages 173, 175, and 177, Book I, of the records of
the state Land Agent for the Maine Mining Bureau,
and upon which License to Mine number 2 was issued
by the Maine Mining Bureau on February 11, 1959,
which License to Mine is filed at page 93, Book VI,
of the records of the state Land Agent for the Maine
Mining Bureau, each of said seven (7) claims being
600 1 x 1500 1 in size in accordance with Chapter 38 B,
Revised Statutes of 1954, as amended, excepting
certain areas of private ownership, said claims being
located with reference to 11 Master Claim Post No. 1 11
which is located on the northeast side of Crawford_
Pond, Town of Union, Knox county, Maine, approximately
6138 1 S 53o W of the road junction of East Union Village
and 15,180 1 N 73° 30 1 W of common corner of the Towns of
warren, Union, and Rockport, I(nox county, all as set
2

Ii

:i

i!

Ii,,
Ii
II

forth in the engineer 1 s map of said claims which is
attached hereto as Exhibit A and which is filed at
page 147, Book I, of the records of the state Land
Agent for the Maine Mining Bureau.

\!,,
',

i~

'I

11

!1

I:

"i:for

and during the term of twenty (20) years from and after the

date hereof, or until, as to each such respective tract or parcel,
this lease shall be earlier terminated in the manner hereinafter
provided.

said premises are leased to the Lessee for the purpose

of giving and granting to the Lessee the exclusive right and
privilege of entering into and upon said leased premises and each
and every part thereof so long as this lease shall remain in effect
with respect thereto and to explore for, mine, remove, beneficiate,
concentrate, refine and ship any merchantable ores, metals, mineral ,
and mineral products not including oil, gas, sand and gravel, and
water, which it may desire, as are or may be found therein or
thereon, together with the full right, privilege and authority
of constructing, and maintaining any and all such machinery,
excavations, openings, and other improvements, property and fixtures
as may be reasonably necessary, convenient or suitable for mining,
removing, beneficiating, concentrating and shipping any of such
ores or materials or products thereof or for any activities
incidental thereto or to any of the rights or privileges of the
Lessee hereunder, and to commit waste to the extent necessary,
sual or customary in the carrying out of any and all of such
~urposes, rights, privileges or authorities, and to use such water,
sand and gravel found on said premises for mining and processing

Iboerations.
~

It is hereby understood and agreed that the Lessor

retains all other rights and interests not inconsistent with the

I

rights herein granted, to the extent that the same may be exercised,

µsed or retained without in any way interfering with the full and
i

lfree exercise by the Lessee of its rights and privileges hereunder.

l

~xploration Period

I

The period of this lease from the date hereof to and including

becember 31, 1963, shall be known as the exploration period and it

I

3

is understood and agreed by the Lessee that it will expend the
sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) prior to December 31,

1963, for exploration in the area defined in Exhibit A hereof by
diamond drilling, or by such geological methods of exploration
as may be approved in writing by the Lessor and/or for experimental
or developmental work on the beneficiation, concentration or
treatment of any mineral material which may be found in such area.
On or before January 31, 1960, Lessee shall submit a report
to Lessor covering the exploration work carried on during the
period from the date of this lease to December 31, 1959.

Similar

annual reports shall be submitted for subsequent years of the
1

exploration period.

These reports shall describe the type and

extent of exploratory work carried on in the area defined in
Exhibit A of the lease, and shall contain a detailed expenditure
report for the exploratory work conducted by the Lessee during the
required period.

Lessee also shall submit drill records, file

maps and sections describing in detail the results which have been
obtained in exploration work in the area defined in Exhibit A
hereof.
Renewal
Lessor grants Lessee the right to renew this lease upon its
expiration for a term not to exceed twenty (20) years upon the same
terms and conditions as contained herein, provided that the propert
subject to this lease is under development or in production at the
time of expiration of this lease.

cessation of normal development

or production activities, by reason of adverse economic conditions,
for a period of not more than two (2) years at or about the time of
expiration of this lease shall not affect renewal privileges, if
development or production is .resumed after such cessation for a
continuous period of at least one (1) year.

During the renewed

term of twenty (20) years, if such renewal occurs, Lessor grants
to Lessee the right to suspend or cease development or production
activities on the leased premises for a cumulative aggregate of
not more than seventy-two (72) months.
4

,,Rental
In accordance with Chapter 38B, Revised statutes of 1954, as
amended, Lessor shall not charge Lessee any rental for the premises
!subject to this lease which are covered by water.
,,i:Irr,
'
::r,1inimum
Royalty
1!

For the year commencing January 1, 1964, and for each calendar

i

i

\year thereafter during which this contract shall continue in effect

i

i'the Lessee shall on or before the twentieth (2Q day of January of
said year pay to the Lessor an annual minimum royalty in the amount
of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) for all acreage subject to this
lease at the beginning of such calendar year.

The Lessee shall

have credit in any one calendar year for any amount or amounts

I!Pal'd

to the Lessor as for minimum royalty, and any and all such

I

credits may be used and applied by the Lessee, so far as the same
j";ill go and be required to satisfy any amounts coming due under
ithis lease to the Lessor for royalty during said calendar year in

Irxcess

of the minimum royalty for the year of application.

It is

!the purpose of this covenant to secure a regular annual income from
khe demised premises, for the continuance and force of this lease
I

i

pn and after January l, 1964, of not less than Five Hundred Dollars

!($500.00) for all acreage subject to the terms and conditions of
\

!this lease.

I
lkoyalty

i!

Ii
ii

That the Lessee shall on or before the twentieth day of Januar
f each and every year, so long as this indenture continues in force,

pay to the Lessor for all merchantable ores, metals, minerals and
[

n ineral products mined from said premises by the Lessee during the
I

twelve (12) months preceding the first day of the month in which
i
I
such payments are to be made as aforesaid royalty as defined in
7

I

Chapter 38B, Revised statutes of 1954, as amended, as follows:

I
I

5
,,

"

Jalty payment of 5% of the adjusted fair market value

(a)

of the minerals or met 1

removed from the ground is

charged on an annual basis.

All royalty payments in

e~ ~ess of the minimum royalty shall be paid as herein-

before stated.

The adjusted fair market value for such

products as have a posted field or market price at the
mine head shall be the posted field or market price
at the time of removal from the ground without deductions
except those expenses of hoisting, crushing and loading
necessary to place the severed product in marketable
form and at a marketable place.
{b) The adjusted fair market value for such severed products
as must be processed or beneficiated before they reach a
marketable form shall be the fair value of such severed
products in their first marketable form as ore concentrate
.

.

at point of concentration, after deduction of expenses of
hoisting, crushing, loading, transportation, processing
and beneficiation.

In case said severed products have no

market value at the mine or as a concentrate, the adjusted
fair market value shall be the value of such severed
products when they first reach a marketable form, after
deduction of expenses of hoisting, crushing, loading,
transportation, processing and beneficiation and after
deduction of the value of any other materials or articles
which are combined with, mixed with, absorbed in, or
absorbed by said severed products in the process of turnin
said severed products into their first marketable form.
There shall also be deducted the expenses of such combinin ,
mixing or absorbing processes.
Operations
All mines on said premises shall be opened, used and worked-in
such manner only as is usual and customary in skillful and proper
mining operations of similar character when conducted by the

,
0

'·proprietors or other prudent operators, and so as not to do, cause
!, or permit any unnecessary and unusual permanent injury to the same

or any improper interference or hindrance in the subsequent
:operation of said mine or mines; provided that, subject to the
I

!above require1£nt5 the Lessee may from time to time use and employ
l

I such methods of mining as to the whole or any part of the ore upon
I

I

lu~aid
1

property, or under any portion thereof, as it may desire or

ifind most profitable and economical, or may, when it deems it
necessary or desirable, discontinue operations entirely so long
as it shall well and truly meet its obligations hereunder to pay

I taxes,

minimum royalty or accrued royalty, if any, subject to terms

and conditions herein set out under the renewal clause; and provided further that nothing contained in this lease shall require
the Lessee to develop a separate shaft or shafts on the leased
premises or any part thereof, or prevent raid Lessee from developing
mine or operations on the leased premises or any part thereof
solely through or in connection with its operations on or in any
adjoining or nearby property or properties as to it may seem most
desirable, taking into account its developments and operations on
any or all adjoining or nearby properties, or require the Lessee to
mine, preserve or protect in its mining operations any ore which,
under good mining practice, cannot be mined, treated, and shipped
at a profit to the Lessee at the time encountered.
Cross Mining
At any time while this agreement shall remain in full force
and effect the Lessor shall and will, upon written request from the
Lessee, execute and deliver to the Lessee an agreement permitting
1

the Lessee to mine and remove ores from the leased premises through

I

~djoining premises owned or operated by the Lessee or any company

I

~ssociated or affiliated with it, or to mine and remove ores from
l
I

:such adjoining premises through the open ings on the leased
I

I

•

.

premises; provided, however, that no· such agreement shall be

1

,,
I

!Fxecuted unless similar rights and privileges shall be granted by
!l

,the owners of such adJ"oining _premises.

1
1

11

Any s uc h supp 1 emen t a 1 a~ree~

,I
.... h
~en~
s all be executed in acceptance by the Lessee.
n
7
It

~

l

:Beneficiation and waste Disposal

The Lessee shall have the right to mine from the leased premis,E

. -d
.
d '"
j~
2ny and all mineral material which canno0.,_ be mine
ana- s h iooe
aire~L

as a merchantable product and which is susceptible to conc~~trationl
I
:and to concentrate such crude ore by crushing, grinding, washing,
I

!flotation, or other methods for the purpose of improving the
!character or quality thereof, at a concentrating plant on the lease
!premises or elsewhere in Maine. Within the term of this lease the
I
lLe s:]or grants to the Lessee the right to use any applicable mill,
i

!refinery, or other surface facilities constructed for the purpose

I

[of treating mineral material from the leased premises, to treat

l

lores or mineral material mined at any locations outside of the
l1eased premises, whether or not the commercial mineral material on

I

the leased premises may have been depleted and exhausted.

The Less e

further agrees that all mineral material mined on the leased premiss
I

~ill receive first concentration or other preliminary processing

I

.

'

~-,ithin the state of Maine, if it is material which must be concen-

11

1

trated or otherwise processed before it can enter normal sales

1
I

I

~hannels on the open market.

I

For the purpose of expediting researc

in beneficiation and refining technjques, the Lessor grants to the

II

~essee the right to transport crude ore free of royalty to
i

~aboratories, pilot plants, or other research facilities within or

1

IIpu t si. d e

.
.
d uring
.
th e perio
. d o~.c, t his lease, in
of Maine
a t any t ime

I

~he aggregate amount of One Hundred (100) short (2000-pound) tons.
11

1!

I!

The rock, lean ores, tailings, or other residual material from

ii

!the
mining or concentration of materials removed from the demised
l,
r
lpremises shall be deposited by the Lessee at such places and in such
11

!,

;manner as will not conflict with or embarrass the future operations

Ii

lpf said mine or mines, and in such manner as not to conflict with

'I

lbhe laws of the State and as not to cause pollution of the ground,

c

!btreams, ponds, or atmosphere to a degree incompatible with health a
Jl
JI

,safety.

1,

ll
1,

The Lessee shall conduct any such concentration process in a

I

i!

i

;reasonably careful and good workmanlike manner and in accordance with
8

the requirements of good engineering, interest of both Lessor and
Lessee being equally considered and protected, and so as not to do
or cause or permit any unnecessary or unusual waste of the mineral
terial taken from said premises.
The concentrates may be stockpiled on any adjacent or nearby
'.nremises and the rights and liens of the Lessor therein shall be
I~
!protected by provision in subsequent agreement as provided for unde

i

ithis lease relating to cross mining.

I

It is covenanted and agreed between the parties hereto that

1

i

~rude ore removed from the demised premises to any other lands in
i

I

r·tiaine for the purpose of concentrating the same, shall be subject ta

lroyalty

accrual at the time of removal from the ground, whether or

~ot there may be a significant delay between the time of removal fro

l

~he ground and the time of concentration.

:1ixing
And the Lessee shall also have, and is hereby granted, the
ight and privilege at any time, and so long as it may hold similar
tights and privileges on or in connection with any adjoining or
11

Ii

pearby premises, of mixing, either underground at the shaft or on
ii,·

the surface, any ores or materials that shall be mined from the

Ii

~eased premises or any part thereof with ores or materials,

l

fespectively, of the same or similar grade mined from any such
¢djoining or other premises on or in connection with which it has
Ii

~imilar rights, provided that the mixing of such ores or materials

Ii

ts

accomplished in such a manner as is fair and equitable and in

!;

~bcordance with standard practices, including the following:
ii

I!
II

(a)

l

The materials to be mixed shall be of the same or similar
grade; and sufficient analyses of materials in place shall
be made before mixing to assure this fact.

(b)

An accurate record of the number of tramcars, truckloads o
other units of measure agreeable to both first and secona
parties of each grade of each material from each property
going into each mixture shipped from the pockets and going

9
il

into each mixture stockpiled shall be kept and made
available to the Lessor at all reasonable times.
(c)

All tramcars, truckloads or other units of measure agreeable to both first and second parties shall at all times
be of uniform size, and care shall be taken that they
are loaded uniformly.

(d)

The number of tramcars, truckloads or other units of
measure of material from each property going into each
mixture of each grade shipped in its natural state and
each mixture beneficiated or concentrated before shipment
shall be used as the basis of the allocation of the
tonnage of each such mixture of merchantable ore or of
concentrated products between the properties from which
the material is mined.

(e)

In shipping mixtures of any grade direct from any shaft
or pockets or beneficiation plant, the actual shipping
weights of each shipment of such mixture shall be
apportioned between the respective properties contributin 6
thereto on the basis of the number of tramcars, truckload
or other units of measure of material so contributed to
such mixture from each respective property.

(f)

Each stockpile of mixed ore,

and each stockpile of mixed

concentrated products, and the actual shipping weights of
each shipment from each stockpile, shall be apportioned
and accredited to each of the respective properties contributing thereto on the basis of the number of tramcars,
truckloads or other units of measure of material from eac
such property respectively which shall have been contributed to the stockpile involved; provided, however, that
where contributions have been made to any stockpile during
more than one stockpile year, shipments made after the·
first such year shall be reckoned on a stockpile year
basis (January 1 to December 31), and shall be deemed
10

to have come from the earliest year 1 s contributions until
a tonnage equal to the total estimated contributions to
such stockpile during such earliest year shall have been
shipped, so that all shipments made from the stockpile
shall be deemed to be from the oldest ore or concentrated
products (in terms of stockpile years) in ·said stockpile.
The basis of apportionment of any so-called

11

overrun 11 of

any such mixed stockpile shall be the total tramcar,
truckload or other unit of measure contributions of each
property thereto since the last cleanup of such stockpile
(g)

Whenever a body of merchantable ore or non-merchantable
ore extends from the leased premises into any adjoining
property operated by the Lessee, the Lessee shall mine
each such body from each of such properties separately
but mining operation on any such body may be conducted
on each of said properties simultaneously and in the
interest of accuracy lines shall be established between
the properties on each level, sublevel, or on the surface
as the case may be, by a competent surveyor.

(h)

The Lessor shall have the right at its own expense and by
its authorized agents, at all reasonable times and in a
manner not unreasonably or unnecessarily hindering or
interrupting the operations of the Lessee, to enter upon
and into each property contributing to any such mixture
and view the same and take all reasonable means to
ascertain the condition thereof and the kind, qualities
and quantities of the materials going into any mixture
and to examine all working and other maps, records and
analyses pertaining thereto, and to request and receive
such maps of the operations and other data as will enable
it to have a clear understanding of the quantities and.
qualities of the materials going into each mixture, and

!

the Lessor agrees that the Lessee may grant similar rightr
11

l
l

to the owners of any adjoining or nearby property from
which ores are being mixed with materials from the
leased premises in accordance herewith.
(i )

The Lessee shall, before mixing any ores from the leased
oremises with ores from other oremises, take adeauate
~

4

4

samples of such ores from each property, respectively,
contributed to any such mixture, and, for the purposes
of the application of the royalty provisions of this
lease, the analyses of such ores from the leased premises
going into any such mixture shall be determined by
allocating the average analyses of the mixed ores, taken
in the customary manner upon or after shipment, to the
respective ores from the various properties contributing
thereto in proportion to the average analyses of the car,
truck, or belt samples of such respective ores and, in
case any such mixture shall be shipped from a stockpile
to which contributions shall have been made in more than
one stockpile year, such analyses shall be apportioned
on a stockpile-year basis in a manner similar to that
provided in subparagraph (f) of this section with respect
to the allocation of tonnage shipped from such a stockpil .

(j)

In case the Lessor shall desire to test the accuracy of
the method being used for the allocation of tonnages of
any mixture, or of the analyses of mixtures of mineral
materials of the various properties contributing thereto,
and shall so notify the Lessee in writing, then the
Lessee will, as promptly as practicable thereafter,
interrupt the mixing for a sufficient length of time so
that the estimated tramcar, truckload or other unit of
measure weights and analyses of the materials from each
property contributing thereto may be separately checked·
against railroad or other weights and analyses on
separate shipments thereof.
12

7he Lessee at the time of each annual payment of royalty,
3hall transmit to the Lessor a true and accurate statement showing
1

lror the preceding year the amount of each of the following, mined

i!

'.i

;ror

produced from materials mined from the leased premises and

l;
'I

shipped during the preceding year for which royalty is to be paid

j\

ii

l:1! as herein provided, to wit:

Ii

i
1;1

(a)

The tonnage and analysis of merchantable ore mined by
open pit methods and the tonnage and analysis of
merchantable ore mined by underground methods shipped
direct without treatment as referred to in subparagraph
(a) of the section entitled

11
.

(b)

Royalty 11 •
.

The tonnage and analysis of concentrated products of
crude material mined by open pit methods and the tonnage
and analysis of concentrated products of crude material
mined by underground methods, as referred to in subparagraph (b) of said riRoyalty 11 section.

H

H
,, ·

The Lessee will also furnish the Lessor annually an accurate

Ii

!)statement,
reports and maps of exploration and development and
,.
'

II,, mining

work upon said land during the preceding year, in addition

,1

n

i to

those requirements specified in section 10 of Chapter 293,

Ii Public
ii,:

Laws 1957.

For any year in which the Lessee shall have exercised its

,:

1

:c-ic;hts to so mix ores or materials from the leased premises with
'chose from other premises prior to the completion of their
beneficiation, concentration or treatment, the report by the
Lessee to the Lessor for such year shall also show separately, and
for each classification of concentrates or marketable products
upon which royalty is to be paid, the following to wit:
(1)

The total weight and analysis of the concentrates or
products made from such mixed ores or materials in
such year;

13

1

(2)

The weight or measured units and analysis of -

(i)

the ores and materials derived from the
leased premises, and

(ii) the ores and materials derived from other
premises, so going into the production of
such concentrates or products; and

(3)

The weight or amount of such concentrates or marketable
products assigned as derived from the leased premises
as provided in this section.

(4)

such other data as is available from the Lessee's records
and which will enable the Lessor to determine whether sue

.I

concentrates or products have been properly classified fo-

l

the purpose of computing the royalty payable thereon.

: Taxes
I

!
II will
I

The Lessee does hereby covenant, promise and agree, that it
pay as and when the same shall become due and payable all

!1

i;1awful public taxes and assessments, if any whatsoever.

The Lessee

Ii

!!shall not permit or suffer the demised premises, or any part thereo

n
lj

:1or any ore mined thereon or any improvements or personal property
Ii
jjthereon, to be sold at any time for such taxes or assessments.
i!

1) 1j~.tste

i;

q
II
l1
:

The Lessee further agrees that it will not permit or suffer to

be made any waste of the leased premises (except such waste as may

1

!lp.,
::oe

necessarily or customarily incidental to the conduct of the

"
II

j~ining operations herein contemplated or the full and proper

I

:1

J

'::::xercise of any of the rights and privileges hereby granted); that i

1

i!:)
!i
i':c t the end of said term, or the termination of this lease or demise 1
:i:1

i;in ~-1hole or in part, whether by forfeiture, expiration of time,

!;surrender by the Lessee, or other;,Ji se, it will peaceably surrender
11

!I

\:',::.he leased premises or the governmental descriptions affected
ii
l~he~~by
as the case may be, to the Lessor with all caves and
ll...,4 ...
t;

,

!~penings properly fenced, filled or protected as may be required
ii
!by
,, ' any laws or proper regulations of any duly constituted govern-

il

Iiii
.,,,

ii

i
\

stopes, shafts and
.
~ ··rj1p·y, 'oe ,,_
rr.aa'e 'oy ~1.,n' e Le~sPe
underrrroun d openings
t'h a1.,
- - ~1.,hereon, in
cood order and condition, ordinary wear and tear in use and
deterjoration from and damage by the elements excepted.
:::cn1o·val

rt is mutually agreed, that the Lessee shall have ninety (90)
days after any such termination or surrender in which to remove
all engines, tools, machinery, railway tracks, shaft houses, build]"ngi
dwellings, and structures and all other property of every na~ure t

I

and description erected, placed or situated upon the premises as
which this lease is being terminated or surrendered, except any an~
all supports placed in any shafts, drifts, or openings thereon or
any timber or frame work necessary to the use and maintenance of
shafts or approaches to mines or tramways within mines, none of
which shall be removed or destroyed by the Lessee; provided, always,
however, that none of said property may be removed by the Lessee
unless all payments of taxes, if any, (except taxes not then due
:.:~nd payable, which must and will be paid vvi thin thirty ( 3 0) days
after they become due and payable), royalties then due and other
dues shall have been made and all other covenants, agreements and
conditions hereof obligatory upon the Lessee shall have been
lJroperly and faithfully observed and performed.

Upon the failure

f the Lessee to remove any such permitted property within said

riod of ninety (90) days, the same shall belong to and become
~he absolute property of the Lessor.
1

i

1nspection by Lessor
rt is mutually agreed that said Lessor, its agents and
rvants, may at all reasonable t~mes enter upon the demised
ises, or any part thereof, peaceably, and view the same, and
means to ascertain the condition thereof, and
kind, qualities and quantities of mineral material therein or

ii

removed therefrom, not thereby unreasonably or unnecessarily

,_,

ii hindcrin5 or interrupting the proper business or operations of l,ne
ii

!i1.\ Lessee; proviae
·' d,

h o·:1ever, .,_l
.,__
v1.a.,

sai· d -Lessor agr e"'cs .,_o
l,

~ve "-'~e
L,u

Sa.

I!
I

i

i1
\!,, Lessee harmless from all claims for damages arising out of any

!i
!1

i

death or personal injuries sustained by any such agents or servantc
of the Lessor while in or upon said premises as herein permitted,

11

l1

ji unless the death or injury arises as the result of negligence of
it

lj

i: the Lessee.
ii

iiDnf ~'ul ,_
(I

'--

-- L,

Cl.

'.I1i

ii

rt is mutually agreed that if the royalties hereby reserved,

ij
!:
11

or any part thereof be and remain unpaid after the days and times

!I

i above

specified, or if the Lessee shall fail to keep any of the

h
Ii

II other

conditions herein expressed to be kept, performed or

llI,

,,Jin observed by the Lessee, then upon notice by the Lessor of such
'I

II.alleged failure to so comply, by sending such notice by registered

II

ii or certified mail at the place designated in this instrument under
ii

1'

Ii the

heading nAddressesrr, and if such failure to so comply is not

L
/l

.

.

:!remedied within thirty (30) days after the date of mailing such
;i

i!notice, the Lessee 1 s rights hereunder shall be liable to forfeiture.
i[

I:

iis2id forfeiture shall be taken pursuant to the provisions of
ii

/!

section 11, Chapter 293, Public Lavrn of Maine of 1957, and acts

:, 2.menda tory thereto.
Termination of Lease or Surrender of Rights by Lessee
It is hereby further covenanted, agreed and understood by and
between the said parties hereto, that the Lessee may:
(a)

At any time terminate the term aforesaid and the foregoing lease and demise; and/or

(b)

At any time and from time to time separately surrender
the rights, privileges and easements hereinabove granted,
leased and demised to it, and terminate its obligations hpre
I

unde~ insofar as the same pertains to any one or more

!i
'I

designated governmental descriptions which are part of tht1

leased premises;

16

by G~Ving the Lessor written notice of its intention so to do at

}ea:::t sixty ( 60) days before such termin2.tion or ·surrender, as
the case may be, such notice to be given in the manner herein
:, provided; and in each such case this lease shall terminate, or
j]

\!

the rigl1ts and obligations of the Lessee with respect to the

JI

designated governmental descriptions surrendered shall terminate

ii

ii as the case may be, sixty ( 6O) days after the giving of such notic'I;,
I!

Ii

ii

orovided that all of the covenants, agreements, and conditions

1

hereof obligatory upon the Lessee, including payment of all

II

minimtun royalty, royalties and other sums that may have accrued

ll
ji

and become payable hereunder (but not including taxes, if any, or

11 . ~

I:!11

:I

I other amounts not then due and payable, which must and will be
I

I

paid within thirty (30) days after they become due and payable),

ii
Ii,, shall have been properly kept. and performed by the Lessee; and
:i
,,,,

/J

the Lessee must and will upon any such termj_nation or surrender,

Ii

as the case may be, and upon the request therefor by the Lessor,

ii

forthwith execute and record in any public office where this

l instrument may have

been filed and recorded, a formal release and

I

i!1

:Iii
Ii
II
I

discharge, evidencing such termination or surrender, as the case
may be.
Lessor 1 s Lien

I

I

That the Lesso~ shall at all times have, possess, and hold a

.!

1

1

ii

Lien upon all ores mined but not shipped from the leased premises,

, and upon all machinery, personal property and improvements placed
I[

;!
i
,,
il.

n

upon said premises by the Lessee, as security for the performance
by the Lessee of each and all the covenants and conditions hereof

;!

ii obligatory upon the Lessee, which lien may be enforced against any
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such property in like manner as liens conferred by chattel mortgag~s,
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any other lien security, are or may be entitled to be enforcqd
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i unaer the laws of Maine.
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This lien provision is in addition to an~

.

liens under the laws of Maine.
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Nothing herein contain~dJ

/however, is intended or shall be construed to prevent the sale and

l

l removal of said ore or concentrated products in the usual course
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business, nor t o preven1.,~ ~1.,hP- rpmoval
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or any other property at any time when said Lessee shall not be in
default; and the above referred to lien shall not, in case of sale·
of ore or concentrated products to third parties, be deemed to
follow the same as against such third parties.
;~ddr2 s se s

For the purposes hereof, the address of the Lessor shall be
~aine Mining Bureau, state House, Augusta, Maine, or such other
place or person as it may have last designated in writing to the
Lessee, and the address of the Lessee shall be Roland F. Beers,
Inc., Post Office Box 1019, Troy, New York, or such other place as
it shall have last designated in writing to the Lessor.
Routine or regular periodical reports, statements and payments
hereunder may be sent by regular mail so addressed; and, if so
addressed and mailed in due season, then if any of the same shall
n.ot be received when due, the addressee will notify the addressor
of such failure of receipt and give the addressor a reasonable time
to follow up and secure the delivery of the statement, report or
payment, or a duplicate thereof, before claiming any default on
account of such failure of delivery.

But as to any formal notices

of surrender, cancellation, default or termination, the same shall

oe delivered to the party notified either personally or by

~egistered mail to be effective hereunder.
IN -.IITNESS :n-rnREOF, the said Lessor, has caused this agreement

'• ':,o be duly executed by Paul A. MacDonald, Chairman of the Maine
.-:inin.s:;:
b-y virtue of a resolution passed by the 1-·.1ai· n.e
·
~ Bureau,
. "·
rnning
au on January 29, 1958, and executed by Roland F. Beers, Inc.,
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;)J i~s ?resident, Roland F. Beers, duly authorized and their
r·c,:;pe::ctive seals to be affixed hereto, duly attested, the day

2nd year first above written.

STATE OF M.AINE

);

!l'

June 29, 1959

''Kennebec, ss.
"'
1l"

su.b scribed

on the day
·,:::: written.
:Sefore me,
1w-cary o):'V.iJ .L ic
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